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ABSTRACT

This thesis is dedicated to utilising state-of-the-art deep learning techniques to facilitate the
modelling of the limit order book (LOB), with an ultimate goal to achieve realistic LOB simulation.
In financial markets, LOB is a queuing system used to store and sort unexecuted orders submitted
by investors, revealing fine-grained contemporaneous demand and supply relation of an asset.
LOB has been widely used by researchers and practitioners to gain insights into market dynamics,
reflecting its cornerstone role in financial microstructure studies.

The emphasis of the thesis is to conduct realistic LOB simulation, of which the needs originate
from practical needs. First, the accessibility of LOB data is very limited, as financial data
providers charge a substantial fee for streaming, storage, processing cost associated with the
data; and in some scenarios the exchanges do not publish the LOB data at all. Second, traditional
LOB simulation models either suffer from subjectivity or lack-of-interaction problems, making the
simulated data a weak reflection of the real market. A realistic LOB simulation to be attempted
in the thesis can appropriately handle both dilemmas.

Based on a comprehensive overview of the LOB literature, the thesis provides a series of
solutions to the aforementioned problems. First, the LOB recreation model is proposed to predict
deep level LOB information based on top level trades and quotes data, in which a continuous-
time recurrent neural network functions as the main module. While the model allows insights
into unrevealed deep level information in the LOB through widely available trades and quotes
data, the model fails to simulate a realistic LOB owing to the overlooking of the system’s
event-based essence. Second, a state-dependent parallel neural Hawkes process is proposed to
model event arrivals in financial exchanges as stochastic point processes. The model is able
to provide accurate predictions concerning the arrival of next event. Facilitated by stochastic
point sampling algorithms, the model can be further utilised to iteratively sample new events,
achieving a minimal simulation of the LOB. Finally, the thesis proposes a brand-new perspective
in conducting LOB simulation - a hybrid neural stochastic agent-based simulation. The hybrid
simulation paradigm embeds a background trader, whose behaviour logic is learnt from real
market data using neural point processes and deep generative models, in a well-developed agent-
based LOB simulation platform. The hybrid simulation model shares the advantages of both
stochastic and agent-based models, leading to an objective and interactive simulation.

Experiments are rigorously carried out to validate the superiority of the proposed models
against existing models from the literature. The effectiveness of each proposed deep learning
modules, and factors that can potentially influence the performance of the models, are compre-
hensively discussed. The authenticity of the simulated LOB, and the simulation system’s reaction
to experimental agents, are verified against a wide range of empirical findings from the financial
literature. In conclusion, this thesis underscores the transformative potential of deep learning in
enhancing our understanding of financial markets, paving the way for more accurate, efficient,
and realistic LOB simulations.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, the landscape of global financial markets has undergone a profound

transformation, transitioning from manual operations to sophisticated electronic platforms. Since

the first introduction of electronic trading in New York Stock Exchange back in 1970s, the shift has

been so significant that today, electronic trading accounts for a significant portion of equity shares

traded globally. For instance, in the United States, electronic trading accounted for over 99% of

equity shares traded in 2020, a stark contrast to the mere 15% in 2000 [1]. This evolution has

rendered traditional methods of order submission, such as phone calls or ticker tape transmissions,

obsolete. They have been replaced by electronic financial exchanges that offer real-time market

interaction and efficient data feed APIs, revolutionising the way market participants operate and

interact with the market.

The transformation to electronic trading has not only revolutionised traditional financial

markets but has also paved the way for the emergence of new platforms that facilitate the trading

of a wide range of commodities. Platforms such as StockX and eBay have leveraged the power

of electronic trading to create global marketplaces that transcend geographical boundaries and

operate round the clock. The success of these platforms underscores the transformative power

of electronic trading. By digitising and automating the trading process, electronic trading has

not only increased the efficiency and accessibility of markets but has also fostered innovation,

leading to the creation of new trading platforms and markets. As electronic trading continues

to evolve, it is expected to continue driving the transformation of global financial markets and

beyond.

While the design and structure of markets can vary across different platforms and asset

classes, at the core of these electronic trading systems lies the continuous double auction (CDA)

mechanism [2]. This trading system allows buyers and sellers to submit their orders continuously,

with transactions occurring whenever a buy and sell order overlap. The term continuous refers

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

to the fact that there is no restriction on the minimal time interval between consecutive events

submitted to the venue, allowing for a constant flow of trading activity. The term double signifies

that both buyers and sellers can actively engage in the trading process by submitting and

cancelling various types of orders. This dual-sided participation creates a dynamic and competitive

marketplace where market participants are constantly searching for the best prices. It provides a

transparent and fair trading environment where all market participants have equal access to

trade execution. The prices formed in this process reflect the collective valuation of the asset by

all market participants, making it a crucial component in the price discovery process.

In the framework of the CDA mechanism, a pivotal component is the electronic limit order

book (LOB), also known as market depth or Level-II data. The LOB is a dynamic data structure

that stores and organises all unexecuted orders for a specific financial asset in the market. It

is a critical element of the market microstructure, providing granular information about the

supply and demand for a given asset [3]. Each entry in the LOB represents an order submitted

by a market participant. These orders are sorted by price and time, with bid orders (i.e., orders

to buy) and ask orders (i.e., orders to sell) arranged on different sides of the book. The highest

bid and the lowest ask, known as the best bid and best ask, form the bid-ask spread, which is a

key indicator of market liquidity [4]. The LOB is a living entity, constantly changing as market

participants submit new orders, cancel existing ones, or execute trades in nanosecond time scale.

These actions, collectively referred to as market event stream (or order flow), shape the state

of the LOB and, ultimately, drive price fluctuations. The LOB, therefore, serves as a real-time

snapshot of market sentiment, capturing the interplay of various market forces at any given

moment. An exemplary snapshot of the LOB for an asset traded in NASDAQ is shown in Fig. 1.1.

The study of the LOB holds substantial importance from both academic and practical per-

spectives. From an academic viewpoint, the LOB serves as a microcosmic representation of the

market, encapsulating the intricate interplay of various market forces. It provides a granular

view of market activity, offering a rich dataset for researchers to delve into the complexities

of market microstructure, price formation, and market dynamics. The LOB’s dynamic nature,

reflecting the collective actions and strategies of market participants, makes it a fascinating

subject of study for economists, financial theorists, and data scientists alike. It offers a unique

lens through which we can understand the underlying mechanisms that drive financial markets,

contributing to the broader discourse on economic theory and financial economics [3].

From a practical standpoint, the LOB is of immense relevance to a wide array of market

participants. Traders, brokers, market makers, and regulators all rely on the insights derived

from the LOB to inform their decisions and strategies. For traders, particularly those engaged

in high-frequency and algorithmic trading, the LOB is a critical tool for predicting short-term

price movements and devising trading strategies. Brokers and market makers use the LOB to

manage liquidity and execute trades optimally, minimising transaction costs and maximising

profits. For regulators and policy-makers, the LOB offers a transparent view of market activity,

2



Figure 1.1: An exemplary snapshot of the LOB for the asset NDAQ traded in NASDAQ. The price
$177.00 shown on the top indicates the price of the most recent trade. Take the bid side for an
example, there are five columns. From left to right, columns indicate time of order submission, ID
of the asset, cumulative order volumes with price no lower than the specific price, total number
of orders resting at the specific price, and the limit bid price. There are also different batches of
orders with the same limit price in the LOB. For instance, at $176.94 there are three batches of
limit orders, submitted by different investors or submitted at different times. The current best
bid price is $176.94 and the best ask price is $176.99. There are currently 1010 units of orders on
the bid side and 663 units of orders on the ask side.

aiding in market surveillance, detecting market manipulation, and ensuring market fairness and

transparency [4].

Moreover, the advent of electronic trading and the increasing prevalence of algorithmic

trading strategies have further underscored the importance of LOB research. These automated

trading systems often rely heavily on LOB data to make trading decisions, making the study

of the LOB crucial for their development and performance. As such, research into the LOB not

only contributes to our theoretical understanding of financial markets but also has significant

implications for the design and operation of trading algorithms and systems [1].

Research into the LOB can be broadly categorised into two main streams: empirical and

theoretical. Empirical studies on the LOB have been instrumental in providing a nuanced

understanding of the dynamics of financial markets. These studies have delved into the granular

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

interactions and behaviors that underpin market dynamics, offering a detailed view of market

operations. Early empirical studies on the LOB analysed aspects such as order flow, limit order

placement, and intraday evolution of the LOB, providing valuable insights into the strategic

behavior of traders and the determinants of liquidity in the LOB [5]. Moreover, empirical LOB

research has been pivotal in the development and validation of market microstructure theories.

Empirical findings have been used to test and refine theoretical models of LOB markets. These

studies have helped to bridge the gap between theory and practice, enhancing our understanding

of LOB dynamics and informing the design and regulation of financial markets [6, 7].

However, while empirical research provides valuable insights, it is often constrained by the

availability and quality of data. High-frequency LOB data is not always readily available, and

even when it is, it can be challenging to analyse due to its high dimensionality and complexity.

Furthermore, empirical studies are inherently retrospective and descriptive, and while they can

uncover patterns and relationships in historical data, they are less suited to predicting future

market dynamics or exploring hypothetical scenarios. This is where theoretical research and,

more recently, machine learning and AI-based approaches come into play.

Theoretical studies, on the other hand, strive to construct models that can accurately capture

and replicate the LOB’s dynamics. The task of modelling the LOB is intricate due to the multitude

of interactions between market participants and the market that occur on a nanosecond timescale.

Each trader, with their unique trading philosophy and strategy, contributes to the temporal

evolution of the LOB. The challenge lies in capturing every participant’s behavior pattern and

building a comprehensive LOB model based on absolute facts, which is a formidable task [3]. In

response to this challenge, researchers have sought to strike a balance between model tractability

and realism, focusing on essential features that reflect the actual workings of the LOB. Theoretical

LOB models can be broadly classified into two categories [3, 8]:

• Agent-Based Models (ABMs): These models use trading agents with pre-defined trading

strategies to populate a virtual market, simulating how a real market operates. These

models offer a high degree of control, and the relationship between agent parameters and

the evolution of the LOB can be explicitly evaluated. They provide a flexible framework

for exploring a wide range of market scenarios and trading strategies. Notable examples

of ABMs include the work of Cartea et al. [9], McGroarty et al. [10], who developed ABMs

to study high-frequency trading strategies; and the one in Foucault et al. [7] developed

an equilibrium model to study the strategic behavior of traders in a limit order market,

providing valuable insights into the role of limit orders in price formation.

• Stochastic Models (SMs): These models fit the overall order arrival stream to a certain

distribution or stochastic point process. They use real market data for parameter estimation,

striking a balance between descriptive power and analytical tractability. These models offer

a probabilistic perspective on the LOB, capturing the inherent uncertainty and randomness

in order arrivals and cancellations. Prominent examples of SMs include the work of Cont
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et al. [8], who developed a SM for order book dynamics that has been widely used in the

study of LOB, and the work of Cont and De Larrard [11], who developed a Markovian model

to study the dynamics of order book markets.

Each of these approaches has its own strengths and weaknesses. They either provide insight

into highly stylised model forms learned from real market data or enable market simulation

through interactions between virtual agents whose parameters are subjectively set. Despite their

limitations, these models have significantly advanced our understanding of the LOB, providing

valuable tools for studying market dynamics and informing trading strategies.

While the existing literature has made significant strides in understanding and modelling

the LOB, there remains a gap for a model that combines all the desirable features. Specifically,

a model that first learns from real market data and then uses this knowledge to produce high-

fidelity simulated LOB data [12]. This approach would allow for real-time interactions between

the system and experimental agents, enabling the testing of stylised facts that exist in real data

or specific trading strategies. This is a compelling feature as most LOB simulators are based on

subjective settings of agents or parameters, rather than objectively learned ones from real data.

Therefore, such a model has the potential to enrich the current repertoire of LOB simulators

used in both research and teaching activities.

Moreover, access to real LOB data often comes at a high cost, with financial exchanges or

market data providers charging substantial subscription fees, sometimes amounting to tens of

thousands of dollars annually1. In some cases, such as in e-commerce platforms or dark pools [13],

this data may not be available at all. A high-fidelity simulator that produces realistic LOB data

could serve as a valuable alternative for backtesting trading algorithms or conducting empirical

market studies. This represents a unique application of the simulator compared to traditional

LOB simulators, as the learning process is conducted on real LOB data, and the simulated data

reflects real market conditions. Despite the potential benefits, few studies have explored this

topic.

The rapid advancement of deep learning techniques and high-performance computing in

recent years has opened up new avenues for LOB modelling. There has been a growing trend

towards applying state-of-the-art deep learning techniques to LOB modelling, with research

focusing on developing reinforcement trading agents adaptive to changing market conditions [10],

extracting stationary LOB features using recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [14], and generating

realistic order streams with generative adversarial networks (GANs) [12].

LOB data, being essentially financial time series data, lends itself naturally to techniques

such as RNNs, which have been extensively used in time series modelling tasks in fields as diverse

as natural language processing, computer vision, and stock price prediction. The application of

deep learning techniques to LOB modelling offers several compelling advantages. Firstly, deep

learning models can achieve an improved degree of goodness-of-fit due to the involvement of a

1http://www.nasdaqtrader.com/Trader.aspx?id=DPUSdata
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large number of artificial neurons in the loss back-propagation process. This allows the models to

capture the complex, non-linear dynamics of the LOB with a high degree of accuracy. Secondly,

deep learning models are highly flexible and can be adapted to various conditions. With control

parameters that can number in the tens of thousands, these models can be fine-tuned to handle a

wide range of market scenarios and data characteristics. Thirdly, deep learning models have less

stringent assumptions about the data, such as the sampling frequency or order size. This makes

them particularly well-suited for dynamic LOB simulations, where the market conditions can

change rapidly and unpredictably. In contrast, traditional LOB models often come with strict

assumptions and settings, and even slight changes in these can lead to contradictory conclusions.

The flexibility and adaptability of deep learning models make them a powerful tool for LOB

modelling, capable of capturing the complex dynamics of the LOB and providing valuable insights

for trading strategies and market analysis.

To conclude, it is asserted that a research gap exists between the practical needs of empirical

LOB studies and the methodological issues associated with theoretical LOB studies. Empirical

LOB studies rely on realistic LOB data, which can be either historical or simulated. However,

the availability of historical LOB data is limited, necessitating the development of theoretical

LOB models to simulate LOB data. An ideal LOB simulation would accurately reflect real

market dynamics and be interactive with various experimental settings. Existing literature,

however, does not offer an ideal solution for an LOB simulation methodology that combines the

advantages of both stochastic models (grounded on real data) and agent-based models (providing

an interactive testing environment). Consequently, theoretical LOB models do not meet the needs

of empirical studies. In light of this research gap, this thesis aims to contribute to the existing

body of theoretical LOB modeling by leveraging deep learning techniques. The goal is to develop

a model that can learn from real market data and then use that knowledge to produce high-

fidelity simulated LOB data. This simulated data can be interacted with, allowing for empirical

studies such as backtesting trading algorithms or investigating causal relations between market

variables. Such an approach enables the exploration of hypothetical situations that cannot be

tested using historical data alone. This enhanced LOB model allows for the simulation of market

dynamics under various scenarios, including different levels of volatility, order flow intensities,

or changes in trader behavior through the introduction of interactive agents. This capability

empowers researchers and practitioners to test the robustness of trading strategies or market

microstructure theories under diverse conditions, thereby deepening their understanding of how

the LOB operates in complex real-world scenarios.

The proposed model is expected to serve multiple purposes. For researchers, it can provide a

versatile tool for studying market dynamics and testing hypotheses about market behavior. For

educators, it can serve as a teaching aid, providing students with a hands-on tool for understand-

ing the LOB and the dynamics of financial markets. For practitioners, particularly those involved

in algorithmic trading, the model can serve as a testing ground for developing and backtesting
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trading strategies. Moreover, the model can generate realistic LOB data, which can be a valuable

resource for researchers and practitioners who do not have access to real LOB data due to cost or

availability issues. The simulated data can serve as a proxy for real data, enabling the testing of

trading algorithms and the conducting of empirical market studies.

The development of such a model is a challenging task, requiring a deep understanding of

both the LOB and deep learning techniques. However, the potential benefits make it a worthwhile

endeavor. By combining the power of deep learning with the rich insights offered by the LOB, this

thesis aims to advance our understanding of financial markets and contribute to the development

of more effective trading strategies and systems. In the following, the motivations, challenges

and contributions of the thesis are to be discussed from a high level.

1.1 Research Motivations and Challenges

1.1.1 Modelling the LOB from Trades and Quotes Data

The motivation for modelling the LOB from trades and quotes (TAQ) data is multifaceted

and extends beyond the practical constraints associated with the procurement and financial

implications of LOB data. The limited availability and high cost of LOB data pose significant

challenges for researchers and market participants alike. In contrast, TAQ data is readily

available and often provided by exchanges at no cost, making it a more accessible source of

information for studying market dynamics. The idea of predicting the LOB from TAQ data

is not only driven by these practical considerations but also by the potential to gain a more

comprehensive understanding of the market. This approach aligns with the broader trend in

financial research towards leveraging less traditional data sources to gain novel insights into

market dynamics. This could open up new avenues for LOB research and potentially lead to the

development of more accurate and efficient LOB prediction and simulation models.

An additional compelling argument for predicting the LOB from TAQ data lies in the potential

to gain insights into the hidden fine-grained demand-supply relations in certain trading venues

that do not disclose complete LOB information. Dark pools, for instance, are private exchanges

or forums for trading securities that do not reveal order book information publicly. They are

designed to allow participants to trade large quantities of securities without revealing their

actions to the public market. The lack of transparency in these venues can make it challenging

for investors to understand the underlying dynamics of supply and demand. By predicting the

LOB from TAQ data, investors could potentially gain a more nuanced understanding of the

hidden demand-supply relations in these venues, thereby informing their trading strategies and

decisions.

However, the task of predicting the LOB from TAQ data is not without its challenges. One of

the primary challenges is the irregular sampling frequency of TAQ data. Unlike normal time

series which is regularly sampled at fixed intervals, TAQ data is event-driven and is sampled
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irregularly. This irregularity arises from the fact that trades and quotes occur at random times,

driven by the actions of market participants. This irregular sampling frequency poses significant

difficulties for traditional modelling techniques, which often assume regular sampling intervals.

It necessitates the development of novel methodologies that can handle irregularly sampled data

effectively, for which possible candidates can be continuous variants of RNNs that governed by

ordinary differential equations [15] or self-decaying kernels [16].

Another significant challenge lies in the high dimensionality of TAQ data. TAQ data is multi-

dimensional, encompassing a variety of trade and quote aspects such as price, volume, and time.

Moreover, it exhibits multi-modality, with different modes representing different types of events

such as new orders, cancellations, and trades. This high dimensionality and multi-modality

contribute to the complexity of the data, making it difficult to analyse and model. Traditional

modelling techniques often grapple with handling high-dimensional, multi-modal data effectively,

resulting in predictions that may not fully capture the intricacies of the data. This necessitates

the development of a novel encoding method for TAQ data to enhance the model’s comprehension

of the input, thereby improving its predictive capabilities.

In conclusion, the motivation for modelling the LOB from TAQ data extends beyond the

practical and economic benefits. The potential to uncover hidden demand-supply relations in

certain trading venues adds another layer of significance to this approach. Despite the challenges

associated with this task, the potential benefits for investors, market transparency, and fairness

make it a compelling area of research. The development of effective methods for predicting the

LOB from TAQ data could significantly advance our understanding of financial markets and

contribute to the development of more equitable and efficient trading systems.

1.1.2 Modelling the LOB from Historical Event Stream

The motivation for modelling the LOB from historical event streams is deeply rooted in the

inherent nature of the LOB itself. The LOB is the result from accumulation of continuous

market event streams, thereby characterising it as an event-based system [8]. This characteristic

is integral to the LOB, and any modelling attempt must duly consider this aspect. However,

traditional modelling approaches often overlook this trait, leading to models that may not

be suitable for realistic LOB simulation. This significant limitation of existing methodologies

underscores the need for alternative methods that can more accurately encapsulate the event-

based nature of the LOB.

Empirical studies of the LOB have demonstrated that event streams in financial markets

exhibit memory and can be modeled using stochastic processes such as inhomogeneous Poisson

processes or Hawkes processes [17, 18]. This provides the possibility of employing a model

to learn the patterns inherent in these event streams. Once we have a model that has been

trained on market event stream data and has acquired knowledge of its patterns, we can

leverage this model to predict forthcoming events. This capability could significantly augment our
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ability to comprehend and predict market dynamics, thereby offering a powerful tool for market

participants.

Moreover, the utilisation of stochastic sampling methods enables us to stochastically sample

event stream data based on the knowledge acquired by the model. This opens up the possibility

of conducting LOB simulations, which could serve as a valuable tool for understanding market

dynamics and formulating effective trading strategies. The potential to simulate the LOB based

on learned patterns of market event streams presents a compelling motivation for modelling the

LOB from historical event streams.

However, this approach is not devoid of significant challenges. Traditional stochastic process

models often exhibit weak expressiveness, which may hinder the modelling of high-frequency

data. High-frequency data is characterised by rapid fluctuations and intricate patterns, which

can be challenging to capture with models that have weak expressiveness. This is a significant

challenge that necessitates further research to develop effective models for the LOB.

In this context, deep generative models, particularly the neural Hawkes process, have shown

promise in tackling these challenges [16]. These models can capture the complex temporal

dynamics of high-frequency data and have the expressiveness needed to model the intricate

patterns found in such data. The neural Hawkes process, in particular, is capable of learning the

intricate temporal patterns of event streams, making it a promising approach for modelling the

LOB.

In addition, research has indicated that the arrival of events is influenced not only by historical

events but also by other factors such as the current market condition [19, 20]. This complex

influence is challenging to model and necessitates an appropriate method that can capture both

the influence of historical events and the current market condition. The need to model this

complex influence presents a major challenge in the modelling of the LOB from historical event

streams.

In conclusion, the motivation for modelling the LOB from historical event streams is driven

by the event-based nature of the LOB and the potential to learn patterns of market event streams

and simulate the LOB. Despite the significant challenges associated with this approach, including

the weak expressiveness of traditional stochastic process models and the need to model complex

influences on event arrivals, the potential benefits make it a compelling area of research. The

development of effective methods for modelling the LOB from historical event streams could

significantly advance our understanding of financial markets and provide valuable alternatives

for conducting realistic market simulation.

1.1.3 Combining Neural Stochastic Model with Agent-Based Model - A
Hybrid LOB Simulation Towards Realism

The motivation for integrating SMs with ABMs in the context of financial markets is deeply rooted

in the inherent limitations of these models when used independently. SMs or deep generative
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models have demonstrated their ability to learn the overall market event pattern by grounding

the model on real market data. However, these models, in their current form, lack the capability

to interact with external strategic trading agents, a crucial aspect of real world financial markets.

This limitation restricts their broader application and underscores the necessity for hybrid

approaches that amalgamate the strengths of both modelling paradigms.

In this vein, the integration of a model that has learned the overall market event pattern into

an agent-based simulation platform presents an intriguing proposition. This would facilitate the

observation of interaction dynamics between the market (represented by the neural stochastic

model) and strategic traders within an ABM environment. Such a setup could potentially yield

valuable insights into how these interactions mirror empirical market findings, thereby enhancing

the realism and comprehensiveness of market simulations. This innovative approach could allow

us to harness the advantages of both SMs and ABMs, potentially leading to more accurate and

insightful market simulations.

However, the path to this integration is fraught with significant challenges. One of the primary

challenges lies in enabling the neural stochastic model to generate realistic order streams. The

prediction of order type and arrival time, while important, is not sufficient. Other order-related

attributes, such as order volume and price, are also crucial. These attributes exhibit complex

interdependent distributions and are also influenced by several market conditions. Learning

these intricate conditional distributions can be a formidable task. Cutting-edge conditional

diffusion models, which have shown promise in modelling complex distributions, could potentially

be employed to tackle this problem [21, 22].

Another substantial challenge is the implementation of the neural stochastic agent within an

ABM environment, and the subsequent verification of its realism. To address this, we propose

the establishment of a comprehensive suite of standalone and interactive experiments. The

simulation results can then be scrutinised to ascertain whether they mimic stylised facts or

empirical findings of the real LOB. This rigorous testing could provide a robust method for

verifying the realism of the hybrid model, thereby enhancing its credibility and applicability.

In conclusion, the motivation for integrating stochastic or deep generative models with ABMs

is driven by the desire to overcome the limitations of these models when used in isolation

and to harness the potential benefits of a hybrid approach. Despite the significant challenges

associated with this approach, including the generation of realistic order streams and the

implementation and verification of the neural stochastic agent in an ABM environment, the

potential benefits make it a compelling area of research. The development of effective hybrid

models could significantly advance our understanding of financial markets, contribute to the

development of more effective trading strategies, and potentially revolutionise the field of financial

market simulation.
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1.2 Research Questions and Contributions

1.2.1 Research Question 1: How to predict LOB information based on
historical TAQ time series?

In the realm of financial market microstructure studies, the LOB plays a pivotal role by providing

a detailed representation of the demand and supply dynamics for financial assets. However, the

LOB data is not always readily available, especially in certain scenarios such as dark pools, or its

availability might be limited due to cost associated with it. This necessitates the development

of alternative methods for analysing the LOB. Addressing this need, this thesis introduces the

LOB recreation model (LOBRM), a novel approach to predicting the unrevealed deep level LOB

information from TAQ data. This study is characterised by three contributions that not only

enhance our understanding of the LOB and its relationship with TAQ data, but also open new

avenues for future research in this domain:

• Development of a sparse positional encoding method for TAQ data: This study introduces a

novel sparse positional encoding method specifically designed for encoding TAQ data. The

utility of this method extends beyond the prediction of LOB information, as it is also proven

beneficial for other tasks that necessitate the use of TAQ data, such as the prediction

of future stock price movements. The encoding method demonstrates a commendable

generalisation ability, thereby facilitating a multitude of tasks.

• Formulation of the LOBRM with continuous RNN backbones: The LOBRM, as formulated

in this study, is an intricate composition of an events simulator, a history compiler, and an

adaptive weighting scheme, each serving a unique purpose in predicting deep level LOB

information from TAQ. The cornerstone of this model is a RNN with continuous latent state

controlled by ordinary differential equations or decaying kernels, which exhibits proficiency

in modelling irregularly sampled time series. This unique approach enables the model to

adeptly manage the complexities and irregularities inherent in financial time series data.

• Extended analysis on factors related to model performance: The study provides an in-depth

discussion on the LOBRM, and an exploration into the causes of variation in prediction

performance across LOB of different assets. It is found that prediction accuracy is inversely

related to the volatility of order volumes resting in the LOB. Furthermore, the study

reveals that the influence of stochastic drift on prediction accuracy can be mitigated by

increasing the number of historical samples. This extended analysis substantiates the

practical applicability of the model in real world scenarios.
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1.2.2 Research Question 2: How to predict and simulate market event
stream based on historical event stream?

While the LOBRM has made significant strides in predicting the LOB from TAQ data, it overlooks

the event-based nature intrinsic to the LOB. This oversight can lead directly to unneglectable

drawbacks in the realistic simulation of the LOB. Addressing this gap, this study proposes

a state-dependent parallel neural Hawkes process (sd-PNHP) to accurately model the event

arrivals in the LOB. This innovative model not only predicts the type and arrival time of the next

event but also, when equipped with point sampling algorithms, enables the stochastic sampling of

forthcoming event streams. This capability opens up the potential for more realistic simulations

of the LOB that are grounded on real data. The contributions of the study can be summarised as

follows:

• Advancement of the neural Hawkes process structure: In an effort to enrich the expression

of latent state evolution for different types of events, this study refines the structure of the

neural Hawkes process. Unlike the original model, which uses a single continuous RNN

unit to encode input and time information into the latent state with decaying kernels, this

study introduces a parallel stacking structure of multiple units. Each unit governs the

evolution of the intensity rate for a different event type of which the parameters are once

again shared at discrete input times, thereby enhancing the model’s ability to accurately

model multi-variate point processes.

• Introduction of an event-state interaction mechanism: This study introduces an event-state

interaction mechanism, where the current market state indicator influences the evolution

of intensity rates, and reciprocally, the type of each event arrival influences the state

transition probability. This mechanism enhances the prediction accuracy for both event

type and time, and importantly, it does not hamper the efficient sampling of the event-state

stream. This capability is particularly beneficial for stream simulation.

• Realistic market event stream sampling: Upon the successful training of the model, this

study demonstrates the application of Ogata’s thinning algorithm to stochastically sample

event streams based on derived intensity rates. Provided with an initial LOB state, a

minimal simulation of the LOB is achieved by accumulating and executing sampled events.

By conducting a global sensitivity analysis, some dominant factors that have major impacts

on several stochastic properties of the simulated LOB are identified. This minimal while

data-validated way provides a brand-new alternative in LOB simulation.
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1.2.3 Research Question 3: How to conduct realistic LOB simulation
considering both stochastic and agent-based models?

In the realm of financial market simulations, achieving a realistic representation of the LOB is of

utmost importance. The emphasis is on creating a robust and dynamic simulation environment

that is not only grounded in empirical data but also capable of interacting with external agents.

This study proposes an innovative approach that employs a hybrid neural stochastic agent-based

model (NS-ABM), integrating advanced machine learning techniques with well-developed agent-

based simulation platform to mimic real world market dynamics. The contributions of the study

can be summarised as follows:

• Utilisation of the deep diffusion probabilistic model (DDPM) for order attributes distri-

butions learning: Empirical data shows that order-related attributes have significant

dependency on various market indicators, such as bid-ask spread and market imbalance.

This study leverages the DDPM, a non-parametric deep generative method for learning

data distributions, to learn the order-related attributes (such as price and volume) condi-

tioned on various market indicators. The DDPM’s learned conditional distributions provide

auxiliary information that is essential for LOB simulation, going beyond the order arrival

type and time information generated by sd-PNHP.

• Introduction of the neural stochastic background trader (BT) on an ABM platform: The

neural stochastic BT, whose actions mimic the aggregation of order events posed by the

whole market, is proposed in this study. The BT, equipped with the sd-PNHP and DDPM

modules, is incorporated into the open-source ABIDES simulation framework. The BT is

shown to present a level of fidelity not previously demonstrated in LOB simulation studies

through verifying the existence of a comprehensive list of stylised facts. Additionally, the

study places a strong emphasis on the interpretability of the results produced by the BT,

providing deep insights into the mechanisms that produce these results.

• Investigation on the interactions between the BT and strategic traders: This study in-

troduces a population of trading agents with various trend and value trading strategies

within the simulation. It is demonstrated that the BT reacts realistically to endogenous

events caused by other trading agents. The resultant LOB dynamics continue to exhibit

the stylised facts of real markets. The simulation is also shown to exhibit order flow impact

and financial herding behaviors that are similar to empirical observations of real markets.

Lastly, the study presents an explicit investigation into the price impact in the system,

discussing how it mimics and deviates from empirical studies. Overall, the study provides

valuable insights into conducting realistic LOB simulations.
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1.3 Overview of the Thesis

The content of this thesis is arranged into following chapters:

• Chapter 2 presents comprehensive literature review on core topics involved in the thesis,

including content on empirical LOB studies, theoretical LOB studies, deep learning models

for time series, and the application of deep learning techniques in LOB research.

• Chapter 3 presents the preliminaries involved in the thesis, including LOB preliminaries,

continuous RNNs and deep generative models.

• Chapter 4 presents the LOBRM model that predict LOB volume information from TAQ

data, a static state-to-state method.

• Chapter 5 presents the sd-PNHP model that predict and simulate market event stream

based on historical stream data, a dynamic event-based method.

• Chapter 6 presents the hybrid NS-ABM LOB simulation methodology and a series of

verification on the realism of this novel simulation system.

• Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and limitations of the thesis, followed by suggested

future works.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Empirical Research on the LOB

2.1.1 Stochastic Properties of the LOB

The stochastic properties of the LOB have been pivotal in the realm of financial market mi-

crostructure research. Over the years, empirical studies have meticulously examined various

LOB variables, unveiling intricate patterns and behaviors. Empirical studies of the LOB form

the starting point for both researchers and practitioners to understand financial markets, and

provides foundations for various assumptions in theoretical LOB modelling. Here, elaborations

are made on some of the most important LOB variables: limit orders, market orders, temporal

features of the LOB, and characteristics of mid-price return.

Limit Orders To begin with, the role of limit orders and how it shapes the LOB are first

examined. Limit orders are specific instructions given by traders to buy or sell a security at

a predetermined price or better. They play a crucial role in the formation of the LOB, as they

essentially set the parameters for potential trades, waiting for a counterparty to match the

specified price. These orders provide depth to the market, allowing participants to visualise

supply and demand at different price levels. One of the first systematic empirical LOB studies

was conducted by Biais et al. [5] on the Paris Bourse. The study indicated that in a LOB market,

traders compete with each other to supply and consume liquidity with time and price priority

considerations. When the book is thin (i.e., when there are relatively low volume of orders at

each price level) or the bid-ask spread is large, the conditional probability that traders submit

limit orders instead of market orders is higher in order to lower price cost, and vice versa.

Overall arrival rate of limit orders was found to be highest at price levels nearest to quote prices,
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an observation that also applies to order cancellation rate [23]. The study also found that the

resulting accumulated LOB volumes tend to monotonically increase from quote prices to deeper

price levels symmetrically on both the bid and the ask side of the book. Even though sometimes

owing to differences in market selections or assumptions, contradictory conclusions were made.

For instance, Smith et al. [24] described price distribution of limit orders as uniform, while

Bouchaud et al. [25] found it to be power-law distributed around current quote prices. Another

example would be that, in Potters and Bouchaud [23] order volumes for Standard and Poor’s

Depositary Receipts shares tended to monotonically decrease from the quote prices, compared

with the monotonic increasing conclusion mentioned earlier.

As for the order size of limit orders, it was widely found to appear in round number amounts

in units of 100 [26, 27], and in general it follows a power law or log-normal distribution [27, 28].

That is, the possibility of order size is the highest at the minimum quantity and the distribution

exhibits a long tail. Further, Bouchaud et al. [25] and Maslov and Mills [28] found that the order

size is dependent on the relative price of the order, and the mean size of orders tends to decrease

as relative price enlarges.

Market Orders Market orders, in contrast to limit orders, are instructions to buy or sell a

security immediately at the best available price. While limit orders contribute to the formation

of the LOB, market orders are responsible for its consumption. Foucault et al. [7] described

the market order as an order type that expresses high eagerness for order execution compared

with limit orders. Glosten [29] were among the pioneers to analyse the role of market orders in

determining the bid-ask spread. The author posited that the spread compensates market makers

for the risk of trading with an informed trader. This is because market orders, especially large

ones, can be indicative of private information. When market participants suspect the presence of

informed traders, they adjust their limit orders, leading to a wider spread. Another intriguing

aspect of market orders is their correlation with market events. Studies such as Lee [30] have

shown that the frequency and size of market orders increase significantly during periods of high

volatility or when important financial news is announced. This is because traders seek to adjust

their positions quickly in response to new information.

Temporal Features In terms of temporal features of the order flow in the LOB, it was widely

accepted that the order flow in the LOB presents certain degree of memory. Sandås [31] studied

order flow data for stocks traded in Stockholm Stock Exchange and found that the upcoming

order flow is dependent on the current status of the LOB and historical order flow. Ellul et al.

[32] utilised a multi-nomial logit model on order flow data from New York Stock Exchange to

investigate the conditional order choice problem. They found that the activity and inactivity of

order flows were tend to be clustered, and the bid-ask spread signifies as a strong indicator of

the intensity of limit orders. When the spread is large, the LOB tends to elicits limit orders;

while when the spread is small, marketable orders arrive more frequently. Moreover, the arrival
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rate of bid (or ask) orders tends to increase after upward (or downward) mid-price movements,

which indicates momentum in the order flow. By exploiting order flow data from Australian Stock

Exchange, Hall and Hautsch [33] identified several indicators that play vital roles in influencing

upcoming order flow, including but not limited to market depth, queued volume, bid-ask spread

and recent mid-price volatility. A similar order clustering phenomenon as in Ellul et al. [32] was

also observed. Different from previous opinions, Cao et al. [34] argued that the arrival rates of

orders is only of first-order dependency, that is the dependency is only on the current status of the

LOB instead of its historical status. Nevertheless, majority of studies pointed us to the conclusion

that the arrival of orders tend to cluster in the order flow, instead of being random walk arrivals.

Such prolonged memory or clustering in the order flow leads to further explorations on the

temporal features in other LOB variable. For instance, multiple empirical studies confirmed that

autocorrelation exists in order sign series by assigning +1 to bid orders and -1 to ask orders across

different markets [35, 36]. Volatility clustering, referring to the phenomenon where large changes

in asset prices tend to be followed by large changes, and small changes tend to be followed by

small changes, is also a sub-product of the memory existing in the order flow [37]. This memory

effect, enduring over prolonged intervals, suggests that trading strategies were interlinked and

shaped by recent market movements.

Mid-Price Return Mid-price, calculated as the mean of the best quote prices, is commonly

used in financial markets as a reference point to gauge market direction and is considered a

more stable indicator than the last traded price, especially in illiquid or volatile markets. The

return calculated on the mid-price time series is used to assess the performance of an asset or to

analyse market movements. A seminal work by Fama [38] proposed the normal distribution fit

for asset returns, which has been widely used in financial econometrics due to its mathematical

tractability. However, following studies challenged this assumption, arguing that asset returns

exhibit heavy tails or kurtosis which is not captured by the normal distribution. This observation

has been supported by numerous empirical studies conducted on high frequency data from

New York Stock Exchange [39], London Stock Exchange [40] and Shenzhen Stock Exchange [41].

Some other studies, including Cont [42] and Gopikrishnan et al. [43], proposed the concept

of aggregational normality, indicating that as the time scale over which return is calculated

increases, the return distribution moves towards a normal distribution and the heavy tails

gradually disappear. The assumption of aggregational normality can be a useful approximation

in many contexts, particularly for risk management and portfolio optimisation purposes. While

the distribution of returns may exhibit heavy tails at lower levels of aggregation, the tendency

towards normality at higher levels of aggregation can simplify analyses and make mathematical

models more tractable.

Another important insight into return series is that, unlike that order flow that exhibits

long-term memory, return series was found to be of little history dependency. By investigating

the autocorrelation function of return series for assets traded in various exchanges, the autocor-
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relation coefficient was found to be not significant [44], except for a small negative coefficient on

very short time scales [45]. This observation indirectly reflects the efficient market hypothesis

[46] indicating that the price in a financial market intrinsically follows a random walk, and all

the price changes are caused by the inflow of new information instead of historical information.

2.1.2 Price Impact of Orders

Price in a LOB market is driven by interactions of orders, and the changes in quote prices

resulted from trader’s actions are termed the price impact [10]. Individual trades happening in

the market are consistently interpreted by the market as signals that have both temporary and

long-term influence on price [26, 47]. From a high level, price impact consists of two components

[48]: instantaneous impact, which is the immediate effect of a specific action, and permanent

impact, which is the long-term effect due to a specific action causing other traders to behave

differently in the future. Price impact sometimes has negative influence on traders and raise the

indirect transaction cost. For example, imagine a trader intends to buy large volumes of an asset.

The trader can either put an aggregated large buy market order, or alternatively, divide the large

order into several small orders and send them into the market one at a time with delays. The

first alternative is more likely to cause a price fluctuation and incur a higher transaction cost,

partially owing to rapid consumption of the liquidity at best prices and partially owing to the

informed trading behaviours of informed traders.

Instantaneous price impact has been studied extensively in the literature. For instance,

Hasbrouck [49] found that the instantaneous price impact of a single market order was larger

than the sum of the instantaneous price impacts of two smaller market orders. In order to

quantify such impact, researchers have been trying to find a instantaneous price impact function.

Most studies agreed on the conclusion that the price impact follows a concave, positive relation

function of the individual order volume. That is, the price impact is more sensitive to change

in order volume when volume is small, or ‘marginal information content of trades is decreasing

with order size’ [5]. Meanwhile there were disputes over the exact function form of price impact.

Empirical findings in Paris Bourse indicated a weak concave function that does not depart far

from linearity [5], while the relation was found to follow power law in NYSE [50], with a function

form of ∆p = ηνβ

λ
in which ∆p is the change in mid-price, η takes value in +1 and −1 indication

trade direction, ν is the trade volume, λ is an adjustment term for market capitalisation and β

is the learned parameter. Concerning the parameter of λ, its value varies in existing empirical

studies from 0.2 to 0.5 [50–52] due to market differences. There were also debates over the power

law fit of price impact, as Potters and Bouchaud [23] and Farmer and Lillo [53] suggested that a

logarithmic functional form provided a better fit.

On the other hand, permanent price impact is more difficult to quantify as it involves

comparing price difference between scenarios in which the action did occur and those in which it

did not occur, while such scenario analysis is impossible to implement in empirical data. As such,
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permanent price impact was most commonly measured in the form of long-term price impact,

which is to investigate the changes in quote prices and trade imbalance during a certain time

period. Kempf and Korn [54] found that the mean mid-price logarithmic return in a 5-minute

window for German Stock Index Futures followed a concave function of the trade imbalance

count during that interval, of which the result was also verified in Gabaix et al. [55]. Based on

foreign exchange market, Evans and Lyons [56] reported a significant, positive linear relationship

between the daily trade imbalance count and the logarithmic return over successive trading days.

Alternatively, Cont et al. [57] proposed to use order flow imbalance instead of trade balance to

evaluate long term price impact in the hope of a more robust fit.

In addition to these empirical studies, the literature also discussed the strategies that traders

could use to manage possible market impact. For example, traders often split their buy orders to

make it more attractive for other participants to submit new sell limit orders [48]. The option

consumes liquidity in the market gradually, allowing new sellers time to refill liquidity around

the original quote prices. This will result in an overall transaction price around the original, and

quote prices will not shift drastically. Another strategy is to place iceberg orders, which is an

effective way to hide the true size of limit orders from the market and thus to minimise market

impact that might be caused by informed traders.

2.1.3 High Frequency Trading

High-frequency trading (HFT) is a method of trading that uses powerful computers to transact

a large number of orders at extremely high speed. More formally, Securities and Exchange

Commission defined it as ‘professional traders acting in a proprietary capacity that engage in

strategies that generate a large number of trades on a daily basis’ [58]. These high-frequency

traders use proprietary algorithms to analyse multiple markets and execute orders based on

market conditions. Over the past decade, HFT has become a significant force in the global

financial markets, accounting for a substantial portion of the trading volume in many markets.

As of 2018, HFT has already taken 52% of all the equity trading volume in the United States

[59]. Nowadays, HFT plays a vital role in influencing LOB dynamics.

The role of HFT in the price discovery process has been a key area of investigation. Brogaard

et al. [60] found that HFT generally contributes positively to the price discovery process. Their

observations indicated that high-frequency traders often trade in alignment with long-term price

changes and against temporary pricing errors. In a similar vein, the study by Conrad et al. [61]

on U.S. equity markets suggested that high-frequency quoting can lead to price series that more

closely follow random walks, an indication of increased efficiency in the price discovery process.

However, it was widely found that HFT leads to increased market volatility. Froot et al.

[62] suggested that short-term traders, including high-frequency traders, might exhibit herding

behavior when reacting to a single source of information. This could potentially lead to price

dislocation and increased volatility. In a similar context, Jarrow and Protter [63] proposed that
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the collective reaction of high-frequency traders to common signals could create excessive price

pressure and volatility, mimicking the action of a large trader.

Lastly, the influence of HFT on the overall integrity and functionality of the market has

been a focal point of discussion and analysis. Carrion [64] emphasised that the comprehension

of HFT’s ramifications on market quality is still in its infancy. This is primarily attributed to

HFT’s relatively nascent emergence in the financial landscape and the scarcity of comprehensive

and reliable data on the subject. On one hand, several research endeavors have posited that the

involvement of HFT in financial markets can yield beneficial outcomes, enhancing liquidity and

reducing transaction costs. However, on the flip side, there are mounting worries regarding the

potential detrimental effects of HFT. Specifically, there are fears about its role in facilitating

predatory trading tactics, a sentiment echoed by Manahov et al. [65]. In the contemporary

research landscape, there seems to be a growing consensus supporting the notion that HFT

could indeed have adverse consequences for the market’s health and quality. This perspective is

supported by empirical findings presented in studies like those by Cartea et al. [66] and Shkilko

and Sokolov [67], which delved into the intricate dynamics of HFT and its potential pitfalls.

2.2 Theoretical Research on the LOB

Despite the fact that empirical studies on the LOB are rich, formulating theoretical models to

explain and validate those findings is a challenging task, with an effort to achieve a balance

between model tractability and market realism. It serves as an essential tool to explain empirical

observations on the market, and understanding the intricate causal relation between market

variables. Both market investors and regulators stand to gain from these theoretical models, with

the former seeking profitability avenues and the latter aiming to demystify market anomalies.

Here, theoretical LOB models are divided twofold, namely agent based models (ABMs) and

stochastic models (SMs) as classified in Cont et al. [8].

2.2.1 Agent-Based Models

ABMs, rooted in the bottom-up simulation approach, create a virtual LOB venue populated

with heterogeneous trading agents. The dynamics of the LOB emerge from the intricate web

of interactions among these agents that each serve a unique purpose. For instance, the role of

market maker agents in ABMs is reminiscent of large security broker-dealers in real markets,

providing liquidity on both sides of the book. On the other hand, strategic traders in these models

mirror the tactics of real world investors who often ride the wave of price trends. The interaction

results between agents and the exchange provides a configurable environment in which we can

explore LOB dynamics.

ABMs have been utilised as primary venue to investigate the possible price impact of trading

behaviours of agents, or even price manipulation behaviours. One of the noteworthy works is
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Wang et al. [68], in which they constructed an ABM populated with zero intelligence (ZI) agents

and heuristic belief learning (HBL) agents to dissect the role of spoofing in price manipulation.

The trading decisions of both ZI and HBL agents were influenced by noisy observations on an

exogenous fundamental value. However, the HBL agents had an edge, leveraging additional LOB

information to discern price valuations. The study concluded that the LOB-dependent decision-

making process of HBL agents made them susceptible to spoofing, rendering the price more prone

to manipulation. Similarly, Zare et al. [69] utilised a Poisson random variable to represent the

number of market participants, each being either a seller or buyer with a defined probability.

The model established a linear relationship between the percentage of sellers and changes in the

logarithm of the price. A discovery, termed the intrinsic bubble, revealed that standard dealer

activities can falsely inflate stock prices. The study suggested that calculating the daily stock

price using the median of traded prices, rather than their mean, could substantially reduce this

intrinsic bubble effect.

Moreover, ABMs have also been used to replicate and explain some empirical findings on the

LOB, namely stylised facts. Diving deeper into the studies, Cont [37] employed an ABM to unearth

the factors behind volatility clustering in asset returns. Their model was based on agents trading

on perceived market volatility. The findings were revelatory, establishing a connection between

the frequency of market activity and agent threshold behavior. The study posited that volatility

clustering might be a byproduct of investor inertia. Further, McGroarty et al. [10] introduced

an ABM simulation to explore the dynamics of algorithmic trading strategies. This simulation

incorporated a fully functioning LOB and featured five distinct types of agents, representing

various market behaviors and strategies. When compared with equity market depth data from the

Chi-X Exchange, the model accurately replicated several empirically observed market behaviors,

including autocorrelation of price returns and volatility clustering. Notably, the research found

that the presence of HFT agents, under certain conditions, can lead to extreme price events in

the market. Also, this high realism of the interaction results produced by the ABM model paved

the way for conducting realistic LOB simulation.

In terms of exploring the role of HFT in nowadays financial exchanges, ABMs also play a vital

role. In Jacob Leal et al. [70], a market environment where traders operate based on different

time-driven strategies was simulated. The analysis uncovered that when high-frequency traders

are active, the market experiences heightened volatility and is more prone to sudden, sharp price

drops known as flash crashes. Interestingly, the rapid order cancellations by these high-frequency

traders, while contributing to market instability, also aid in quicker price recoveries after such

crashes. Further, Leal and Napoletano [71] investigated the impact of regulatory measures on

the dynamics of HFT. By simulating interactions between various trader types, they tested the

effectiveness of interventions such as resting time mandates, different types of circuit breakers,

fees for order cancellations, and transaction levies. A central insight from their findings is that

while some strategies can mitigate abrupt market fluctuations and decrease the likelihood of
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sudden price drops, they might inadvertently prolong the recovery period after such events. This

highlights the inherent challenge in crafting policies that both stabilise markets and ensure swift

recovery from disruptions. Wah and Wellman [72] used an ABM to explore the latency arbitrage

behaviours of HFT in fragmented markets. Due to inherent delays in price quote updates, swift

arbitrageurs can capitalise and gain profits when discrepancies arise between these markets. The

findings indicated that when markets are fragmented and latency arbitrageurs are active, there

was a notable decline in overall market benefits and a drop in liquidity. The study suggested that

adopting periodic call markets, which operate in discrete time intervals, can counteract these

latency arbitrage opportunities, resulting in a more efficient trading environment.

Yet, the world of ABMs is not without its skeptics. The subjective nature of these models,

especially concerning the behavioral patterns and parameters of agents, has been a bone of

contention. The study by Preis et al. [73] underscored this sentiment, questioning the feasibility

of capturing the multifaceted behavior of individuals through subjectively defined trading rules

and parameters.

2.2.2 Stochastic Models

Contrasting with ABMs, SMs offer a different lens to view LOB simulations. These models,

anchored in stochastic assumptions over the aggregate order flow, estimate control parameters of

the system based on empirical data, trying to achieve a balance between model expressiveness

and tractability. Here, three main methodologies are illustrated, namely modelling the LOB

as Markovian queuing systems, stochastic point processes, or stochastic partial differential

equations.

One of the pioneering studies was by Cont et al. [8]. The study first interpreted the dynamics

of a LOB using the principles of continuous-time stochastic processes. Drawing inspiration from

queuing systems, the authors modelled the LOB as a Markovian queue where limit orders

await execution or cancellation. The model was crafted to be both adaptable to HFT data and to

mirror real world behaviors of the LOB, all while maintaining analytical simplicity. By employing

methods similar to those used in queuing theory, the authors were able to determine various event

probabilities, such as potential shifts in mid-price or the chances of order execution at specific

bid levels. The model’s practicality and accuracy were validated using trading data from the

Tokyo Stock Exchange. In a following study by Cont and De Larrard [11], the authors utilised a

similar methodology while concentrated on the price impact of orders, indicating that in markets

with frequent order arrivals, price volatility increases with the ratio of order arrival intensity to

market depth.

The research by Large [18] delved into the robustness of the LOB, emphasising their adapt-

ability following substantial trades. It interpreted high-frequency trading data as a series of

distinct, sporadic events in continuous time. The Hawkes point process [74], in particular, is

characterised by its ability to capture the influence of past events on the intensity of future
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occurrences, making it suitable for studying interactions within the LOB. The intensity rates

were determined by both a deterministic function and the integration of past events influence.

Using data from the London Stock Exchange, the researchers applied this model to each trading

day as an independent realisation, optimising the likelihood function for each event type. The

findings underscored the LOB’s occasional sluggishness in recovering post significant trades, but

also highlighted its potential for rapid replenishment when conditions are favorable, presenting a

fresh lens to understand the intricacies of the LOB. Following a similar methodology, Muni Toke

and Yoshida [20] proposed a parametric model grounded on the assumption that the activities of

submitting limit orders, market orders, and order cancellations are governed by point processes

with intensities that depend on the state. The authors crafted new functional forms for these

intensities and devised models for the positioning and cancellations of limit orders. They also

introduced a ‘priority index’ concept to determine which orders get cancelled in the order book.

To calibrate the model, they employed likelihood maximisation for parameter estimation. Com-

prehensive simulations showed that the model’s outcomes align well with real world data from

the Paris Stock Exchange and outperform the conventional Poisson benchmark.

More recently in Cont and Muller [75], the authors presented an innovative approach to

understanding the dynamics of the LOB using stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs).

This methodology was designed to encapsulate the entire LOB, with a particular emphasis on

the dynamics of the best bid and ask prices. The SPDE framework they employed was driven

by semi-martingales, offering a robust representation of the LOB’s stochastic nature. One of

the standout features of their model is its ability to be parameterised using a low-dimensional

diffusion process, ensuring computational efficiency. Within this framework, the authors delved

into a two-factor model, which provided insights into the intertwined behavior of the market price

and the depth of the order book. To ensure the model’s practical applicability, they calibrated its

parameters to mirror statistical features observed in real world order flows. Using high-frequency

data from electronic equity markets, the authors validated these predictions, underscoring the

model’s potential in capturing the nuanced interplay between price dynamics and order flow in

modern electronic trading platforms.

2.3 Deep Learning Models

2.3.1 Recurrent Neural Network and Its Variants

Vanilla RNNs Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) were developed to address the shortcomings

of traditional neural networks in handling sequential data. While conventional networks excel

in many tasks, they assume temporal independence among data points, losing their state after

processing each point. This treatment makes them ill-suited for data with temporal or spatial

relations, such as video frames or words in sentences [76]. RNNs, however, are adept at modelling

sequences where elements are interdependent, capturing both time and sequence dependencies
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across various scales [77].

In the realm of time dependency modelling, RNNs have distinct advantages over models like

Markov chains and hidden Markov models [78]. These traditional models, foundational since the

early 20th century, become computationally infeasible with an expanding state space, limiting

their use for modelling long-range dependencies [79]. RNNs, however, can efficiently capture

these dependencies, with their state representation capacity growing exponentially based on

their hidden layer nodes. This capability sets them apart from the computational constraints

of Markov models. Even though a RNN’s capabilities are limited by its size and architecture,

their differentiable nature facilitates gradient-based training [80], enabling the application of

optimisation and regularisation techniques.

In a vanilla RNN structure, an RNN cell encodes sequential inputs iteratively into a latent

state, in which the previous hidden state is used as a part of the input fed to the next iteration

[77]:

(2.1) ht =σ
(
Whxxt +Whhht−1 +b

)
in which xt is discrete input of size x×1, and ht is the hidden state of size h×1 at time t; Whx

and Whh are matrix-form trainable parameters of size h× x and h×h, and b is the trainable bias

term of size h×1; σ is the activation function that introduces non-linearity into the model, of

which popular choice can be hyperbolic tangent function in regression or softmax function in

classification tasks. A loss function is then used to measure the distance between predictions

produced by the model with ground truth, and trainable parameters are optimised using gradient

descent algorithm. This formulation empowers the model to capture relations between consecutive

inputs of a sequence, enabling it to accumulatively develop an overall understanding of the whole

trajectory.

However, vanilla RNNs are not without their challenges. One of the most prominent issues is

the vanishing and exploding gradient problem [81]. Due to the recurrent nature of the model,

gradients can either diminish to near zero or grow exponentially as they are propagated back

through time during training. This leads to difficulties in learning long-term dependencies in

sequences, as the model struggles to retain information from earlier timesteps. Another limitation

is the computational inefficiency, especially when dealing with long sequences, as the recurrent

computation requires sequential processing, making parallelisation challenging [82].

Gated RNNs To address the challenges faced by vanilla RNNs, particularly the vanishing

and exploding gradient problem, researchers introduced more sophisticated RNN architectures,

notably the long short-term memory (LSTM) and the gated recurrent unit (GRU).

LSTM, introduced in Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [83], was designed to combat the vanishing

gradient issue, enabling the model to learn long-term dependencies. The LSTM introduced a

memory cell, a unique structure that can maintain its state over time, thereby ensuring that the

gradient can be back-propagated without significant diminishment. This memory cell is regulated
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by three gates: the input, forget, and output gates. These gates determine how new information is

stored, how old information is discarded, and how the value should be output to the next neuron,

respectively. Mathematically, the LSTM can be represented as:

gt =σtanh

(
Whx

g xt +Whh
g ht−1 +bg

)
(2.2)

it =σsof tmax

(
Whx

i xt +Whh
i ht−1 +bi

)
(2.3)

ft =σsof tmax

(
Whx

f xt +Whh
f ht−1 +b f

)
(2.4)

ot =σsof tmax

(
Whx

o xt +Whh
o ht−1 +bo

)
(2.5)

st = gt ¯ it +st−1 ¯ ft(2.6)

ht =σtanh (st)¯ot(2.7)

Where it, ft, ot are input gate, forget gate, and output gate at time t; st and ht are cell state and

hidden state of the model at time t; ¯ denotes the operation of Hadamard product. The LSTM’s

ability to regulate its memory has made it a popular choice for many sequence modelling tasks,

from machine translation to speech recognition [84, 85].

The GRU, introduced by Cho et al. [86], is a simplified variant of the LSTM. It combined the

forget and input gates into a single update gate and merged the cell state and hidden state. This

reduction in complexity makes the GRU computationally more efficient than the LSTM, while

still retaining the capability to model long-term dependencies. The GRU can be represented as:

rt =σsof tmax

(
Whx

r xt +Whh
r ht−1 +br

)
(2.8)

zt =σsof tmax

(
Whx

z xt +Whh
z ht−1 +bz

)
(2.9)

ĥt =σtanh

(
Whx

n xt +Whh
n (rt ¯ht−1)+bn

)
(2.10)

ht = (1−zt)¯ht−1 +zt ¯ ĥt(2.11)

Where rt and zt are reset gate and update gate at time t respectively; and ĥt is the candidate

activation vector. GRUs have been shown to perform on par with LSTMs on certain tasks while

being more efficient in terms of computation and memory [87].

Continuous-Time RNNs It is worth noticing that, all aforementioned RNN models neglect

time intervals between sequential inputs, meanwhile presume that the latent state remains

constant during gaps between discrete inputs. Even though vanilla and gated RNNs with discrete

updating of the latent state have achieved state-of-the-art performance in tasks like time series

modelling [88] and natural language processing [84, 89], they are not a good fit for irregularly

sampled time series (i.e., time intervals between sequential inputs are different instead of being

constant), in the sense that varied lengths of time intervals may result in different evolution

patterns for the latent state.
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Compromising ways to tackle this issue are to either concatenate time dimension with feature

vectors, or to presume time intervals are uniform, both of which may introduce noise into the

model or sacrifice valuable temporal information from original data [90, 91]. A more reasonable

means is to model the latent state continuously between sequential inputs to simulate the

influence of time on its evolution. Recent studies indicated to decay the latent state between

sequential inputs with a pre-defined exponential kernel, during which the latent state tends to be

deactivated gradually [16, 90]. In such a RNN-Decay model, the continuous latent state between

time ti−1 and ti is defined as:

(2.12) hti
′ =hti−1 ∗exp

(− fθ
(
hti−1

)∗ (ti − ti−1)
)

where fθ is another neural network that derives the decaying coefficient from the hidden state

after receiving last discrete input xi−1, and hti
′ is the latent state just before receiving the next

input. Apart from this decaying mechanism during the time intervals between discrete inputs,

the updating of hidden state at discrete input times is the same as a vanilla or gated RNN.

As the decaying function for the latent state is pre-defined, the risk of underfitting may arise

in such a model. This gave researchers the incentive to device a RNN module in which the latent

state dynamics can be learned from the data itself. Neural ordinary differential equation (ODE)

was proposed in Chen et al. [15], characterised by a continuous latent state representation of

which the evolution process is learned other than pre-defined. This family of neural network

models the first-order derivative of the latent state over observed steps instead of its exact state

function, generalising discrete updates in neural networks to continuous dynamics. A hidden

state h(t) is defined as a solution to an ODE initial value problem:

(2.13) dh(t)
dt = fθ(h(t), t) where h(t0)=h0

in which the function fθ is a neutral network simulating latent state dynamics with parameter

set θ. The gradients of the loss function involving such a network can be derived by the adjoint

sensitivity method [92].

In a further work, neural ODE was refined to ODE-RNN to handle the difficulties in modelling

irregularly sampled time series [93]. In this specific structure design, neural ODE modules were

inserted between sequential inputs, with GRU gating mechanism being used to control the

instant transformation of latent state at exact observation time points. The latent state between

every two inputs can be derived using an ODE solver as:

(2.14) hti
′ =ODEsolver( fθ,hti−1 , (ti−1, ti))

The superiorities of the ODE-RNN model over traditional RNN models with discrete updates

mainly lie in that, it learns the evolution dynamics of the latent state for any given length of

time intervals, and the encoded information can be decoded at any time points as the latent state

is defined along continuous time dimension. Experiments of the model on medical record and

human movements datasets with irregularly sampled observations all showed enhanced accuracy

over discrete RNN schemes [93]. A comparison of different RNN schemes is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
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Abstract

Time series with non-uniform intervals occur in many applications, and are dif-
ficult to model using standard recurrent neural networks (RNNs). We generalize
RNNs to have continuous-time hidden dynamics defined by ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), a model we call ODE-RNNs. Furthermore, we use ODE-RNNs
to replace the recognition network of the recently-proposed Latent ODE model.
Both ODE-RNNs and Latent ODEs can naturally handle arbitrary time gaps be-
tween observations, and can explicitly model the probability of observation times
using Poisson processes. We show experimentally that these ODE-based models
outperform their RNN-based counterparts on irregularly-sampled data.

1 Introduction
Neural ODE

ODE-RNN

Time

Figure 1: Hidden state trajectories. Ver-
tical lines show observation times. Lines
show different dimensions of the hidden
state. Standard RNNs have constant or
undefined hidden states between observa-
tions. The RNN-Decay model has states
which exponentially decay towards zero,
and are updated at observations. States
of Neural ODE follow a complex trajec-
tory but are determined by the initial state.
The ODE-RNN model has states which
obey an ODE between observations, and
are also updated at observations.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are the dominant
model class for high-dimensional, regularly-sampled time
series data, such as text or speech. However, they are an
awkward fit for irregularly-sampled time series data, com-
mon in medical or business settings. A standard trick for
applying RNNs to irregular time series is to divide the
timeline into equally-sized intervals, and impute or ag-
gregate observations using averages. Such preprocessing
destroys information, particularly about the timing of
measurements, which can be informative about latent
variables [Lipton et al., 2016, Che et al., 2018].

An approach which better matches reality is to construct
a continuous-time model with a latent state defined at all
times. Recently, steps have been taken in this direction,
defining RNNs with continuous dynamics given by a sim-
ple exponential decay between observations [Che et al.,
2018, Cao et al., 2018, Rajkomar et al., 2018, Mei and
Eisner, 2017].

We generalize state transitions in RNNs to continuous-
time dynamics specified by a neural network, as in Neural
ODEs [Chen et al., 2018]. We call this model the ODE-
RNN, and use it to contruct two distinct continuous-time
models. First, we use it as a standalone autoregressive
model. Second, we refine the Latent ODE model of Chen
et al. [2018] by using the ODE-RNN as a recognition
network. Latent ODEs define a generative process over
time series based on the deterministic evolution of an
initial latent state, and can be trained as a variational
autoencoder [Kingma and Welling, 2013]. Both models
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Figure 2.1: Latent state trajectories for different RNN variants. Vertical lines indicate sequential
inputs. Different colored lines show different dimensions of the latent state. In standard RNN,
latent states between inputs are constant. In RNN-Decay, latent states decay exponentially
according to a pre-defined function. Neural ODE learns a continuous latent state along the
whole input trajectory. ODE-RNN shares the same terminology with neural ODE, with the only
difference being gated updating at exact observation points. Figure is adapted from Rubanova
et al. [93].

2.3.2 Deep Generative Models

The digital age has introduced an era abundant with complex data, prompting the creation of

advanced models designed to decipher these intricate patterns. Generative modelling is a pivotal

area of research in machine learning, with the goal of understanding and emulating the nuanced

patterns and structures found in data distributions. Unlike deterministic models, which produce

fixed regression or classification predictions without accounting for data uncertainty, generative

models learn the entire data distribution. One unique advantage of this modelling methodology is

that it allows for stochastic sampling from the learned distribution, generating new data that is

from the original distribution while not being exactly the same as prior data. This section delves

into three prominent generative models highlighted in the literature.

Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) VAEs emerged from the work of Kingma and Welling

[94]. This model marked a significant departure from traditional autoencoders, which were

deterministic in nature and primarily used for dimensionality reduction. VAEs introduced a

probabilistic approach to generative modelling, aiming to capture the underlying data distribution

in a more nuanced manner. The architecture of VAEs consists of an encoder and a decoder. The

encoder maps input data into a latent probabilistic space, often represented as a Gaussian

distribution. This latent representation is not merely a compression of the data; it captures the

salient features, the essence of the data. The decoder then samples from this space, attempting

to reconstruct the original data. The objective function of VAEs, known as the evidence lower

bound (ELBO), is mathematically represented as:

(2.15) ELBO= Eq(z|x)[log p(x|z)]−DKL(q(z|x)||p(z))
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Where q(z|x) is the approximate posterior, p(x|z) is the likelihood, and p(z) is the prior. This

equation ensures a balance between accurate data reconstruction and the preservation of the

latent space structure. The KL-divergence term, DKL, acts as a regulariser, ensuring that

the latent space does not overfit to the training data. Despite their innovative approach and

versatility in various applications, VAEs have faced criticism. One of the most notable critiques is

the production of blurry generated samples [95]. This limitation has driven research into refining

VAE architectures and loss functions, leading to the development of more advanced VAE variants

that address this issue.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) Goodfellow et al. [96] introduced a groundbreak-

ing model known as GAN. GANs represent a radical departure from previous models. Instead of

being a single network trying to learn the data distribution, GANs introduced a dual-network

architecture. One network, the generator, creates data samples from random noise, while the

other, the discriminator, assesses the authenticity of these samples. The objective function of

GANs encapsulates an adversarial training mechanism, pushing the generator to produce in-

creasingly realistic samples and the discriminator to become better at distinguishing between

real and generated data. This adversarial process is mathematically captured as:

(2.16) min
G

max
D

V (D,G)= Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]+Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]

Where pdata(x) is the real data distribution and pz(z) is the noise distribution. This equation

represents the competition between the generator and discriminator. GANs have shown remark-

able results in various domains, from image generation to style transfer. However, they also have

several drawbacks. Training GANs can be unstable, leading to issues like mode collapse [97].

This instability has been a significant research focus, leading to the introduction of various GAN

variants. One such variant, the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [98], used the Wasserstein distance in

its objective, aiming to provide a more stable training landscape.

Deep Diffusion Probabilistic Models (DDPMs) DDPMs offer a unique perspective on gen-

erative modelling, drawing inspiration from natural diffusion processes [21, 22]. Instead of trying

to learn the data distribution in one go, these models view data generation as a series of transfor-

mations. Starting from a basic distribution, the model incrementally adds complexity. At each

step in this process, noise is added, and the reverse process involves the systematic removal of

this noise, leading to the generation of data samples. This approach provides a granular view of

data generation, allowing for a more controlled and nuanced modelling process. However, like

all models, DDPMs come with challenges. The most significant of these is the computational

demand, especially when simulating the diffusion process. This computational intensity has been

a driving force behind ongoing research aiming to develop more efficient training methods and

architectures for these models. Fig. 2.2 shows a comparison between the working mechanism of

GAN and DDPM.
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DDPM

Figure 2.2: Comparison between the GAN and the DDPM. GAN involves a discriminator that
tells the difference between genuine samples x and fake samples x

′
, and a generator that

generate samples x
′
from white noise z trying to deceive the discriminator. DDPM tries to learn

a bi-directional path between the sample space and the Gaussian space. The diffusion process
involves gradually adding Gaussian noise to the samples x (i.e., x0), and the reverse process
involves gradually removing noise from samples from the isotropic Gaussian space.

In conclusion, the journey of deep generative models mirrors the broader trajectory of scientific

exploration within machine learning. Nowadays, deep generative models have been widely applied

in areas like text-to-image generation [99], medical image reconstruction [100], financial data

synthesis [12]. From the early days of deterministic models to the probabilistic foundations of

VAEs, the adversarial innovations of GANs, and the nature-inspired mechanisms of DDPMs, the

field has seen continuous evolution. Each model, with its unique set of challenges and strengths,

represents a step forward in our quest to understand and replicate the world’s data.

2.4 Applications of Deep Learning in Modelling the LOB

The benefits of deep learning models are evident across a broad spectrum of applications, at-

tributing to the vast number of parameters in the form of neurons that enhance their reasoning

and inference capabilities. In recent years, there has been a surge in research that employs deep

learning techniques to leverage and analyse the LOB. This approach seems suitable, especially

when traditional models fall short in capturing high-frequency features from the multi-modal

data of the LOB. The journey of applying deep learning to the LOB is relatively recent, spanning

just the past decade. This thesis categorises the applications of these models into two distinct

categories based on their usage, namely LOB prediction and LOB simulation. Other topics like

reinforcement learning on the LOB [101, 102] are not discussed here as they are less relevant to

the content of the thesis.

LOB Prediction The use of deterministic deep learning models to extract hidden features

from LOB series data and then make predictions on various market variables has been the focus
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in this research field, of which the most discussed topic is future price movement prediction. One

significant study by Sirignano and Cont [103] on a comprehensive pool of 500 stocks revealed

that features learned by a LSTM network are stationary and universal for all stocks, and can

be used to explain price formation mechanisms. One distinct feature of this research is that it

not only paid attention to evaluating prediction accuracy related metrics, but also drew several

qualitative conclusions. In particular, their universal LSTM model was able to predict binary next

mid-price movement with around 70% accuracy across all 500 stocks, which was overwhelmingly

superior than traditional linear models. The authors attributed the performance to the flexibility

of using neural networks to represent non-linearity. It was also found that deep learning models

suffer less from problems that exist in statistical models of the LOB, such as temporal regime

drift, and have improved generalisation ability as discovered universal features are effective

for unseen stocks in training. Other qualitative conclusions include that enlarging historical

input length can improve prediction accuracy which is indicative of a long memory in price

formation dynamics. The success of systematically considering neural networks in modelling

the LOB attracted more research to emerge. Ntakaris et al. [104] delved into the challenge

of predicting mid-price movements using LOB data. Introducing a novel set of handcrafted

econometric features, the authors evaluated their efficacy on various stocks, comparing existing

features with those derived from LSTM autoencoders. By employing deep learning models like

multi-layer perceptrons, convolutional neural networks, and LSTMs, the research emphasised

the potential of these features in accurately forecasting stock price movements. The study also

introduced a new experimental protocol for online learning, underscoring the importance of

feature selection in high-frequency trading environments. Apart from feature engineering, Zhang

et al. [14] combined convolutional filters that capture the spatial structure of LOBs, with LSTM

modules that understand time dependencies. Notably, the model outperformed existing state-of-

the-art algorithms on the benchmark LOB dataset. When tested using a year’s length of market

data from the LSE, the model demonstrated consistent out-of-sample prediction accuracy across

various instruments. To enhance understanding and transparency, the authors conducted a

sensitivity analysis to discern the model’s decision-making process, revealing the most influential

components of LOBs.

More recent studies have also paid attention to the potential of utilising deep learning models

to investigate the execution probability of orders in the market, of which the study is closely

related to market making and HFT trading behaviours. Arroyo et al. [105] highlighted the role

of determining whether to opt for a passive or aggressive order for trade execution. Central to

this decision is understanding the likelihood of a passive limit order being executed within the

LOB. The model merged the capabilities of convolutional Transformer encoders with a monotonic

neural network decoder. This combination aimed to forecast the duration required for limit

orders to be executed across various LOB price levels. The study also offered a comprehensive

exploration of the execution probabilities for diverse assets, considering their inherent queue
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dynamics and trading patterns. Similarly, Maglaras et al. [106] leveraged the LSTM to capture

the temporal dynamics of limit order executions. The study showcased that this deep learning

approach can lead to substantial cost savings in a simulated trading scenario. The paper also

emphasised the significance of the fill probability in determining optimal trading strategies,

especially when considering the trade-offs between market and limit orders.

LOB Simulation However, prior works assumed that full LOB data is available for model

training, but unfortunately this is often not the case. Stock exchanges and financial data providers

charge a price on the LOB data, which is considerably high especially for individual investors and

researchers. Financial market simulators (e.g., Santa Fe Artificial Stock Market [107], Exchange

Portal [108], and Bristol Stock Exchange [109]) offer the opportunity to synthesise LOB data

using agent-based simulations, but this data may not accurately characterise the real world.

More recently, deep learning based LOB simulation methodologies have been investigated to

increase the realism in simulated LOBs.

Li et al. [12] introduced the Stock-GAN model, which employed a conditional WGAN to

capture the history dependence of orders. The model’s design incorporated unique features, such

as components approximating the market’s auction mechanism that augments order history with

LOB constructions to enhance the generation task. They also provided a mathematical charac-

terisation of the distribution learned by the generator and introduced statistics to measure the

quality of generated orders. When tested against synthetic and real market data, the Stock-GAN

model’s generated data closely resembled real data, outperforming several baseline generative

models. Prenzel et al. [110] further proposed a GAN based model to incorporate dynamics like

temporary drifts, volatility regimes variance, and intraday patterns into the order flow simulation

that were commonly neglected by previous models owing to averaging effect during calibration.

In Coletta et al. [111], the authors introduced a novel LOB simulation approach that employs a

‘world agent’ model, trained directly from historical market data. This model aimed to emulate

the collective behavior of traders in a LOB market, sidestepping the challenges of calibrating

traditional multi-agent simulators. By leveraging a CGAN and a mixture of parametric distribu-

tions, the proposed world agent simulator demonstrated superior realism and responsiveness

compared to existing methods, offering a more accurate representation of market dynamics.

Based on contemporary literature towards realistic LOB simulation, the best approach would

be to first learn the pattern embedded in the real data, and then use such knowledge to produce

simulated data. The GAN methodology for realistic order stream generation proposed in Li et al.

[12] provides a good example, while the problem lies in that it works like a complete black box

as little prior observed stochastic properties of the event stream is considered in the modelling

process. For instance, as indicated by empirical LOB studies, event streams in the LOB follow a

multi-variate Hawkes process in a general sense [112]. This observation provides potential in

using state-of-the-art neural point process models [113], especially the neural Hawkes process

[16], to model LOB dynamics. In a neural Hawkes process model, instead of modelling the
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individual excitation effect that past events laid on the intensity rate of current event’s arrival in

a pure stochastic Hawkes process [74], the intensity rate is directly decoded from the hidden state

of a continuous-time LSTM unit. In fact, performance of neural Hawkes models have already

been tested in a toy LOB event stream dataset, while the experiments were rather only touching

the surface [16, 114]. Thus, this thesis intends to deepen the research on combining neural

point process and LOB modelling, providing the research community a brand-new perspective in

conducting realistic LOB simulations.
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3.1 LOB Fundamentals and the LOBSTER Dataset

In financial markets, trades are governed by a market institution, or namely a mechanism, that

specifies certain rules, including legitimate order types, how to match orders into trades and etc.

[2]. One dominant market institution that has been adopted by the majority of modern financial

exchanges, for example the New York Stock Exchange and the London Stock Exchange, is the

continuous double auction (CDA) mechanism. The most characteristic feature of a CDA market

is that it allows market participants to enter both buy and sell orders at any time, compared

with one-sided auction mechanism that only allow either one of those two types of orders to

be continuously submitted (e.g. Dutch auction and English auction). Under CDA mechanism,

an electronic LOB is used to record submitted yet unsettled orders in the market. As the LOB

provides the most detailed demand and supply information in the market, it is deemed as ‘the

ultimate microscopic level of description’ [25].

A limit order L(t, s,d,v, p) specifies a time of submission t, a stock ID s, a direction d, a

volume to trade v, and a limit price to trade p, which for a buy order (i.e., a bid) is the highest

acceptable trade price and for a sell order (i.e., an ask) is the lowest acceptable trade price. Each

limit order L enters the LOB for a given stock s. The LOB contains a bid list and an ask list, each

sorted by price-time priority such that the bid at the front of the bid list (i.e., the best bid) has the

highest price, pb(1), and the ask at the front of the ask list (i.e., the best ask) has the lowest price,

pa(1). pb(1) together with pa(1) are termed quote prices, and they are deemed as the top price level.

The difference between pb(1) and pa(1) is the bid-ask spread, and the average of pb(1) and pa(1) is

the mid-price. pb(n) and pa(n) with n ∈ {2,3, ..} are called the deep price levels. When a new bid, b,

is entered with price pb, it will execute against the best ask if pb ≥ pa(1), else b will enter the
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Figure 3.1: A LOB of four price levels evolving with time. White and blue boxes indicate the top
level and deep levels of the LOB. Grey boxes indicate market events stream. Orange box indicates
trade records. Three snapshots of the LOB are presented, located at timesteps t1, t2 and t3.

LOB in descending price ordered position. Likewise, when a new ask, a, is entered with price

pa, it will execute against the best bid if pa ≤ pb(1), else a will enter the LOB in ascending price

ordered position. Another widely used order type is a market order. Such orders usually do not

come with a price, and once submitted will be immediately executed against the best available

price according to whether it is a bid or ask order. Following this terminology, a market order

can also be treated as a limit order with its execution price (normally best bid or ask at trade

times) as its affiliated limit price. A LOB is called continuous when there is no limit on time

intervals between events, and the term LOB snapshot is used to identify the status of the LOB at

a specified timestamp.

Fig. 3.1 presents a schematic of a LOB with four price levels evolving over time. Initially, at

time t1, the best bid has price £50 with volume 10 and the best ask has price £56 with volume 20.

The next event at time t2 is a new bid order submission of price £56 with volume 20. The price of

the new bid order is equal to the best ask price, resulting in an immediate transaction of 20 units

being bought at price £56. This transaction removes all the orders at the ask quote price and the

next ask quote price becomes £57. The following event at time t3 is a new bid submission with

price £52 and volume 10. This order price is higher than the current best bid price £50 while

lower than the best ask price. Thus, This order arrives at the top of the bid side of the book and

becomes the new best bid.

The full LOB data contains a record of the volume at all price levels in the order book after

every event (a trade, or a new order entry or cancellation), along with an affiliated message

book that records all market events. In comparison, trades and quotes (TAQ) data, which is

generally more freely available than LOB data, includes only the best bid and ask and a record

of trades. Although empirical studies have indicated that the first level of the LOB accounts

for approximately 80% of future price movements [115], there remains value to exploit in the
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information stored deeper in the LOB [5, 116]. This provides motivation for modelling the full

LOB from TAQ data, illustrated in Chapter 4.

The dataset used in training and testing for all models in this thesis is from the LOBSTER

dataset, provided by the financial data provider LOBSTER 1. LOB data in the dataset is re-

constructed from NASDAQ’s historical TotalView-ITCH file, specifically for academic use. The

dataset contains LOB data for three large-tick stocks, ticker symbol INTC (Intel), MSFT (Mi-

crosoft), and JPM (J.P. Morgan), during five trading days from 20/06/2012 to 26/06/2012. Table 3.1

is the sample order book, and Table 3.2 is the affiliated message book, for the stock MSFT. Each

line in Table 3.1 is a LOB snapshot resulted from the event update in Table 3.2 of the same line.

The LOB data in the dataset is of five price levels (only two price levels are shown here). On

average, there are 0.45 million updates in one-day length LOB for each stock (excluding the first

half hour after market open, and the last half hour before market close, during which market

data is much more noisier).

The LOB data is continuous as there is no restrictions on the minimum time interval between

market events, resulting in uneven time intervals between LOB updates. The decimal precision

for time is nine decimal points (in nanoseconds). There are three types of events in the dataset: 1

indicates order submission; 2 indicates order cancellation; 3 indicates transaction. Each event is

associated with an ID to indicate the order being submitted, cancelled or traded. Volume and

price are the total volume and limit price for the concerning order. All limit prices are in cents,

the minimal tick size. Direction indicates whether the event happens on the bid or the ask side:

+1 indicates bid side event and -1 indicates the ask side event.

Table 3.1: A sample of order book for MSFT from the LOBSTER dataset.

time pa(1) va(1) pb(1) vb(1) pa(2) va(2) pb(2) vb(2)

36621.79733 307400 5145 307300 18504 307500 19706 307200 15972
36621.79767 307400 5145 307300 19004 307500 19706 307200 15972
36621.79800 307400 5145 307300 17504 307500 19706 307200 15972
36621.79802 307400 5145 307300 17404 307500 19706 307200 15972
36621.79807 307400 4245 307300 17404 307500 19706 307200 15972
36621.79828 307400 4245 307300 17604 307500 19706 307200 15972

Table 3.2: A sample of message book for MSFT from the LOBSTER dataset.

time type ID volume price direction
36621.79733 2 48814130 200 307500 -1
36621.79767 1 52087495 500 307300 +1
36621.79800 2 52071243 1500 307300 +1
36621.79802 2 52072553 100 307300 +1
36621.79807 3 48814078 900 307400 -1
36621.79828 1 52087657 200 307300 +1

1https://lobsterdata.com/
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3.2 Ordinary Differential Equation Recurrent Neural Network

Neural ordinary differential equation (ODE) was proposed in Chen et al. [15] as continuous

neural models with continuous hidden states whose derivatives are governed by another neural

network. Formerly, the updating of the hidden state in a neural network is achieved by piling a

sequence of discrete transformation as:

(3.1) ht+1 =ht + fθ(ht)

Instead, neural ODEs continulised the discrete transformation applied by several neural layers

with a derivative of the hidden state of the model as:

(3.2)
dh(t)

dt
= fθ(h(t), t)

where h denotes the hidden state and f denotes the separate neural network parameterised by θ

that used to derive the derivative of h concerning time t. By defining the initial value of hidden

state h(t0), it becomes a initial value problem (IVP) of a dynamic system. By using off-the-shelf

ODE solvers like the Euler’s method, the final state h(t1) can be derived and the same goes to a

related loss function L(ODESolver(h0,θ, t0, t1))

The main problem for training a neural ODE lies in calculating the gradient of the loss. For a

model composed of a series of neural layers, calculation of the gradient requires that all the values

of the transitional states be stored, as indicated by the chain rule used in gradient calculation.

In the scenario of neural ODEs, storing all the transitional states would be demanding on the

hardware which will make the methodology less efficient. Chen et al. [15] proposed to use the

adjoint sensitivity method [92]. Such a method takes advantage of an adjoin state a(t)= ∂L/∂h(t)

and the gradient can be calculated by solving a second augmented ODE backwards in time. The

authors argued that this method scales linearly with time, and is both memory efficient and

accurate. Specifically, an augmented adjoint state was defined as:

aaug(t)= ∂L
∂haug(t)

(3.3)

haug(t)=
[
h(t),θ

]
(3.4)

where h is the hidden state and θ is the trainable parameters. To simplify notation, all vectors

are in row representation. The augmented adjoint state follows daaug(t)
dt =−aaug(t) ∂faug(t)

∂haug(t) .
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Proof 1. Let dhaug(t)
dt = faug(haug,θ, t), then faug =

[
f,0

]
as θ does not change with time. Then:

(3.5)

aaug(t)= ∂L
∂haug(t+ε)

∂haug(t+ε)
∂haug(t)

= aaug(t+ε)∂haug(t+ε)
∂haug(t)

= aaug(t+ε) ∂

∂haug(t)

[
haug(t)+

∫ t+ε

t
faug(haug,θ, t)dt

]
= aaug(t+ε)

[
1+ε∂faug(haug,θ, t)

∂haug(t)

]
Thus, the derivative of augmented adjoint state of time is denoted as:

(3.6)

daaug(t)
dt

= lim
ε→0

aaug(t+ε)−aaug(t)
ε

= lim
ε→0

aaug(t+ε)
[
1−1−ε∂faug(haug,θ,t)

∂haug(t)

]
ε

=−aaug(t)
∂faug(haug,θ, t)

∂haug(t)

From Eq.3.6, the mathematical presentation of augmented adjoint state aaug(t0) can be

obtained by running integration backwards in time from t1(t1 > t0) as:

(3.7)

aaug(t0)= ∂L
∂haug(t0)

≡
[

∂L
∂h(t0)

,
∂L

∂θ(t0)

]
= aaug(t1)+

∫ t1

t0

aaug(t)
∂faug(t)
∂haug(t)

dt

in which the term ∂faug(t)
∂haug(t) is a Jacobian matrix of form:

(3.8)

[
∂f(t)
∂h(t)

∂f(t)
∂θ

0 0

]
Essentially, with the help of adjoint sensitivity method, solving for the gradient of loss function

L with regards to parameters θ evolves to solving an IVP of:

d
dt

[
h(t), ∂L

∂h(t) ,
∂L
∂θ

]
=

[
f(t),−a(t) ∂f(t)

∂h(t) ,−a(t)∂f(t)
∂θ

]
, with init. cond. [h(t1),a(t1),0] .(3.9)

where h(t1),a(t1) can be derived through the forward process, and θ is the initialised parameters.

In practice, the system is solved sequentially: first the hidden state, then the adjoint state and

finally the loss gradient.

In Rubanova et al. [93], the neural ODE was extended to ordinary differential equation neural

network (ODE-RNN) by applying a discrete RNN updating at discrete input timesteps, making it

a powerful continuous time series model that is capable of handling irregularly sampled time

series. The logic of how a ODE-RNN works is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 The ODE-RNN workflow

1: Input: Data points and their timestamps {(xi, ti)}N
i=1

2: Initialise hidden state h(t1)= 0
3: for i = 1 to N do
4: h′(ti)=ODESolver(h(ti),θ, ti, ti+1)
5: h(ti+1)=RNNCell(h′(ti),xi)
6: end for
7: oi =Decoder(hi) for all i = 1...N
8: Return: {oi}N

i=1

3.3 Neural Hawkes Process

A temporal point process is a stochastic process used to describe a series of event arrivals that

occur in continuous time. The dynamics of a point process is described through a intensity

function λ(t). For an infinitesimal time window (t, t+dt], the intensity rate, or the rate of event

arrivals, is represented as:

(3.10) λ(t)= lim
∆t→0

E(N(t+∆t)−N(t))
∆t

in which N(t) is the affiliated counting process that counts total number of arrivals before time t.

Various forms of point process have been proposed, to account for an intensity function that is

independent of time, dependent on time, or dependent on event history. For instance, a Hawkes

process captures the excitation effect of past events on the intensity rate of current event arrivals

[74]. The intensity function in a history dependent Hawkes process with exponential kernel is

represented as:

(3.11) λ(t)=µ+ ∑
h:th<t

α∗exp(−δ(t− th))

in which µ, α, δ respectively indicate mean rate, excitation coefficient, and decaying coefficient.

Essentially, the equation indicates that in a Hawkes process, the intensity rate at time t is the

summation of excitation effect laid by past events, plus an average rate.

Neural point processes [113] differ from a traditional temporal point process in that neural

networks are used to govern the evolution of event intensity rate through time. One representative

model is the neural Hawkes process [16]. In a neural Hawkes model, rather than modelling the

additive individual excitation effect that past events lay on the intensity rate [74], the intensity

rate during a time interval is directly decoded from the hidden state of a continuous-time LSTM

(CT-LSTM) unit that contains a decaying mechanism. The parameters of the CT-LSTM at i-th

discrete inputs updates in the following manner:
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h̃−
i = concat((xi,h−

i )(3.12)

ii =σsigmoid(LCi(h̃−
i ))(3.13)

īi =σsigmoid(LCī(h̃
−
i ))(3.14)

fi =σsigmoid(LCf(h̃−
i ))(3.15)

f̄i =σsigmoid(LCf̄(h̃
−
i ))(3.16)

oi =σsigmoid(LCo(h̃−
i ))(3.17)

zi =σtanh(LCz(h̃−
i ))(3.18)

ci = fi ¯c−
i + ii ¯zi(3.19)

c̄i = f̄i ¯ c̄i−1 + īi ¯zi(3.20)

δi =σsof tplus(LCd(h̃−
i ))(3.21)

in which i, ī, f, f̄, o are gating controls in a normal LSTM unit; xi is the input at timestep ti

after embedding; c and c̄ are the initial cell state and the cell state decaying target; h−
i is the

hidden state just before receiving input at time ti; δ is the parameter to control decaying pace;

LC represents linear connection layer; σ is the non-linear activation function of various forms; ¯
is the operation of Hadamard product. During (ti, ti+1], the cell state, hidden state and intensity

rate at time t can be derived as:

c(t)= c̄i + (ci − c̄i)exp(−δi (t− ti))(3.22)

h(t)= oi ¯σtanh(c(t))(3.23)

λ(t)=σsof tplus(LCλ(h(t)))(3.24)

where the intensity rate λ(t) is decoded from the continuous hidden state h(t) using a Softplus

activation function to force its value above zero. According to Daley and Vere-Jones [117], given

an intensity function λ(t), the conditional density function that the next event happens at time t

conditioned on event history H i can be derived as:

(3.25) pi(t)= P(ti = t |H i)=λ(t)exp
(
−

∫ t

ti−1

λ(s)ds
)

For the ease of gradient computation, the sum of logarithm of p(t) is used instead in deriving

the loss function. The log-likelihood of the model parameters given an event sequence can be

computed as:

(3.26) L = ∑
i:ti≤T

logλxi (ti)−
∫ T

0
λ(s)ds
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Proof 2. Given complete observations of an event stream over the time interval [0,T], the

log-likelihood of the parameters is:

(3.27) L = ∑
i:ti≤T

logλxi (ti)−
∫ T

0
λ(s)ds

where λxi is the intensity rate of event type xi at time ti, and λ is the sum of intensity rates for

all types of events. First, we define N(t) to be the count of events (of any type) preceding time t.

Given the past history Hi, the number of events in (ti−1, t] is:

(3.28) ∆N(ti−1, t)= N(t)−N(ti−1)

Let Ti > ti−1 be the random variable of the next event time. The cumulative distribution function

and probability density function of Ti (conditioned on H j) are:

(3.29)

F(t)= P(Ti ≤ t)

= 1−P(Ti > t)

= 1−P(∆N(ti−1, t)= 0)

= 1−exp
(
−

∫ t

ti−1

λ(s)ds
)

= 1−exp(Λ(ti−1)−Λ(ti))

(3.30) f (t)= F
′
(t)= exp(Λ(ti−1)−Λ(ti))λ(t)

where Λ(t)= ∫ t
0 λ(s)ds. Given the past history H i and the next event time ti, the distribution of

xi is:

(3.31) P(xi = k|ti)= λk(ti)
λ(ti)

where k ∈ {1,2, ...} indicating different event types. From this, the likelihood function is derived

as:

(3.32)

`= ∏
i:ti≤T

[ f (ti)P(xi = k|ti)]

= ∏
i:ti≤T

[
exp(Λ(ti−1)−Λ(ti))λxi (ti)

]
Thus, the logarithm likelihood function can be denoted as:

(3.33)

L = log`

= ∑
i:ti≤T

[
logλxi (ti)− (Λ(ti)−Λ(ti−1))

]
= ∑

i:ti≤T
logλxi (ti)−Λ(T)

= ∑
i:ti≤T

logλxi (ti)−
∫ T

0
λ(t)dt
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3.4 Deep Diffusion Probabilistic Model

Formally, a deep diffusion probabilistic model (DDPM) [21] is a latent variable model with

pθ(x0) := ∫
p(x0:T )dx1:T , in which x1, ...,xT are latent representations of the same dimensionality

as x0. The joint probability of pθ(x0:T ) is derived from the reverse diffusion process, during which

the transition probability of pθ(xt−1|xt) is Markovian and subject to learned Gaussian rules

parameterised by θ:

pθ(x0:T )= p(xT )
T∏

t=1
pθ(xt−1|xt)(3.34)

pθ(xt−1|xt) :=N (xt−1;µθ(xt, t),βtI)(3.35)

p(xT ) :=N (xT ;0,I)(3.36)

The transitional representations of x0 are retrived through a pre-defined Gaussian noise-

adding scheme β = {
βt ∈ (0,1)

}T
t=1 and β1 < ... < βt < ... < βT , starting from x0. The conditional

probability of q(xt|xt−1) can be denoted as:

(3.37) q(xt|xt−1) :=N (xt;
√

1−βt xt−1,βtI)

Using reparameterisation and the additivity of Gaussian distributions, it is possible to get the

closed form representation of xt directly from its initial state x0. By denoting αt = 1−βt and

ᾱt =∏t
i=1αi, transitional state xt can be rewritten as:

(3.38)

xt =p
αt xt−1 +

√
1−αt εt−1

=p
αtαt−1 xt−2 +

√
1−αtαt−1 εt−2

...

=
√
ᾱt x0 +

√
1− ᾱt ε0

where ε0, ...,εt−1 ∼N (0,I). Thus, when T is big enough, the distribution of xT follows an isotropic

Gaussian distribution. Such a process is called the forward diffusion process, during which small

amounts of noise are added to original data x0 until the maximum diffusion step is reached. The

forward diffusion process distinguishes from the reverse diffusion process in the sense that the

diffusion is fully controlled by the diffusion scheme β, and the forward diffusion process does not

contain any learnable parameters.

Using results in Eq. 3.37 and Eq. 3.38, the probability q(xt−1|xt,x0) based on the Bayes

theorem during reverse diffusion can be denoted as:
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(3.39)

q(xt−1|xt,x0)

= q(xt|xt−1,x0)
q(xt−1|x0)
q(xt|x0)

∝ exp
(
− 1

2
( (xt −p

αt xt−1)2

βt
+ (xt−1 −

p
ᾱt−1 x0)2

1− ᾱt−1
− (xt −

p
ᾱt x0)2

1− ᾱt

))
= exp

(
− 1

2
(x2

t −2
p
αt xtxt−1+αtx2

t−1

βt
+ x2

t−1−2
p
ᾱt−1 x0xt−1+ᾱt−1x2

0

1− ᾱt−1
− (xt −

p
ᾱt x0)2

1− ᾱt

))
= exp

(
− 1

2
(
(
αt

βt
+ 1

1− ᾱt−1
)x2

t−1 − (
2
p
αt

βt
xt + 2

p
ᾱt−1

1− ᾱt−1
x0)xt−1+C(xt,x0)

))
∝N (xt−1;

1p
αt

(xt − 1−αtp
1− ᾱt

εt),
1− ᾱt−1

1− ᾱt
βtI)

i.e., xt−1 given xt and x0 follows a Gaussian distribution with mean and variance shown.

In order to learn the reverse diffusion process, the training target of the DDPM is to maximise

the log-likelihood logpθ(x0:T ), of which the variational lower bound can be denoted as:

(3.40)
logpθ(x0)≥ logpθ(x0)−DKL(q(x1:T |x0)||pθ(x1:T |x0))

=−Ex1:T∼q(x1:T |x0)log
q(x1:T |x0)
pθ(x0:T )

By implementing a series of simplifications shown in Ho et al. [21], the training target

downgrades to minimise the Kullback-Leibler divergence between q(xt−1|xt,x0) and pθ(xt−1|xt).

According to Eq. 3.35 and Eq. 3.39, the target is essentially forcing µθ(xt, t) to approximate
1p
αt

(xt− 1−αtp
1−ᾱt

εt). As the value of xt is deterministic in the forward diffusion process, the training

target can be further simplified to minimise the real and predicted error term:

(3.41)
L = Et∼[1,T]||εt −εθ(xt, t)||2

= Et∼[1,T]||εt −εθ(
√
ᾱt x0 +

√
1− ᾱt εt, t)||2

From the loss function, it can be seen what the neural network essentially does in a DDPM is to

make predictions on the error term added from x0 to xt during the forward diffusion process. The

predicted error term can then be inserted into Eq.3.39 to derive xt−1.

The DDPM can be trained using normal gradient descent optimisation. After the DDPM

converges, the bi-directional mapping between the original data space and isotropic Gaussian

space is established. By sampling from N (0, I) and then applying a series of transformations as

shown in Eq. 3.35, samples from the original data space can be drawn.

To further utilise the conditional information, classifier-free guidance [22] suggested incor-

porating the condition into the error prediction term as εθ(xt, t,c), where c is the conditional

information (i.e., market indicators) after embedding, and then replacing the original error term
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in Eq. 3.41. During sampling, the final predicted error term is calculated using a weighting

scheme w to combine the conditional error and unconditional error:

(3.42) ε̃t = (1+w)εθ(xt, t,c)−wεθ(xt, t)

The full training and sampling scheme of the conditional DDPM is illustrated in Algorithm 2

and 3.

Algorithm 2 Training the DDPM with classifier free guidance
Require: puncond: possibility of unconditional training

1: repeat
2: (x,c)∼ p(x,c)
3: c= 0 with probability puncond
4: t ∼Unif({1, ...,T}) and ε∼N (0,I)
5: take gradient step on Oθ||ε−εθ(

p
ᾱt x0 +

p
1− ᾱt ε, t)||2

6: until convergence

Algorithm 3 Conditional sampling with classifier free guidance
Require: w: guidance strength
Require: c: conditioning information for conditional sampling
Require: λ1, . . . ,λT : noise scheme with λ1 =λmin, λT =λmax

1: xT ∼N (0,I)
2: for t = T, . . . ,1 do
3: z∼N (0,I) if t > 1 else z= 0
4: ε̃t = (1+w)εθ(xt, t,c)−wεθ(xt, t)
5: xt−1 = 1p

αt
(xt − 1−αtp

1−ᾱt
ε̃t)+σtz

6: end for
7: return x0
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4
MODELLING THE LOB FROM TAQ: A STATIC VIEW

The content to be presented is a generalisation of previously published works [118, 119].

4.1 Introduction

Financial markets operate through a complex system wherein the LOB plays a crucial role. The

LOB is a structured record of buy and sell orders for a specific asset, providing insights into

market demand and supply relations and price trajectories. However, comprehensive LOB data

is often restricted due to high costs, limiting its accessibility to a broader audience. In contrast,

trades and quotes (TAQ) data, which encompasses trade executions and the topmost orders in

the LOB, is more readily available. Given the differences in accessibility and cost between LOB

and TAQ data, an important research question emerges: Can TAQ data be effectively utilised to

reconstruct the detailed structure of the LOB?

Recent research in Blanchet et al. [120] has attempted this question, demonstrating the

feasibility of extracting significant information about the LOB using TAQ data. The LOB was

depicted as a Markovian multi-class queuing system. In the system, the customers are the limit

orders waiting to be traded, and service is provided by market orders, which lead to transactions

against limit orders upon their arrivals. Under certain assumptions, each side of the LOB evolves

as a set of independent infinite-server queues. Each of these queues corresponds to a price

level and consists of the limit orders at that level. The authors used a heuristic approach to

approximate the distribution of the queues in the LOB at specific times. Between two given

times, the infinite-server queue of limit orders at a relative price has a certain arrival rate and

cancellation rate. Consequently, the steady-state distribution of the number of standing limit

orders at that relative price is Poisson, with the mean being tractable given empirical data. One
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drawback of the research is that it cannot approximate the LOB volume information at a high

frequency time scale, making it less capable in high frequency LOB reconstruction.

Building upon the foundational research, this chapter presents a methodology rooted in

deep learning techniques to reconstruct the LOB using TAQ data. This approach is termed a

‘static view’ because it predicts the current snapshot of the LOB from a sequence of past TAQ

states, rather than recognising that the LOB continuously updates based on events arrivals.

As a result, the simulation of the LOB is realised by sequentially stacking LOB predictions,

bypassing the consideration of dynamic market events that lead to LOB updates. The limitations

of this static approach are explored at the end of this chapter, which pave the way for subsequent

research detailed in this thesis. Nonetheless, the insights shared in this chapter serve as a pivotal

connection between LOB and TAQ data, laying the groundwork for LOB simulation.

This chapter presents the LOB recreation model (LOBRM), a deep learning model to predict

the LOB from TAQ data. First, in face of the fact that the TAQ data is both multi-dimensional

and multi-modal, the one-hot positional encoding method is proposed to encode TAQ data. This

sparse encoding method uses relative price information to indicate the position in a one-hot vector

where volume information to be filled in, achieving robust performance. The main structure of

the LOBRM consists of three modules:

• History Compiler (HC): This module utilises a gated recurrent unit (GRU) to compile

prediction-relevant quote history from TAQ data, based on the observation that a significant

portion of the LOB persists at sufficiently large time scales. As quote prices are constantly

fluctuating, historical quote volume information may well reveal information concerning

deep price levels of the current LOB.

• Events Simulator (ES): This component employs a continuous-time recurrent neural net-

work (RNN) to simulate net order arrivals. By representing market dynamics as differential

equations, the ordinary differential equation recurrent neural network (ODE-RNN) offers

a continuous-time representation of the market, from which the intensity rates of order

arrivals are decoded. By integrating the intensity rates over the prediction period, the

results are treated as the incremental volume on top of the HC prediction.

• Weighting Scheme (WS): To ensure optimal results, the model integrates an adaptive

weighting mechanism that combines the predictions from HC and ES, based on the timeli-

ness and reliability of HC prediction.

In the experiment section, first the performance of the proposed LOBRM model is compared

with other mainstream linear and non-linear models. Further, an ablation study is conducted

to investigate the contribution of each module to prediction accuracy. Finally, some empirical

findings are drawn, concerning (i) the generalisation ability of the proposed encoding method for

TAQ; (ii) the cause of variances in prediction accuracy across LOBs of different equities; and (iii)

the alleviation of the influence of stochastic drift on the model by enlarging historical data size.
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4.2 Problem Description

The core target of the LOBRM is to predict the current LOB information, especially order volumes

resting at deep price levels, from TAQ data trajectories. The model is essentially a time series

prediction model, constructing a mapping between a defined length of historical TAQ data and a

snapshot of LOB.

To simplify the problem of recreating the LOB, following assumptions are made: (i) The model

is specifically for large-tick stocks. Large-tick stocks are highly liquid stocks that commonly have

tight bid-ask spread, which makes the tick size (i.e., the smallest increment permitted in quoting

or trading a security at a particular exchange venue) comparatively large. It is assumed that

the price interval between each price level is exactly one tick, which is supported by empirical

evidence that orders in the LOB for large-tick stocks tend to be densely distributed around the

top price levels [121, 122]. Following this assumption, the price at different LOB levels can be

directly deduced from the known quote price at the target time. Therefore, the LOB recreation

task resolves to the simpler problem of only predicting order volumes resting at each price level;

(ii) Following common practice (e.g., Blanchet et al. [120] and Horst and Kreher [123]), the bid

and ask sides of the LOB are modelled separately; (iii) The model only considers instantaneous

LOB data at the time of each trade event to align with TAQ data, and ignore the LOB at the

arrivals of all other events, such as limit order submission and cancellation. Essentially, the LOB

attempted here is a resampled LOB at a lower frequency; (iv) The model only considers the top

five price levels of the LOB, as information concerning further deeper price levels is deemed less

relevant to the evolution of the LOB, a practice also conducted in Cont et al. [8] and Biais et al.

[5].

For generalisation, TAQ streams are denoted as {TD i}N
i=1 and {QTi}N

i=1 respectively, and

trajectories of time points for TAQ records as {ti}N
i=1 indexed by i = {1, . . . , N}, where N equals

the number of time points in TAQ. The LOB sampled at {ti}N
i=1 is denoted as {LOBi}N

i=1. For

each record at time ti, QTi =
(
pa(1)

i ,va(1)
i , pb(1)

i ,vb(1)
i

)
, where pa(1)

i ,va(1)
i , pb(1)

i ,vb(1)
i denote best

ask price, order volume at best ask, best bid price, and order volume at best bid, respectively.

TD i =
(
ptd

i ,vtd
i ,dtd

i
)
, where ptd

i ,vtd
i ,dtd

i denote price, volume, and direction of the trade, with +1

and −1 indicating orders being sold or bought. LOBi =
(
pa(l)

i ,va(l)
i , pb(l)

i ,vb(l)
i

)
depicts the price

and volume information at all price levels, with l ∈ (1, ...,L), here L = 5. From the aforementioned

model assumptions, it can deduced that pa(l)
i = pa(1)

i + (l−1)τ and pb(l)
i = pb(1)

i − (l−1)τ, where τ is

the minimum tick size (one cent in the majority of financial exchanges). For a single sample, the

model predicts (va(2)
I , ...,va(L)

I ) and (vb(2)
I , ...,vb(L)

I ) conditioned on the observations of {QTi}I−S+1:I

and {TD i}I−S+1:I , with S being the time series sample size, i.e., the maximum number of timesteps

that the model looks back in TAQ data history.
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Figure 4.1: Structure of the LOBRM for the ask side, composed of a history compiler, an events
simulator, and a weighting scheme module. The HC module equipped with a restricted reception
field compiles prediction relevant history quote volumes to form a basis prediction; The ES module
simulates the additional net order arrivals based on complete TAQ history to form an incremental
prediction, using a continuous ODE-RNN; The WS module learns to adaptively combine two
predictions based on the masking sequence of HC inputs, arriving at a final prediction.

4.3 The LOB Recreation Model

An overview of the model structure is presented in Fig. 4.1. As a common practice in exploiting

the LOB, the ask side and bid side of the LOB are modelled separately. Here only the modelling

of the ask side is illustrated, as the modelling of the bid side follows exactly the same logic.

In this section, firstly the data standardisation and the encoding method used for TAQ data

are presented, and then the three components of the LOBRM: the history compiler, the events

simulator, and the adaptive weighting scheme are described in details.

4.3.1 LOB Data Standardisation

Data standardisation is necessary for the model’s understanding of data of various numerical

scales, especially for training and testing data that span across multiple trading days. As the

updates in LOB time series are event-based and the time intervals between event arrivals are

not regular, a standardisation method that considers this irregularity is needed. Thus, the time-

weighted z-score standardisation is implemented on all LOB volumes, based on the fact that the

LOB is a continuous dynamic system with uneven time intervals between updates.
{
v(l)

i

}N

i=1
and

{ti}N
i=1 are used to indicate volume trajectory on price level l ∈ {1, ...,5}, and affiliated timestamps.

N is the total number of LOB updates for training. Time-weighted mean and standard deviation
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at a price level l are calculated as:

(4.1) µ(l) =
∑N−1

i=0 (ti+1 − ti)v(l)
i

tN − t0

(4.2) σ(l) =

∑N−1
i=0 (ti+1 − ti)

(
v(l)

i −µ(l)
)2

tN − t0


1
2

From empirical observation, it is witnessed that the volume statistics on deep price levels{
v(2−5)

i

}N

i=1
have similar patterns, while those statistics deviate from volume statistics on the top

price level
{
v(1)

i

}N

i=1
. In particular, the top level tends to have much lower mean and much higher

standard deviation (e.g., see later in Table 4.1). Thus, the top and the deep levels are treated as

two separate sets to standardise. As trade volumes
{
vtq

i

}N

i=1
are discrete events and do not persist

in time, the normal z-score standardisation method is used for trade data. To avoid lookahead

bias, statistics are calculated without considering test data. Finally, using these statistics, LOBs

for training, validation, and testing are standardised.

4.3.2 One-Hot Positional Encoding for TAQ Data

Sparse encoding in deep learning offers several advantages, particularly when dealing with

high-dimensional data. It promotes computational and memory efficiency by focusing only on

the active or relevant features, reducing the redundancy inherent in dense representations. This

selective focus can lead to better model performance and generalisation, as the model learns

to prioritise the most crucial features. Additionally, sparse representations, such as one-hot

encoding for categorical data or bag-of-words for text, are intuitive and can simplify the handling

of certain types of data in neural networks.

TAQ data contains multi-dimensional multi-modal information, including order type (bid or

ask), price, and volume. While under the formulation of LOBRM, only order volumes at derived

price levels (i.e., deep levels 2-5) are predicted. The one-hot positional encoding method is used,

such that only volume information is encoded explicitly; while price is indicated by the position of

non-zero element in the one-hot vector.

Take the encoding of an ask quote as an example. Conditioned on current best ask price pa(1)
I

and best bid price pb(1)
I at tI , the ask quote record (pa(1)

I−s ,va(1)
I−s ) and bid quote record (pb(1)

I−s ,vb(1)
I−s )

at tI−s, s ∈ {0, . . . ,S−1} are denoted as:

(4.3)

{
Oaq

2k−1,where ok+spa
s = va(1)

I−s

Obq
2k−1,where ok+spb

s
= vb(1)

I−s

where k ∈ R+, spa
s = (pa(1)

I−s − pa(1)
I )/τ and spb

s = (pb(1)
I−s − pb(1)

I )/τ indicating the distance between

historical quotes to current quotes. O2k−1 is a one-hot vector with dimension 1× (2k−1); and osp
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Figure 4.2: The perception field of the HC module. The HC module looks back in history to see
how many orders were sitting at the target time’s deep price levels (i.e., £8.17 to £8.20).

denotes the sp-th element of the vector. The value of k is chosen to cover more than 90% of past

quote price fluctuations, relative to the current quote price. Here k = 8, which means historical

quotes with relative price [−7,+7] ticks are encoded into feature vectors. Then, a trade record

(ptd
I−s,v

td
I−s,d

td
I−s), is represented as:

(4.4)

 Otd
2k−1,where optd

I−s−pa(1)
I

= vtd
I−s ifdtd

I−s < 0

Otd
2k−1,where optd

I−s−pb(1)
I

= vtd
I−s ifdtd

I−s > 0

Finally, those three features are concatenated into (Oaq,Obq,Otd) and are used as input

into the model. It can also be a concatenation of four features, with one of the ask trade or bid

trade being zero vector. Later, in experiment section, this sparse encoding method is shown to be

achieving enhanced robustness in LOB volume prediction and mid-price movement prediction,

comparing with the dense encoding method.

4.3.3 History Compiler Module

The HC module predicts LOB volumes from a historical perspective. It concentrates on historical

quotes that are most relevant to current LOB volumes at deep price levels. More precisely, for an

ask side model the volumes to be predicted at target time tI are of prices {pa(1)
I +τ, . . . , pa(1)

I + (L−
1)τ}. Only historical ask quotes with price within this range are used as inputs into the HC module.

As one-hot encoded ask quotes fall within the price range of {pa(1)
I −kτ, . . . , pa(1)

I +kτ}, vectors need

to be trimmed to remove verbose information and retain the most relevant information. Formally,

a trimmed ask quote record (pa(1)
I−s ,va(1)

I−s ) is represented as:

(4.5)

{
OL−1,where ospa

s = va(1)
I−s if spa

s ∈ [1,L−1]

ZL−1 otherwise

where OL−1 is a one-hot vector of dimension 1× (L−1); ospa
s denotes the spa

s -th element of the

vector; and ZL−1 denotes a zero vector of the same dimension. The intention of the HC module
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is to look back in history to check how many orders were resting at price levels of interest at

target time. As suggested by empirical observation that large portion of the LOB tends to persist

in time [120], historical records of volumes on the deep price levels at the target time tI might

be indicative of the current volume information. Fig. 4.2 shows the perception field of the HC

module. Thus, input feature vectors are manually trimmed to leave out verbose information. A

discrete GRU unit is used to compile trimmed features and generate volume predictions which

are used as the basis prediction derived from historical order dynamics on relevant price levels.

4.3.4 Events Simulator Module

The ES predicts the LOB from a dynamic perspective. As market participants, particularly

algorithmic trading systems, submit and cancel orders at millisecond granularity, the arrivals of

limit orders at different price levels are modeled as stochastic processes by the means of RNNs.

Following prior stochastic modelling of the LOB, it is assumed that the occurrences of market

events follow independent Poisson processes with time-varying arrival rates, and consequently

their aggregation effect on net order arrivals still follows a pooled inhomogeneous Poisson process.

If an RNN structure is used to iteratively receive encoded TAQ features at every timestep, its

latent state can be deemed as reflective of market microstructure condition over a short historical

time window. A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) can then be used to decode latent states directly into

vectors representing net order arrival rates at each price level. Additionally as TAQ sequences are

irregularly sampled time series in the sense that time intervals between timestamps are uneven,

here a continuous ODE-RNN module instead of a discrete RNN is used to receive iterative inputs.

This inclusion of temporal information within the model structure itself is shown to be robust

and can improve prediction accuracy.

Following this terminology, at discrete input time tI−s, the hidden state of ODE-RNN is

updated from hI−s to h′
I−swith a GRU unit:

(4.6) h
′
I−s =GRU(hI−s,xI−s)

Then a separate neural network fθ parameterised by θ is used to describe the evolution of the

hidden state during time interval [tI−s, tI−s+1), and the hidden state before next input can be

obtained by using an ODE solver:

(4.7)
dh(t)

dt
= fθ(h(t), t) where h(tI−S+1)=h0

(4.8) hI−s+1 =ODEsolver( fθ,h
′
I−s,Φ(tI−s, tI−s+1))

where Φ is a smoothing function, usually a logarithm function, to make the differences in time

intervals less abrupt, in order to achieve a more robust result.
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The vector of net order arrival rates ΛI−s = [λa(2)
I−s , ...,λa(L)

I−s ] for different price levels at time

tI−s is directly derived from the latent state hI−s using MLP layers as:

(4.9) ΛI−s =MLP(hI−s)

After acquiring the trajectory of Λ at all trade times over the defined length of timesteps, the

accumulated order volumes between [tI−S+1, tI ] can be calculated as:

(4.10)
I−1∑

i=I−S+1
Λi ×Φ(ti+1 − ti)

The terminology of the ES prediction is straightforward: on the basis of the HC prediction from a

historical perspective, it provides an incremental prediction by accounting for the extra net order

arrivals during the prediction period, by treating the arrivals as stochastic processes.

4.3.5 Weighting Scheme Module

The WS module is designed to combine the predictions from the ES and HC modules into a final

prediction. It follows the intuition that if the HC prediction for a particular price level is reliable

from a historical perspective, a higher weight will be allocated to it, and vice versa. If quote

history for a target time price level is both abundant and recent, the information provided on

current LOB volumes is perceived as more reliable. Take Fig. 4.2 as an example, the volume

information provided on pa(2) and pa(3) by past quote history is more abundant than other price

levels; and the information provided on pa(2) is more recent than pa(3). The abundancy and timing

of historical quotes are denoted by the masking sequence of HC inputs. Formally, the mask of an

ask side HC input is represented as:

(4.11)

{
OL−1,where ospa

s = 1 if spa
s ∈ [1,L−1]

ZL−1 otherwise

A GRU unit is used to receive the whole masking sequence to generate a weighting vector of size

1× (L−1) to combine predictions from ES and HC modules.

To summarize, the model structure of the WS module is identical to that of the HC module,

employing a discrete GRU. The only distinction between them is that the input used in the WS

module is the 0/1 masking of the input in the HC module. This masking sequence indicates the

timing and relative price of a historical quote within a window size of S. The output of the WS

module is of size 1× (L−1), with each entry limited to the value range of [0,1], indicating the

extent to which the model should consider the prediction from the HC module compared with the

one from the WS module at each price level. Importantly, the allocation of weights is adaptive

(not rule-based) and learned from the data, with the mechanism designed based on empirical

observation that volume at a specific price level tends to persist at short time scales (i.e., several

seconds).
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Table 4.1: Volume statistics before standardisation, showing time-weighted mean volume and
standard deviation on the top level and deep levels (levels 2 to 5).

MSFT INTC JPM
Bid Ask Bid Ask Bid Ask

Top 119.7/89.1 127.1/98.3 32.7/38.5
Deep 189.6/51.7 192.7/53.4 185.6/62.3 178.9/51.4 61.3/23.9 63.4/40.5

4.4 Experiments

4.4.1 Data Preprocessing

Experiments are conducted on the LOBSTER dataset, providing real world LOB event stream

data of five days’ length for three stocks, ticker symbol INTC (Intel), MSFT (Microsoft), and JPM

(J.P. Morgan). The dataset contains only top five price levels information on both sides of the book.

On average there are 0.45 million event updates per trading day per stock. Following Blanchet

et al. [120], only unique time points on which trades happen are selected for LOB recreation. As a

common practice to reduce noise, the LOB data during the first half-hour after market open and

the last half-hour before market close is removed. TAQ data is directly extracted from the LOB

and its affiliated message book. To alleviate the effect of outliers, all volume numbers are divided

by 100 and winsorised by the range [0.005,0.995]. The processed data distribution is shown in

Fig. 4.3, reflecting the distributions for order price and volume. It can be seen that order volumes

generally follow Gaussian distributions, in accordance with the z-score standardisation method.

Then, the standardisation method proposed in Section 4.3.1 is applied to the cleansed LOB data.

Data statistics are illustrated in Table 4.1. Parameters are set as S = 100 and k = 8. After testing

S = {50,100,150}, S = 100 was found to achieve the best performance considering both accuracy

and time efficiency; while k is selected to cover more than 90% of observed price movements in

window of size S. For training setting, the first three days’ data is used for training, the fourth

day’s data for validation, and the fifth day’s data for testing.

4.4.2 Model Comparison

In this section, training results on predicting the LOB volumes on deep price levels are obtained

by using mainstream regression and machine learning methods: (1) Support vector machine

regression with linear kernel (LSVR); (2) Ridge regression (RR); (3) Single layer feedforward

network (SLFN); (4) XGBoost regression (XGBR); (5) Attention neural network (ATTN). For

models that cannot handle high dimensional time series features, a PCA dimensionality reduction

is applied on the flattened features. The performance of LOBRM is compared with either discrete

RNN or continuous RNN for the ES module: (1) GRU; (2) RNN-Decay, a continuous RNN variant

with exponential decaying mechanism in latent state; and (3) ODE-RNN, the proposed module.

Two criteria are used: (1) L1 loss on test set. As all labels are standardised into z-score, the loss
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Figure 4.3: 2-D distribution of the quotes in the LOBSTER dataset after winsorisation. Only
one day data (on 06/26/2026) is selected for visualization as an example. It can be seen that
the quote volume distribution generally follows a Gaussian distribution, confirming with the
z-score standardization method for quote volume data. In comparison to quote volume, quote
price distributions tend to deviate from a Gaussian form.
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Table 4.2: Model comparison. Criteria shown in format: test loss/R-squared; all numbers are in
1e-1. The lowest test loss and highest R-squared in each set are underlined.

Model MSFT INTC JPM
Bid Ask Bid Ask Bid Ask

LSVR 6.75/0.94 6.77/1.13 5.20/1.23 5.51/0.78 6.12/0.96 3.30/1.29
RR 6.51/0.87 6.52/1.18 5.11/1.17 5.67/0.76 6.32/1.00 3.33/1.15
SLFN 6.67/0.93 6.72/1.11 5.30/1.08 5.79/0.74 6.12/1.01 3.31/1.26
XGBR 6.80/0.86 6.81/1.06 5.38/0.90 6.05/0.80 6.51/1.06 3.53/0.92
ATTN 6.59/0.86 6.68/0.91 5.25/0.96 5.49/0.79 6.28/0.94 3.32/1.12
LOBRM [GRU] 6.42/1.33 6.49/1.58 5.28/1.30 5.51/0.96 6.03/1.39 3.22/1.50
LOBRM [Decay] 6.45/1.34 6.51/1.52 5.15/1.32 5.57/0.93 6.00/1.35 3.20/1.61
LOBRM [ODE-RNN] 6.35/1.31 6.38/1.72 5.26/1.28 5.46/0.99 6.11/1.67 3.20/1.85

indicates the multiple of standard deviations between prediction and ground truth; (2) R-squared,

calculated on the test data the same way as in Blanchet et al. [120], to enable us to perform a

comparison with the existing literature.

Model Specifications The ES module consists of a GRU with 64 units for discrete updating

of the latent state, a three layered MLP with 64 units and Tanh activation for deriving the

derivative of the latent state, and a three layered MLP decoder with 64 units and Tanh activation.

The HC module consists of a GRU with 64 units, and a three layered MLP decoder with 64 units

and Tanh activation. The latent state size is set at 64 in ES and HC modules. The WS module

consists of a GRU with 16 units, and an one-layered MLP decoder with 16 units and Sigmoid

activation. The latent state size is set at 16 in the WS module. Batch size is set as 512; L1 loss

is used as the loss function; and all models are trained for 50 iterations, with a learning rate of

1e-3; RMSprop is used as the optimiser. Model parameters are chosen based on the lowest loss on

the validation set. All experiments are repeated five times to get the mean of criteria.

Table 4.2 presents evaluation results. Judging from both criteria, it is observed that the

LOBRM family outperforms traditional linear and non-linear models by effective ensembling of

RNNs. This indicates that the recurrent structure of RNNs can facilitate the model’s capability

in explaining temporal variance in LOB volume. Further, LOBRMs with a continuous RNN

module exhibit superior performance over those with a discrete RNN module considering both

criteria (11 out of 12). LOBRM [ODE-RNN] achieves the lowest average L1 test loss and highest

average R-squared (8 out of 12), indicating that incorporating temporal information in latent

state dynamics can help the model to capture its dependence on time. Fig. 4.4 shows volume

heatmaps for the real LOB, the simulated LOB (by stacking consecutive predictions), and the

absolute error between those two, during an one-hour slot for INTC test data. As observed, the

predictions in general mimic the real LOB, and the majority of errors are below 50×102 units.

Thus, in the following experiments, the LOBRM [ODE-RNN] is used as the main model.

As shown in Table 4.2, test losses across six sets of experiments fluctuate in the range
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Figure 4.4: Volume heatmap for the real LOB, the simulated LOB, and the absolute error. Volumes
on the ask side are in positive numbers and the ones on the bid side are in negative numbers.

[0.320,0.638] for LOBRM [ODE-RNN]. To test whether this fluctuation results from order volume

volatility, the correlation of (hourly) test L1 loss across all experiments against the (hourly)

standard deviation of standardised volume resting at deep price levels is calculated (see Fig. 4.5).

It is found that the correlation between hourly L1 loss and volume volatility is significant

(p-value<0.01) with a R-squared value higher than 0.9. Thus, it can be concluded that LOB

prediction accuracy is negatively related to volume volatility. This conclusion is in accordance

with intuition, as a more volatile market is inherently harder to predict.

In Blanchet et al. [120], the R-squared for daily average prediction against ground truth lies

in the range of [0.81,0.88]. However, in comparison, our R-squared values presented in Table 4.2

are regressed against the ground truth with no averaging procedure. As the model only has

one-day length of data for testing, it is unable to generate daily average volume prediction for

R-squared calculation. When volume predictions are averaged into hourly frequency, the value of

R-squared across 6 experiments ranges in [0.41,0.87] with an average value of 0.66. It is found

that our results are comparable to the existing literature, even though those results are not

measured under identical conditions.
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Figure 4.5: Hourly test loss plotted against hourly volume standard deviation.

Table 4.3: Ablation study: test loss. Lowest loss is underlined.

MSFT INTC JPM Avg.
Bid Ask Bid Ask Bid Ask

HC 6.91 7.32 5.38 5.54 6.37 3.35 5.81
ES 6.52 6.44 5.21 5.60 6.19 3.31 5.55
HC+ES 6.39 6.48 5.38 5.51 6.00 3.21 5.50
HC+ES+WS 6.35 6.38 5.26 5.47 6.11 3.20 5.46

4.4.3 Ablation Study

An ablation study is conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of module ensembling. Four

experiments are conducted: HC, using only the history compiler; ES, using only the events

simulator; HC+ES, which includes the history compiler and the events simulator, using a pre-

defined weight to combine outputs; and HC+ES+WS, which is the full LOBRM with adaptive

weighting scheme.

Results are shown in Table 4.3. It is found that predictions from the HC alone have the

highest test error, as the inputs it receives are trimmed to contain only the most relevant data

for current LOB volume prediction, and no temporal dynamics is considered. ES module, by

receiving complete TAQ data input and modelling market events as a stochastic process using

a continuous RNN, achieves a lower error than HC module and is the dominant module that

contributes to prediction accuracy. Combining both HC and ES modules, either using a predefined

or adaptive weight, achieves the best performance, which suggests that the predictions from HC

and ES are complementary and can be effectively combined to gain a higher accuracy prediction.

By comparing models with and without the WS module, it can be seen that using a learnable

adaptive weighting method can further improve model performance.
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Table 4.4: Explicit versus sparse encoding: predicting LOB from TAQ

MSFT INTC JPM Avg.
Bid Ask Bid Ask Bid Ask

Explicit 6.99 8.03 5.49 6.10 6.74 3.52 6.15
Sparse 6.35 6.38 5.26 5.47 6.11 3.20 5.46

4.4.4 Superiority of Sparse Encoding for TAQ

LOB Volume Prediction In sparse encoding, only volume information in TAQ is encoded

explicitly and price information are embedded implicitly by positions of non-zero elements in

one-hot vectors. In explicit encoding, information including price, volume, and trade direction

are encoded directly as non-zero elements in feature vectors. Here the ES module in LOBRM

[ODE-RNN] is used as the main model and the model prediction accuracy is tested when these

two different encoding methods are used. The full model is not chosen as explicitly encoded input

cannot be trimmed so HC module is not used. Results are shown in Table 4.4. It is found that the

model with sparse encoding achieves lower test loss error in all experiments. The average test

loss for the model with sparse encoding is 11% lower than the model with explicit encoding.

Mid-Price Movement Prediction In this part, the sparse encoding method is compared with

the convolution method proposed in Zhang et al. [14] for quotes data in the task of stock mid-price

movement prediction. On the basis of explicit encoding, the convolution encoding method applies

two convolution layers with filters of size [1×2] and stride [1×2] on quote data. This structure

first convolutionalises price and volume information at ask and bid sides respectively and then

convolutionalises two sides’ information together. A similar task presented in Zhang et al. [14] is

approached but the model structure is simplified to lay concentration on the prediction accuracy

variation brought by different encoding methods. The length of time series samples is set as

S = 50. For sparse encoding, k = 5. For convolution encoding, The setting of 16 [1×2] kernels

with stride [1×2] is used followed by LeakyReLU activation. Features are standardised using

min-max or z-score standardisation. Encoded data are passed to an MLP with ReLU activation. A

GRU unit is used to receive iterative inputs and the final latent state is connected with an MLP

with Softmax activation to generate a possibility distribution over three labels {down, same,up}.

The model is tested on MSFT five-day dataset, with first three days for training, the fourth day

for validation, and the fifth day for testing. The model runs a rolling average of five timesteps on

labels to alleviate label imbalance [124], with 29%, 40%, and 31% for up, same, and down. The

model is trained with cross entropy loss for 100 iterations. Model parameters are chosen based

on the lowest loss on the validation set.

Results are shown in Table 4.5. It can be seen that the sparse encoding method with two

different standardisation methods has superior performance in the task of price trend prediction,

compared with convolution encoding either with or without price information. Thus, the conclu-
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Table 4.5: Explicit versus sparse encoding: predicting future mid-price movements

Sparse Convolution Convolution
(implicit price) (explicit price) (no price)

Min-max 54.2% 52.8% 53.4%
Z-score 56.5% 54.6% 54.5%

Table 4.6: LOBRM [ODE-RNN] test loss against training size.

MSFT INTC JPM Avg.
Bid Ask Bid Ask Bid Ask

Day3 6.67 6.68 5.29 5.65 6.19 3.32 5.63
Day2+3 6.45 6.54 5.20 5.40 6.17 3.33 5.52
Day1+2+3 6.28 6.15 5.33 5.64 6.18 3.32 5.48

sion is drawn that the sparse encoding method for TAQ data can not only benefit the task of LOB

volume prediction, but also other tasks including stock price trend prediction.

4.4.5 Is the Model Well-Trained?

As financial time series suffer from stochastic drift, in the sense that the distribution of data is

unstable and tends to vary temporarily, large amounts of data is needed for model training. For

example, the LOB used in Blanchet et al. [120] and Sirignano and Cont [103] is of one month’s

and seventeen month’s length. Here, for all six sets of experiments (3 stocks × 2 sides), three

days’ LOB data is used for training, one day’s data for validation, and one day’s data for testing. It

is tested that whether this amount of training data is abundant enough for out-of-sample testing.

As the dataset contains five consecutive trading days’ LOB data, the fourth day’s and fifth

day’s LOB data are left out for validation and testing. The model first uses the third day’s data

for training and then the second and the first day’s historical data are iteratively added in to

observe how the validation and testing loss change. Results are shown in Table 4.6. It can be

observed that there is a downward tendency in average test loss as more historical data is used

for training. This phenomenon suggests that the influence of stochastic drift may be alleviated by

exposing the model to more historical samples. Therefore, even lower out-of-sample errors would

be expected if more historical data can be used for training.

4.5 Conclusions

This chapter presented the LOB recreation model (LOBRM) that predicts deep level LOB volume

information from TAQ data. It is the first deep learning model that bridged the gap between the

TAQ and LOB data, achieving a simulation of the LOB for large-tick stocks from a static view.

The LOBRM contains three components: a history compiler, an events simulator, and an adaptive

weighting scheme. We have demonstrated accuracy is improved by encoding irregularly sampled
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TAQ data into a continuous latent state using an ODE-RNN, compared with using discrete RNN

variants. Through an ablation study, we found that even though the events simulator plays

a dominant role in LOB prediction accuracy, the combination of all three components further

improves accuracy. Further empirical findings were that: (1) LOB volume prediction accuracy

is negatively related to volume volatility; (2) sparse one-hot positional encoding of TAQ data

can benefit manifold tasks; and (3) evident shows that the influence of stochastic drift can be

alleviated by increasing the number of historical samples.

The LOBRM enables us to create a synthetic LOB at no extra cost from only TAQ data.

In cases where either the historical LOB records are incomplete, or online streaming of the

LOB data is prohibitively expensive, the LOBRM can be a valuable tool for practitioners and

researchers alike. On the other hand, its shortcomings are also obvious. In this thesis the LOBRM

is called a static model in the sense that it does not consider the dynamics of the LOB itself.

For instance, volume information on two adjacent LOB snapshots should be very alike, as the

difference between them results from only a few order submissions or cancellations at each

price level. Instead, in the LOBRM this dynamic is not considered, and the difference between

predictions for two adjacent LOB snapshots only results from difference in input TAQ sequence.

Also, the recreated LOB is of a lower updating frequency compared with a real LOB, owing to the

fact that the TAQ it aligns with is in nature downsampled. Thus, a more realistic event-based

modelling of the LOB, in which adjacent LOB variances are directly linked to order streams, is

needed.
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5
MODELLING THE LOB FROM EVENT STREAM: A DYNAMIC VIEW

The content to be presented is a generalisation of previously published work [125].

5.1 Introduction

Financial markets, and in particular, LOB markets, are intricate systems that operate within a

web of interconnected events and decisions. These systems are driven by a multitude of events,

such as order submissions, modifications, and cancellations, each contributing to the overall

market dynamics. For traders, institutional investors, and market regulators, the capability to

accurately predict and comprehend these events is not just a matter of strategic advantage but

also of ensuring market stability and efficiency. As indicated by empirical analysis on the LOB, it

has been established that the sequence and timing of events in a LOB market can be effectively

encapsulated using stochastic point processes. These mathematical constructs, equipped with

intensity functions, serve as a robust framework, enabling researchers and analysts to quantify

and predict the frequency of event arrivals over a specified duration.

Basic models, exemplified by the Poisson process [8], operate under the assumption that

intensity rates remain constant and are uninfluenced by past events. However, as any seasoned

market participant would attest, real world market dynamics are replete with feedback loops and

inter-dependencies. Recognising this complexity, advanced models, such as the Hawkes process

[112], have been applied. These models are designed to account for the intricate interplay of

events, where the intensity rate of a particular event is dependent not only on its own historical

occurrences but also on the history of other correlated events. By capturing this interdependence,

these models offer a more granular and holistic perspective of market events, transcending

the limitations of static intensity rates. Given their ability to mirror real world complexities,
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stochastic point processes have emerged as an indispensable tool, finding widespread adoption in

the modelling and analysis of LOB market behaviors.

The last decade has witnessed a paradigm shift in modelling techniques, driven by the rise

of deep learning. This computational revolution has paved the way for the development of the

neural point process, a concept that synergises the foundational theories of stochastic point

processes with the superior computational capability of neural networks [16, 126]. By combining

the robustness and interpretability of traditional models with the flexibility and precision of

neural networks, this hybrid approach offers a powerful tool for modelling multi-variate point

processes. Its efficacy is already evident across diverse domains, from healthcare [127] to e-

commerce [128] and digital communication [129]. Within the context of LOB markets, the neural

point process provides a refined modelling approach. By categorising events types in a LOB

market according to the order type (i.e., submission or cancellation) and the side it is affiliated

with (i.e., ask or bid), neural point process family models can be easily adapted to learn the

patterns embedded in order streams. Another unique characteristic of modelling the LOB event

stream in this manner is that it provides us with a validated way to stochastically sample (e.g.,

using the thinning algorithm [130]) the most likely next event type and time according to the

evolution of the intensity function. Further, by combining the iteratively generated events with

affiliated price and volume information sampled from empirical distributions, an alternative

method of LOB simulation can be achieved.

This chapter presents the state dependent parallel neural Hawkes process (sd-PNHP), a

systematic attempt to utilise neural point process family models in LOB market event stream

prediction. The research further extends the topic from event type prediction to realistic LOB

data simulation, to enrich current methodologies in generating simulated LOB data. The main

contributions are:

• The parallel continuous-time long short-term memory (PCT-LSTM) module is proposed

to model the intensity rates of different types of events in LOB markets. In its core, K

(the number of event types) continuous-time long short-term memory (CT-LSTM) units are

stacked in parallel to encode the whole event stream sequence into separate exponentially

decaying latent states. Unlike the original neural Hawkes process, which uses a single

CT-LSTM unit for all events, the parameters that control the evolution of latent states are

tailored to each event type and are no longer shared.

• An event-state interaction mechanism is introduced, in which the current market state

indicator influences the evolution of intensity rates and, in turn, the type of each event

arrival influences the state transition probability. This mechanism is shown to enhance

prediction accuracy for event type and time, while also allowing efficient sampling of the

event state pairs for LOB stream simulation.
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• A minimal LOB simulation is attempted on the basis of the well-trained model. By im-

plementing the thinning algorithm, the minimum time until the next event arrival and

the most likely event type at that time are stochastically generated from a model that has

been trained on historical event stream patterns. Simulating an event stream of arbitrary

length is then made possible by iteratively incorporating new predictions as input to the

next iteration.

In the experiment section, the performance of the proposed sd-PNHP is compared with other

mainstream stochastic point process models and deep learning models. Discussions are made on

the influence of the event-state interactive mechanism, and the choice of loss functions on model’s

performance. Finally, a minimal LOB simulation is attempted. The Sobol’s global sensitivity

analysis is implemented to investigate how some of the stochastic properties of the simulated

LOB is sensitive to various input factors. Experiments demonstrate the model’s potential as a

competitive alternative for LOB prediction and realistic LOB simulation.

5.2 Problem Description

Given LOB market event stream data extracted from the message book data, samples are

arranged as a set of event sequences {C1, . . . ,CJ}. C j = (e j
1, . . . , e j

I ), e j
i = (t j

i , x j
i ) in which t j

i ∈ R+

and x j
i ∈ {0,1,2,3} respectively represent the time and event type of the i-th arrival of the j-th

event sequence. Event arrivals are categorised into four classes: submission of order at the bid

side (x = 0), cancellation of order at the bid side (x = 1), submission of order at the ask side (x = 2),

and cancellation of order at the ask side (x = 3). The state sequence coupled with C j is denoted as

S j = (s j
1, ..., s j

I ). The event stream for a specific financial asset during each day is manually sliced

into sub-streams of equal length I, using the rolling window approach of step size one. Given

sequences C j and S j of length I, the model receives the first I −1 events as input and makes a

prediction on the I-th event type x j
I .

5.3 The State Dependent Parallel Neural Hawkes Process

This section presents the sd-PNHP for LOB event type and arrival time prediction. The proposed

sd-PNHP differs from the traditional neural Hawkes process in its unique event-state interactive

mechanism, and a stacked PCT-LSTM design. A discussion on the choice of the loss function that

maximise the logarithm likelihood of the samples is also illustrated. Together, sd-PNHP provides

a novel deep learning based stochastic modelling methodology for LOB event stream.

5.3.1 The Event-State Interactive Mechanism

One distinct characteristic of event streams in a LOB market is that the arrival of events not

only depends on the event history, but is also influenced by the current market state [19, 20]. For
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example, at any given time, the next event type is influenced by whether the current bid-ask

spread is large or small, and whether or not the aggregate volume of orders is greater on the ask

side or bid side. These incoming events can then reshape the LOB’s structure by either adding

or removing orders. This dynamic creates a feedback loop that can impact the market’s current

state. Recognising and incorporating this interplay between events and states in modelling can

potentially enhance prediction accuracy.

In a neural Hawkes process, by referring Eq.3.11 to Eq.3.24, the influence of past event

history laid on current event intensity rate during time interval (ti, ti+1] is no longer additive.

First, a neural network is used to iteratively encode history information into a hidden state,

and the intensity rate is decoded from such a latent state when making predictions. Second, in

order to incorporate time information, the exponential decaying mechanism is laid upon the

latent state instead of the intensity rate directly. Considering the aforementioned event-state

interaction mechanism, the parameters of the CT-LSTM at i-th discrete inputs update in a same

way as in a neural Hawkes process apart from a modification to Eq.3.12:

(5.1) h̃−
i = concat((x̃i + s̃i),h−

i )

where x̃i and s̃i are embedded event and state input at time ti. Now, the updates of the hidden

state at discrete input timesteps are dependent on both the arrived event type and the market

state at the arrival time.

By considering the feedback effect of arrived event on current market state in a stochastic

point process [131], after event e i happens, the state transition follows the distribution:

(5.2) P(si | xi,F
X ,S
i− )∼φxi ,si−1

in which F X ,S
i− indicates event stream and state history just before time ti. φxi ,si−1 is a discrete

distribution when the event type at time ti is xi and the state just before time ti is si−1. Under

such a formation, the intensity rates of events are influenced by the state, and the state transition

thereafter is in turn influenced by which type of event arrives at the moment. A market condition

indicator similar to Cartea et al. [9] is used, which is calculated as I = (vb(1) −va(1))/(vb(1) +va(1))

and the state is denoted as:

(5.3) s =


0 I ∈ [−1,−θ)

1 I ∈ [−θ,θ]

2 I ∈ (θ,1]

Such an imbalance indicator describes whether the buying or the selling side for an asset

takes dominance. If the order volume on the ask side is much more than the bid side, the market

is an ask market and the price tends to go downwards; Likewise if the volume on the bid side is
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much more than the ask side, the market is a bid market and the price tends to go upwards; If

the volume on both sides are roughly balanced, it is called a balanced market and fluctuation in

price tends to have neutral direction.

5.3.2 Stacking of CT-LSTM Units

In the original neural Hawkes process, a single CT-LSTM unit is used to encode input and time

information into the latent state with decaying kernels. The intensity rates for all types of events

are decoded from the single latent state. Parameters related to encoding time information (i.e., c,

c̄, δ) are shared across all event types, and the expression of the decaying mechanism for different

event type intensity rates is bounded.

With the aim of enriching the expression of latent state evolution for different types of events,

K units of CT-LSTM are stacked in parallel to form a PCT-LSTM module for encoding input and

time information. Each unit governs the evolution of the intensity rate for different event types.

At the same time, to enable parameter sharing across different units, the mechanism used to

update hidden states at discrete input timesteps is modified (shown in Eq. 3.12). The decayed

hidden states of different units together with inputs are first passed through a common linear

fully connected layer, and the outputs are then used as hidden states in respective units:

(5.4) h̃−
i,1, ..., h̃−

i,K =σtanh(LCh(concat((x̃i + s̃i),h−
i,1, ...,h−

i,K ))

It is found in experiments that this shared linear layer at discrete input timesteps across

stacked units can effectively improve prediction accuracy, with an improvement of approximately

2% in terms of type prediction accuracy compared with the model in which this parameter sharing

layer is absent. After the hidden state is updated, the intensity rate for event type k in a single

CT-LSTM unit module and a stacked PCT-LSTM module are respectively indicated as:

λk(t)=D(h(t))[k]=D(CTLSTM(S, X , t))[k](5.5)

λk(t)=Dk(hk(t))=Dk(CTLSTMk(S, X , t))(5.6)

where D is the decoder for deriving intensity rates, consisting of a linear layer and Softplus

activation. For comparison, Eq.5.5 uses the k-th element of the intensity rate vector derived

from a single CT-LSTM unit for type-k event (as used in the original neural Hawkes process);

Eq.5.6 uses the output of the k-th unit of the PCT-LSTM module to derive the intensity rate for

type-k event specifically. The general framework of the proposed sd-PNHP model is illustrated in

Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Structure of the sd-PNHP model. Event stream and state stream are first passed
through an embedding layer, and the summed results are used as input into the PCT-LSTM
module, a stacking of K CT-LSTM units each governs the evolution of the intensity rate curve for
a certain type of event. At each known timestep where event arrives, the event type predicted is
the event with maximum intensity rate; At the same time, state transition is dependent on the
last arrived event, according to a distribution φxi .

5.3.3 Loss Function

The primary goal of training a neural Hawkes process is to maximise the likelihood of the

observed event sequence given model parameters. For the ease of gradient computation, the

sum of logarithm probability of p(t) is used instead in deriving the loss function. The logarithm

probability for an event sequence C can be computed as:

(5.7) L1 =
∑

i:ti≤T
logλxi (ti)−

∫ T

0
λ(s)ds

of which the proof can be found in Section 3.3. It is termed L1 the Hawkes loss term. By

maximising Eq. 5.7, the probability that event x j
i happens at time t j

i in sequence C j is maximised.

Eq. 5.7 maximises the intensity function at event arrival times and minimises the function

at non-event time. One thing to notice is that even though the Hawkes loss term maximises

the probability of arrival times for each event type, it does not consider the ‘competition’ for
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arrivals across different event types. Based on Daley and Vere-Jones [117], if the arrival time

ti is known, the event type with highest probability of arrival is argmax
k

λk(ti). By minimising

the cross-entropy function between the distribution of {λ1(ti), ...,λK (ti)} and the real event type

xi, the event type prediction at each timestep can be improved. A similar terminology was also

considered in Gu [128]. In this sense, the second loss term can be derived as:

(5.8) L2 =
∑

i:ti≤T

K∑
k=0

−ρk(ti)logλk(ti)

in which ρk(ti)= 1 when xi = k otherwise ρk(ti)= 0.

The third loss term deals with the state transition process by attempting to maximise the

likelihood of the coupled state sequence that is sampled from the state transition matrix φK×W×W ,

in which K and W indicate number of types of events and states respectively, as:

(5.9) L3 =
∑

i:ti≤T
logφ(xi+1, si, si+1)

The overall loss function combines the aforementioned three losses together: L1 that max-

imises the sum of log probability of p(t) in terms of event arrival times; L2 that maximises the

probability that the correct type of event happens at each arrival time; and L3 that maximises

the likelihood of the sampled state sequence. The overall loss is calculated as:

(5.10) L =−L1 +η1L2 −η2L3

in which η1 and η2 are weighting coefficients. The training of parameters can be achieved by

applying the gradient descending algorithm. In practice, the loss term L3 can be separated from

the total loss and be trained separately as the parameters involved are isolated from the Hawkes

loss term L1 and cross-entropy term L2, as conducted in Morariu-Patrichi and Pakkanen [131].

Once the sd-PNHP model is trained, the model is able to predict the time and type of next

event arrival. Given the density function for next event time, shown in Eq. 3.25, the expected

time with minimum L2 loss can be derived as t̂i =
∫ ∞

ti−1
t∗ pi(t)dt; and given time ti, the most

likely event type would be argmax
k

λk(ti)/λ(ti); or without knowledge of time, the most likely

event type would be argmax
k

∫ ∞
ti−1

λk(t)/λ(t)∗ pi(t)dt [16].

5.3.4 LOB Event Stream Simulation

Given a well-trained model, an event-state sequence can be sampled using Ogata’s thinning

algorithm [130], shown in Algorithm 4. By iteratively incorporating simulated event and state

into the input and removing the first event and state in the input to form new inputs, event and
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Algorithm 4 Ogata’s thinning algorithm for iterative sampling of event-state stream
1: Input: (e i−I , ..., e i−1), (si−I , ..., si−1)
2: set the upper bound λ∗ for all λ(t).
3: for k = 0 to K do
4: let tk ← ti−1.
5: repeat
6: sample δt ∼Exp(λ∗), u ∼Unif(0,1).
7: tk ← tk +δt.
8: until λk(tk)/λ∗ ≥ u
9: end for

10: ti ←min
k

tk, xi ← argmin
k

tk, e i ← (ti, xi)

11: sample si ∼φ(xi, si−1)
12: return e i, si

state pairs can be constantly generated. This approach contrasts with the LOBRM simulation

presented in the Chapter 4 in the sense that the simulation generated by LOBRM is composed of

separate predictions on LOB states, while the intended simulation here is generated as a result

of continuous events’ interaction and accumulation.

With a model being able to stochastically sample event streams based on its knowledge

learned from historical event stream data, a realistic simulation of the LOB data can be achieved.

It is worth noting that such a simulation is remarkably different from the mainstream agent-

based LOB simulation. The simulation is realistic judging from the fact that the generation

of events is from knowledge learned on real data instead of from agents with subjectively set

strategies and parameters. Such a realistic simulation of the LOB data allows for an alternative

way to validate some empirical findings on the real LOB market. To complete the design of the

simulator, apart from the type and time of each event, price and volume information affiliated

with the event is also needed. Based on empirical studies, the relative price (pa − pa(1) ≥ 0 or

pb(1) − pb ≥ 0) and volume of submitted orders follow a power law distribution [25]. Thus, a

truncated discrete power law distribution with parameter a and boundary b in the form of

(5.11) p(x)= 1/(x+1)a, x = 0, . . . ,b

is used to fit those distributions from real data. Some special settings concerning order type and

price include: the order cancellation on a specific price level follows first-in-first-out terminology;

market orders appear as a given percentage of submitted orders; orders with price that cross the

spread (pa − pa(1) < 0 or pb(1) − pb < 0) appear as a given percentage of submitted limit orders;

the distribution parameters for price and volume is different when bid-ask spread is one or two.

With these settings, a minimal and realistic simulation of the LOB can be achieved.
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5.4 Experiments

5.4.1 Data Preprocessing

Experiments are conducted on the LOBSTER dataset, providing real world LOB event stream

data of five days’ length for three stocks, ticker symbol INTC (Intel), MSFT (Microsoft), and JPM

(J.P. Morgan). The dataset contains only top five price levels information on both sides of the

book. On average there are 0.45 million event updates per trading day per stock. The rolling

window approach of step size one is used to form times series samples with length 50.

Table 5.1: Model comparison results for MSFT. Best performance values underlined.

Model NLL Time loss Acc. type

Hawkes 0.68 1.27 42.45 / 43.12
LSTM - - 47.72
SAHP -0.63 1.09 48.53 / 47.77
CT-LSTM -0.80 1.02 46.29 / 45.89
PCT-LSTM -0.92 0.99 50.09 / 49.31
PCT-LSTM [non-sd] -0.91 1.00 49.59 / 48.78
PCT-LSTM [η1 = 1] -0.60 1.03 49.12 / 47.96

Table 5.2: Model comparison results for INTC. Best performance values underlined.

Model NLL Time loss Acc. type

Hawkes 0.80 1.25 39.95 / 39.28
LSTM - - 45.97
SAHP -0.36 1.03 47.11 / 45.85
CT-LSTM -0.52 0.99 44.26 / 43.20
PCT-LSTM -0.63 0.95 48.66 / 46.94
PCT-LSTM [non-sd] -0.62 0.95 48.42 / 46.51
PCT-LSTM [η1 = 1] -0.35 1.01 48.20 / 46.09

Table 5.3: Model comparison results for JPM. Best performance values underlined.

Model NLL Time loss Acc. type

Hawkes -0.42 1.08 48.13 / 48.11
LSTM - - 57.86
SAHP -1.74 1.01 59.45 / 56.84
CT-LSTM -2.03 0.90 59.51 / 58.35
PCT-LSTM -2.14 0.85 61.22 / 59.74
PCT-LSTM [non-sd] -2.13 0.86 60.77 / 59.08
PCT-LSTM [η1 = 1] -1.66 0.90 60.37 / 54.57
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5.4.2 Model Comparison

This section compares testing results for the proposed model against different state-of-the-art

models that predict event arrivals. The performance of seven models are compared: (1) Hawkes:

stochastic Hawkes point process model with exponential decaying kernel [131]; (2) LSTM: naïve

LSTM model, with no modelling of event intensity rates [83]; (3) SAHP: self-attentive neural

Hawkes process that uses the attention mechanism instead of recurrent input structure [126, 128];

(4) CT-LSTM: neural Hawkes process that uses a single CT-LSTM unit for the modelling of the

intensity rates for all types of events [16]; (5) PCT-LSTM: the proposed state-dependent neural

Hawkes process with stacked CT-LSTM units to model the intensity rates for different types

of events separately; (6) PCT-LSTM [non-sd]: a variant of the PCT-LSTM model that does not

contain an event-state interaction mechanism; (7) PCT-LSTM [η1 = 1]: a full PCT-LSTM model

trained with a mixed loss function that contains a cross-entropy term. The same metrics used in

Mei and Eisner [16] are adopted to measure performance: (1) negative logarithm likelihood (NLL)

p(t) per event; (2) next event time prediction accuracy, measured as the absolute distance between

real and predicted time after common logarithm operation, which is necessary as the ground

truth for time spans from several microseconds to seconds; (3) next event type prediction accuracy

in percentage, when the next even time is known and not known. To enable parallel comparison,

both event and state are included as inputs for all models, except for the non-state-dependent

model.

Model Specifications In terms of parameter settings for all models, all linear layers in LSTM

units are set with two layers, 16 units and Tanh activation, except for that the Softplus activation

is used for the linear layers for deriving decay coefficient (>0). The attention module in SAHP

is of 4 heads. The embedding layers for event type and state indicator are also of two layers, 16

units and Tanh activation. The decoding layer for intensity rates is of one layer, 16 units and

Softplus activation that forces outputs to be positive. Optimiser is RMSprop, learning rate is 2e-3

and all models are trained 200 iterations. All experiments are repeated five times to get the mean

of criteria.

Testing results are shown in Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. It is found that the performance of neural

network family models is better than the pure stochastic Hawkes model in terms of all criteria,

as a stochastic Hawkes model is controlled by only a few parameters and the form of the kernel

is pre-defined, bounding the expressiveness of the model. This finding is in accordance with

existing literature [16, 126]. The LSTM model does not contain a point process terminology to

derive the intensity rate, thus only the event type prediction is illustrated here. The performance

improvements brought by SAHP or CT-LSTM are mixed, which differs from the conclusion drawn

in Zhang et al. [126] that SAHP is better than CT-LSTM. The main reason for this contradiction

might be the time series input in this research is comparatively short with a length of 50,

whilst the time series studied in Zhang et al. [126] has a maximum length of over 200, and the
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self-attention module is more effective for long sequences. PCT-LSTM achieves the overall best

performance compared with all alternatives, with the lowest negative log likelihood and time loss,

and the highest event type prediction accuracy. This improvement validates that the separate

modelling for intensity rates for different event types through the PCT-LSTM unit is effective in

multi-variate point process modelling.

The learned state transition matrix is partially shown in Eq. 5.12:

(5.12)




0.93 0.07 < 0.01

≈ 0.01 0.99 ≈ 0.01

< 0.01 0.02 0.97

 ,


0.97 0.03 < 0.01

≈ 0.01 0.99 ≈ 0.01

< 0.01 0.07 0.93

 ...


It can be seen that inertia exists in market condition transition, with more than 90% possibility

that the market condition remains the same as the condition at last timestep. Distributions of

state transition shift from φ[0] to φ[1] when the arrived event type changes from a bid submission

to an ask submission. This indicates the existence of a feedback loop, in which the current state

influences the arrival of next event type and conversely the arrived event type influences the

distribution of state transitions. Also, a certain degree of asymmetry exists in state transitions:

when arrived event type is a bid submission, the probability of state transforming from an ask

market to a neutral market (0.07) is higher than transforming from a bid market to neutral market

(0.02); yet, when arrived event type is an ask submission, the probability of transforming from an

ask market to neutral market (0.02) is lower than transforming from a bid market to a neutral

market (0.07). This asymmetry is intuitive.

5.4.3 Discussions on the Model Settings

The superiority of stacking CT-LSTM units has been verified in the last section. In this section,

the performance improvement brought by the inclusion of a state indicator, and the impact of

the modified cross-entropy loss function are discussed. Results are presented in the bottom two

rows of Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Comparing the results from PCT-LSTM [non-sd] with the results

from PCT-LSTM, it is found that all criteria are inferior when state information is removed from

input, indicating that the market condition indeed helps the modelling of intensity rate evolution

and therefore improves prediction. The performance of PCT-LSTM [η1 = 1] is then compared with

PCT-LSTM. It is found that the inclusion of the cross-entropy loss term does not help improve

prediction performance of the PCT-LSTM. However, it is found that this cross-entropy term

indeed facilitates prediction for SAHP across all criteria, as indicated in Gu [128], and the testing

results of SAHP are obtained by including this term. In this sense, the choice of whether to

include the cross entropy loss term can be flexibly determined according to which type of model

to be implemented.

To summarize, when compared with all chosen baselines, the proposed PCT-LSTM model

achieved the best performance considering all criteria. The reasons for this superiority are
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threefold. First, PCT-LSTM uses continuous RNNs to model the evolution of intensity rates. The

parameters involved in continuous RNNs are overwhelmingly larger than those in a stochastic

Hawkes process, enabling the model a higher degree of expressiveness and flexibility in modeling

the influence of past events on the evolution of intensity rates. Second, PCT-LSTM adopts a

stacked structure of CT-LSTM units to introduce a fine-grained depiction of the interaction

between events, which showed a higher goodness-of-fit compared with the original neural point

process model, wherein a single CT-LSTM unit is used to model the intensity rates of different

kinds of events. Finally, the proposed PCT-LSTM model is coupled with an event-state interactive

mechanism, specifically designed for scenarios in which event arrivals tend to be under the

impact of current market conditions indicated by prior stochastic studies [131]. With the help of

this interactive mechanism, the performance of PCT-LSTM outperformed all baselines in the end.

5.4.4 Sensitivity Analysis

Here, a minimal simulation of the LOB is attempted by stochastically sampling event stream

using Algorithm 4 from the sd-PNHP model, combining with the empirical distributions for

order price and volume learnt from the same dataset. Given a random LOB initialisation,

LOB simulation can be achieved by accumulating the sampled event stream on the LOB. The

simulation is carried out in the ABIDES platform, of which the implementation details are similar

to the ones to be presented in Chapter 6. As a starting point, a sensitivity analysis is conducted

on a system in which all order streams are generated from the sd-PNHP. Key parameters that

relate to the empirical distributions of order price and volume, the percentage of market orders

in all orders, and some control parameters that enforce the book will not run out of liquidity, are

considered. One thing to be noticed is that neural parameters that dominate the order stream

pattern are not involved in sensitivity analysis, owing to its feature of being a ‘black box’. The

exact parameters involved are listed in Table 5.4, and they are: (1) P: the exponent of power law

distribution for order price; (2) V1: the exponent of power law distribution for order volume at

the top price level (quote prices); (3) V2: the exponent of power law distribution for order volume

at deep price levels (prices inferior to quote prices); (4) Mi: the market order imbalance index (0

indicating balanced, and ±100% indicating all market orders are bid or ask orders); (5) Mv: the

exponent of power law distribution for market order volume; (6) Lb: the lower bound value for

volumes at each price level. Once volumes fall below this value, upcoming limit order volumes

will be forced to increase 1000 to ensure adequate liquidity in the market; (7) I p: the possibility

for a limit order to fall within the spread (being one tick higher than the best bid or one tick lower

than the best ask) when the spread is larger than one. Spread is denoted by sp.

The Sobol’s global sensitivity analysis is implemented, as performed in McGroarty et al. [10].

In this variance-based analysis, the ANOVA representation of a function f (x) of x = (x1, ..., xn) is:

(5.13) f (x)= f0 +
n∑

s=1

∑
i1<...<is

f i i ...is (xi1 , ..., xis )
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Table 5.4: Parameters for the sensitivity analysis on the sd-PNHP based LOB simulation

Parameter
Initial value

(sp = 1 / sp > 1)
Fluctuation

range

P - Price dist. 1.5 / 4.7 ± 0.25
V1 - Volume dist. (top) 0.9 ∼1.2 ± 0.25
V2 - Volume dist. (deep) 0 ∼1.8 ± 0.25
Mi - Market imbalance 0 ± 100%
Mv - Market vol. dist. 1.2 / 1.6 ± 0.25
Lb - Lower bound 12500 ± 2500
I p - Inner spread prob. 0.05 ± 0.025

Figure 5.2: Heatmap showing results of sensitivity analysis on the simulated LOB data generated
by sd-PNHP. Numbers shown are sensitivity indices standardised column-wise.

in which the s-th summation denotes the s-th order cooperative effect of variables xi1 , ..., xis on

the function output. Thus, the total variance and partial variance of f (x) can be denoted as:

D =
∫

( f (x)− f0)2ρ(x)dx(5.14)

D i1...is =
∫

f 2
i1...is

ρ(xi1 , ..., xis )dxi1 , ..., xis(5.15)

The total variance concerning variable xi and its total sensitivity index can be calculated as:
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D tot
i =

n∑
s=1

∑
〈i〉

D i1...is(5.16)

Stot
i = D tot

i

D
(5.17)

in which the symbol 〈i〉 sums over all D terms that contain i. Sobol [132] provides an efficient

Monte-Carlo method for calculating the indices. According to the method, x is uniformly sampled

from the input space. Random perturbations are added to each input element of x, and the

perturbed x are used to simulate dim(x)+1 copies of LOBs. Each LOB is equivalent to one hour’s

length. In total, 100∗ (dim(x)+1) LOB samples are generated. Selected stochastic properties of

the LOB are used to evaluate the sensitivity of the system, as in McGroarty et al. [10]: (1) the

Hurst exponent of volatility [35, 36]; (2) the autocorrelation of mid-price return [133]; (3) the first

lag autocorrelation of order-sign for order submissions [35]; (4) the first lag autocorrelation of

order-sign for order cancellations [35]; (5) the best exponent β of the price impact function [50];

and (6) the R-squared for the order flow imbalance function [57]. The first four criteria relate

to the memory of order flow or the resulting mid-price series, and the last two criteria relate to

the market price formation mechanism. Fig. 5.2 presents a heatmap after standardisation of the

sensitivity indices.

From Fig. 5.2, it can be seen that the top two parameters that have influence over the

stochastic properties considered are: (1) the exponent of distribution for market order volume;

and (2) market order percentage imbalance. In McGroarty et al. [10], it was argued that the upper

limit of market order volume distribution is the most influential parameter, and the stochastic

properties that it affects most are the Hurst exponent and the exponent for price impact function.

Both the exponent for market order volume distribution and the upper limit for market order

volume directly affect the size of market orders. Thus, conclusions in McGroarty et al. [10] concur

with the findings of the sensitivity analysis, even though the exact methodologies adopted differ.

The sensitivity analysis here provides an initial glimpse into the dynamics of the simulated

LOB generated by the sd-PNHP model. In Chapter 6, the model will be fused into an agent-based

platform to conduct further simulation experiments, through which more insightful results will

be drawn.

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter presented the state-dependent parallel neural Hawkes process (sd-PNHP) for LOB

event stream prediction and simulation. This research is the first to systematically investigate

the utilisation of neural Hawkes models in the field of LOB modelling. The main contributions

are: (1) introducing an event-state interaction mechanism into a neural Hawkes process that

enables improved prediction performance and efficient sampling; (2) improving the structure
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of the CT-LSTM module used in the original neural Hawkes process to a PCT-LSTM module

with stacked units, in which the evolution of intensity rates for different types of events are

governed by separate kernels; (3) extending the task from LOB event prediction to realistic

LOB data simulation by combining a well-trained neural Hawkes model for event type and

time sampling, and a rule-based generator for order price and volume information generation.

Through experiments, it is found that the proposed model outperforms other mainstream point

process models in the specific task of LOB event and time prediction. Meanwhile, the well-

trained model was successfully used for LOB simulation facilitated by the Ogata’s thinning

algorithm. A sensitivity analysis was implemented on the simulation system in order to gain an

initial understanding of the dynamics of the system, which paves the way for conducting further

comprehensive LOB simulation experiments in Chapter 6. This way of generating simulated LOB

data provides a new alternative to existing methods. As a whole, this research has the potential

to benefit both financial microstructure researchers and high frequency trading practitioners.

Meanwhile, the performance of the sd-PNHP is only validated on the task of LOB event

prediction. Future studies can be carried out to test whether the proposed model can also benefit

other types of tasks. On the other hand, several settings of the simulator are simplistic, for

instance the occurrence of market orders and the relative price distribution of arriving orders. For

enhanced realism, more advanced and realistic features should be introduced into the simulator.

The proposed sd-PNHP based simulator can also be combined with agent-based simulators to

develop a hybrid simulator that enjoys unique characteristics from both methodologies.
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6
NEURAL STOCHASTIC AGENT-BASED LOB SIMULATION

The content to be presented is a generalisation of published [134] and under-review works.

6.1 Introduction

LOB data is of critical importance in financial microstructure studies, and the majority empirical

and theoretical studies were carried out on the basis of historical LOB data. Nevertheless, using

historical LOB data suffers from two major problems. First, as one cannot interact with historical

data, it cannot be used to conduct ‘what if ’ counterfactual analysis. Therefore, backtesting a

trading algorithm on historical data suffers from the unrealistic assumption that the market

will not react. This is a particularly dangerous assumption when trading large volumes that

will move the market. Second, the availability of historical LOB data is limited and expensive.

Simulations and synthetically generated data, respectively, can help to overcome these problems.

Two mainstream models for LOB simulation and synthetic data generation are agent-based

models (ABMs) and stochastic models (SMs). ABMs construct an interactive trading environment

containing heterogeneous agents with behavioural logic that is human-defined. While defined

agents are often modeled as simplifications of real world actors such as market makers, mo-

mentum traders, and liquidity providers, the objectivity of ABMs can be doubted as one cannot

guarantee that the simulation will behave in the same manner as the real world [3]. On the

other hand, SMs learn stochastic properties directly from historical data and so are objectively

grounded in reality. Prior studies have shown that market characteristics, such as price and

volume distributions and the arrival of market events, can be captured using SMs, and this

learned knowledge can be used to generate realistic synthetic data. However, SMs have the limi-

tation of not being interactive. Therefore, while SMs can generate endless amounts of synthetic

data, the problems associated with backtesting on real data remain. Others have previously
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suggested the advantages of combining models [135], however, there are few prior studies that

have attempted to embed SMs of the LOB in an interactive ABM environment. These include

Panayi and Peters [136], who claim their model is a hybrid of ABM and SM; however, the model

is essentially a stochastic model in which order flows are attributed to imaginary agents, and

there is no provision to interact with the stochastic system. More recently, Kumar [137] proposed

an ABM model in which a stochastic market maker is embedded and the market maker interacts

with other trading agents. However, the focus of that study is on deploying the stochastic model

as a strategic trader to make profit; the model is not designed as a realistic market simulator to

investigate market dynamics. The most similar research that we have found is Coletta et al. [111],

in which a conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN) based agent is first trained on

real data, and is then used as a world agent. The world agent is then incorporated into an ABM

simulation to conduct interaction experiments. Nevertheless, CGAN agent lacks support from

a statistical perspective, being a complete deep learning ‘black box’. Within such a simulation,

the variations in model results are hard to be explained, thus hamper the transparency of the

system. Besides, the CGAN model cannot be validated through comparing prediction accuracy

with mainstream models, while the state-dependent parallel neural Hawkes process (sd-PNHP)

model can be rigorously grounded on real data using criteria like log likelihood of event arrival

time and event type prediction accuracy. Thus, we propose that there is a research gap, which we

attempt to address in this paper.

This chapter delves into the intricacies of simulating the LOB using a pioneering approach:

the neural stochastic agent-based model (NS-ABM). This model emerges as a unique blend of

the conventional ABM and SM methodologies. The primary contributions of this research are

outlined as follows:

• At the core of the NS-ABM lies the neural stochastic background trader (BT). This com-

ponent is designed to simulate the collective aggregation of order events characteristic of

the entire market. The BT utilises an advanced sd-PNHP model to learn the behavioural

pattern of the whole market from historical real world level-2 LOB data. When turned

to sampling mode, the BT can iteratively sample the type and arrival time of next event

according to knowledge learned. The model uses neural methods to model the intensity

rate curves of different types of events, achieving a balance between model expressiveness

and interpretability.

• The deep diffusion probabilistic model (DDPM), a non-parametric generative method for

learning data distributions, is utilised to learn the order-related attributes (e.g., price

and volume) conditioned on various market indicators. As observed on the empirical data,

order-related attributes have significant dependency on various market indicators (e.g.,

bid-ask spread and market imbalance). The DDPM’s learned conditional distributions

provide auxiliary information for the BT in event sampling.
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• The BT that equipped with sd-PNHP and DDPM modules is incorporated into the open-

source Agent-Based Interactive Discrete Event Simulation (ABIDES) [138] framework. The

BT is shown to produce LOB dynamics that reproduce a comprehensive list of more than

ten stylised facts about real world LOBs. Such high fidelity has not been shown in previous

LOB simulation studies. Concentration on the interpretability of the results produced by

the BT has also been made, by looking deep into the mechanism producing those results.

In the experiment section, the stylised facts reproduced by the simulation when the BT is

running on its own is evaluated and discussed. Further, a population of trading agents with

various trend and value trading strategies are introduced into the simulation. It demonstrates

that the BT reacts realistically to endogenous events caused by other trading agents. The

resultant LOB dynamics continue to exhibit the stylised facts of real markets, which demonstrates

the realistic behaviour of the ABM. It is also shown that the simulation exhibits order flow impact

and financial herding behaviours that are similar to empirical observations of real markets.

Lastly, an explicit investigation on the price impact in the system is presented, discussing how it

mimics and deviates from empirical studies.

6.2 Model Formulation

The NS-ABM for LOB simulation encompasses two primary components. Firstly, the simulation

employs an agent-based approach, utilising the ABIDES open-source LOB simulation platform

[138]. Secondly, a neural stochastic BT is trained, with its behavioral logic derived from the

sd-PNHP model and the DDPM model based on historical trading data. This BT is then integrated

as an agent into ABIDES, accompanied by the introduction of other trading agents that can

engage with the BT. A graphical illustration of the proposed NS-ABM framework is shown in

Fig. 6.1.

6.2.1 Agent-Based Interactive Discrete Event Simulation

ABIDES [138] is an agent-based simulation framework used to generate high-fidelity LOB data

and conduct microstructure experiments. It has been adopted in varies studies, e.g., for developing

and evaluating trading agents [139], and for investigating market manipulation [140]. ABIDES

mimics real market settings in several ways: (1) it has a realistic messaging system derived from

NASDAQ’s published equity trading protocols, ITCH and OUCH; (2) it has no assumptions or

restrictions on market settings, such as order size or time intervals between discrete events; and

(3) it is equipped with a set of classes and functions that enable extension of existing agent types

and actions. Fig. 6.2 is a simplified version of the simulation logic shown in Byrd et al. [138]. In

the following paragraphs, two general classes of ABIDES’ high frequency trading (HFT) agents

used in this paper are introduced: trend trading agents and value trading agents.
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Figure 6.1: The framework for NS-ABM. The BT is composed of an sd-PNHP module for event
type and arrival time sampling, and a conditional DDPM module for order price and volume
sampling. Explicitly, the sd-PNHP is subscribed to market updates, receiving recent event and
market state streams from ABIDES. The sd-PNHP then derives the intensity rates for four
different types of events, on which Ogata’s thinning algorithm is used to sample next event
type and arrival time. The sampled event, together with information concerning current market
indicators (e.g. bid-ask spread and market imbalance), are then passed to the DDPM module as
conditional information. The DDPM first samples from Gaussian space, and gradually removes
noise based on the conditional information. When the maximum denoising step is reached, the
sample concerning order price and volume is drawn. Finally, the order is submitted to ABIDES
exchange LOB and the BT waits for the next market update.

Trend agents assume that a trend in price will persist or reverse in the near future, and they

are called momentum (MM) agents and mean reversion (MR) agents, respectively. trend agents

calculate the current trend in price using the difference between moving average price over a

long time window and over a short time window. The trading logic of trend agents is illustrated

in Algorithm 5. These agents try to maintain a neutral position, so the submitted order size is

either equal to the size that can close the current position, otherwise a standard size u is used.

For instance, assume an agent has a short stock holding of −200. If the agent then decides to

submit a market buy order, the order size would be 200 to close the position; conversely, if the

agent decides to submit a market sell order, the order size would be u to further expand the
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Figure 6.2: Simulation workflow of ABIDES, adapted from Byrd et al. [138]. The simulation starts
from defining a config file, specifying the number and parameters of agents holding different
trading strategies, together with parameters concerning the asset to be traded. The kernel is in
charge of governing the simulation, passing and clearing message between the exchange and
the agents. The message base class is the intermediate through which exchange of information
happens, for instance ‘wakeup calls’ that wake up an agent to act, and ‘limit order submission’
that indicates the intention of order submission from the agents to the exchange. The agent
base class is what strategic traders are defined upon, being able to process information from
market updates and submitting orders to, or cancelling orders from, the exchange. Certain types
of agents rely on an external valuation oracle to make decisions. The order base class is what
market orders and limit orders are defined upon, and all orders are passed to the order book
before either resting on the book or being immediately transacted.

position. By maintaining a neutral position, trend agents attempt to profit from high-frequency

trading; rather than profit from capital gains by holding a large position over a comparatively

long time horizon.

Value agents trade according to observations on a fundamental value oracle that is exogenous

to the market [141]. Such an oracle can be any time series generated through a stochastic process.

The SparseMeanRevertingOracle class is used to generate fundamental values for value agents.

As presented in Byrd [141], the fundamental value follows an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, of

which the value at ti is denoted as:

pti =µ+ (pti−1 −µ)e−γδi +uti(6.1)

uti ∼ N(0,
σ2

2γ
(1− e−2γδi ))(6.2)

in which δi denotes units of time elapsed since last observation. When δi increases, the funda-

mental value and its variance at ti converge to µ and σ2

2γ , indicating its mean-reverting essence.

Before agents observing the fundamental value, they first update internal estimates p̃ti and
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Algorithm 5 Trading logic for trend agents (MM & MR)
Require: window size l1 and l2, l2 > l1, current stock holding h
1: if receive wake up call from the kernel then
2: cancel all unexecuted orders
3: send request for quote prices to the exchange agent
4: receive quote prices (pa(1)

t , pb(1)
t ) from the exchange agent

5: calculate mid price pmid
t and append it to the agent’s internally stored list mid_l ist

6: if len(mid_l ist)>= l2 then
7: if MAl1 (mid_l ist)>MAl2 (mid_l ist) then
8: if type(agent)== MM then
9: submit a market buy order, q =max(−h,u)

10: else if type(agent)== MR then
11: submit a market sell order, q =max(h,u)
12: end if
13: else
14: do steps 8-11 using inverse logic (i.e., MM sells, MR buys)
15: end if
16: else
17: queue next wake up call in kernel, break
18: end if
19: queue next wake up call in kernel
20: end if

σ̃ti
2:

p̃ti = (1− (1−γ)δi )µ+ (1−γ)δi p̃ti−1(6.3)

σ̃2
ti
= 1− (1−γ)2δi

1− (1−γ)2 σ2 + (1−γ)2δi σ̃2
ti−1

(6.4)

After observing the fundamental value as oti with noise σ2
o, estimates are updated in a

Bayesian manner:

p̃ti ←
σ2

o

σ2
o + σ̃2

ti

p̃ti +
σ̃2

ti

σ2
o + σ̃2

ti

oti(6.5)

σ̃2
ti
←

σ̃2
ti
σ2

o

σ̃2
ti
+σ2

o
(6.6)

Upon finishing updating its interval values, the agent makes prediction on the fundamental

value at ti +∆t as:

(6.7) p̃ti+∆t = (1− (1−γ)∆t)µ+ (1−γ)∆t p̃ti

of which is the value that value agents used to compare with the realised stock price at ti to

make trading decision. Here the agents focus on the profit over short terms (in ∆t), the same as

momentum traders. The estimated fundamental value represents the ‘fair price’ of the stock to

the agent. If the current price on the LOB is underestimated, the agent tends to buy; otherwise
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Algorithm 6 Trading logic for value agents (ZI & HBL)
Require: Intended maximum surplus rmax, look back period l, current stock holding h
1: if receive wake up call from the kernel then
2: cancel all unexecuted orders
3: send request for quote prices to the exchange agent
4: receive quote prices (pa(1)

t , pb(1)
t ) from the exchange agent

5: obtain a noisy observation from the oracle, and update internal estimation on current value pt in a
Bayesian manner

6: make estimation on future fundamental value pt+∆t
7: sample requested surplus r ∼Unif(0, rmax)
8: if rand(0,1)> 0.5 then
9: submit a limit buy order, q =max(−h,u)

10: if type(agent)== ZI then
11: if pt+∆t − pa(1)

t > r then
12: p = pa(1)

t
13: else
14: p = pt+∆t − r
15: end if
16: else if type(agent)== HBL then
17: calculate execution probability vector Prob at all price levels P = (pmin, ..., pmax) during past l

transactions
18: calculate expected surplus S = Prob∗ (pt+∆t −P)
19: p = pmin +argmaxS
20: end if
21: else
22: do steps 9-19 using inverse logic (i.e., submit a limit sell)
23: end if
24: queue next wake up call in kernel
25: end if

the agent tends to sell. One type of value agent makes decisions based entirely on the observed

fundamental value, and these agents are termed zero intelligence (ZI) agents; the other type of

value agent use additional information from the LOB to improve the possibility of order execution,

and these agents are termed heuristic belief learning (HBL) agents. The private value setting over

holding preference is intentionally removed. As a result, the agents do not have preference over a

long or a short position, to force agents to solely focus on profitability. That is, when there is no

price information the agent has no preference over holding 100 units or −100 units of stock. As

trend agents do not have the private value setting in the ABIDES implementation, the removal

of this setting also allows better comparison. The trading logic of value agents is described in

Algorithm 6.

Trend agent and value agent types are representative of common trading strategies and have

been widely studied in both analytical models and empirical studies. To aid analysis, a minimal

set of trading strategies is deliberately chosen, therefore these are the only two types of strategic

trading agents that are considered in this work. However, it is trivial to include other pre-defined

agent types, or define new trading strategies within ABIDES. Such explorations of more complex

markets are reserved for future work.
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（a）Self-recursive, when there is no exterior experimental agent.

（b） Reaction to exterior events, when there is experimental agent.
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Figure 6.3: The interaction mechanism between the BT and ABIDES: (a) shows how the BT
samples events when it is running on its own. A defined length of memory is used as input into
the sd-PNHP model, coupled with distributions concerning orders (either empirical or learned
through DDPM), to sample a new event. The event is then sent to the exchange, and once accepted
will be updated into its memory; (b) shows how interactions with agents take place. It follows a
similar logic of (a), however, here the BT will first combine the experimental agent’s event into
its memory, and then sample events. The sampled event is therefore influenced by other agents’
behaviours.

6.2.2 Neural Stochastic Background Trader

Pure ABMs in which all agents act according to human-defined rules can lack objective grounding.

Although the simulation framework can be designed to closely imitate the real world (e.g., in

ABIDES the messaging mechanism originates from NASDAQ, the LOB operates using real world

rules, and the terminology of agent strategies can be found in real markets), realistic dynamics

are not guaranteed. Critically, the behavioural patterns of agents, the parameters that determine

those behaviours, and the complex interactions between agents combine to generate the overall

order stream pattern. The parameters of individual agent behaviours cannot be learned from the

aggregate order stream of real markets, as the actions of individual traders are not known (data

is anonymous and actions cannot be linked to individuals). However, it is possible to learn the

overall order stream pattern of the whole market using a sd-PNHP model. Here, the approach of

sd-PNHP is adapted to learn aggregate order streams of real data and then deploy the model

as an autonomous agent within an ABM so that it can interact with and adapt to the actions

of other trading agents in the market. It is hypothesised that this ‘hybrid’ simulation approach

can generate more realistic market dynamics within which new trading strategies can be more

rigorously tested.
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6.2.2.1 sd-PNHP Based Background Trader

To this end, a neural stochastic BT is implemented in ABIDES. The agent is backed with a

sd-PNHP model that is trained on historical LOB event stream data within top five price levels.

The agent can make predictions on next event type (i.e., ask submission, ask cancellation, bid

submission and bid cancellation) and next event time based on a defined length of event history.

By iteratively incorporating newly sampled events into memory as input, the agent is able to

endlessly generate event stream data that closely mimics real market data. The agent is termed

a background trader because: (1) when the agent is running on its own (i.e., being the only agent

in the simulation), the order stream it generates represents the logic of a complete market; (2)

when the agent interacts with other trading agents (i.e., being part of a multi-agent simulation),

the reactions it produces are similar to aggregate market responses. Fig. 6.3 illustrates the

logic of the BT when it is running on its own, and when it is interacting with other agents. By

defining the BT as a subclass of the trading agent class in ABIDES, it inherits full functionality

of communicating with the exchange, submitting and cancelling orders, and keeping track of its

real-time profitability.

After the model is well-trained on historical data, a sampling method like the Ogata’s thinning

algorithm can be used to sample the most likely next event type and arrival time. Experiments

performed in Chapter 5 demonstrated that: (1) the model can make predictions with 50%-60%

accuracy in event type prediction (compared with baseline accuracy of 25% for this four class

classification problem, with classes: ask submission, ask cancellation, bid submission, and bid

cancellation); and (2) the model can be used to iteratively sample event streams, either on a

self-recursive way or being interactive with other experimental agents. When combined with

distributions of order price and order volume, it can be used to generate high-fidelity LOB data

that exhibits multiple stylised facts found in real data, which is illustrated in the experiment

section.

6.2.2.2 Rationale for Choosing sd-PNHP over CGAN

Recent work using a CGAN framework has had success in learning market event patterns [111].

Here, neural point process (NPP) models and generative adversarial network (GAN) models are

compared to provide a rationale of why the sd-PNHP approach is chosen, rather than the CGAN

approach in Coletta et al. [111]. The arguments are arranged into three perspectives: modelling

approach, interpretability, and model validation.

Modelling Approach NPPs explicitly model the event generation process in the LOB simu-

lation. They capture the temporal dependencies and interactions between events based

on stochastic processes, such as Poisson processes or Hawkes processes. These models

incorporate domain knowledge about event dynamics and market microstructure, allowing

for explicit control and interpretation of the simulation process. In comparison, GANs do
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not explicitly model the event generation process. Instead, they learn the underlying data

distribution from training data and generate samples by optimising a generator and dis-

criminator network adversarially. Therefore, GANs focus on capturing high-level statistical

patterns in the data without directly modelling the specific mechanisms of event generation

in the LOB.

Interpretability NPPs offer greater interpretability due to their explicit modelling of event

generation mechanisms and interpretable parameters. Researchers can analyse the model

equations, parameters, and the underlying stochastic processes to gain insights into the

LOB dynamics. This transparency enables a clear understanding of how different factors

impact event generation and provides interpretability to the simulation results. In contrast,

GANs generally have lower interpretability due to their complex and opaque architecture.

The internal workings of GANs, such as the specific patterns learned by the generator

and the decision-making process of the discriminator, are often challenging to interpret.

Therefore, understanding the reasons behind specific event generation or how different

inputs affect the generated data can be difficult.

Model Validation NPPs are typically trained using maximum likelihood estimation, or other

optimisation techniques, to fit the model to observed event sequences. These models can be

validated against empirical data by comparing the simulated event sequences with real

world LOB data, allowing for quantitative assessment of their performance. In comparison,

GANs are trained using an adversarial process, where the generator network is optimised to

generate data that will fool the discriminator network. Evaluating the performance of GANs

is often challenging, as it relies on subjective assessments, visual comparisons, or domain-

specific metrics. Therefore, quantitatively validating GAN-generated LOB data against

empirical data can be more difficult, making it harder to establish the trustworthiness of

the simulation results.

6.2.3 Deep Diffusion Probabilistic Model Based Order Attribute Generator

Apart from order type and arrival time, order price and volume are also essential attributes

needed to construct a self-sustaining event-based LOB simulator. In Chapter 5, the parametric

power law distributions are used to learn the distributions for order price and volume through

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) on the original (real) data. Under this formulation, during

the sampling phase the relative price op is first sampled from the empirical distribution φ
op
c ,

in which c indicates condition (i.e., bid-ask spread). The order volume ov is then subsequently

sampled from the empirical distribution φov
op,c′

, of which the subscript of op, c
′

indicates the

sampling of order volume is conditioned on the formerly sampled order price and other conditions

(i.e., bid-ask spread, and whether the order is a market order or limit order).
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This parametric way of sampling with limited conditioning provides a minimal simulation for

order related attributes. However, it suffers from several limitations:

Strict Power Law Form The distributions of relative order price and order volume do not

always follow a power law. For example, regarding order price, the empirical study by

Bouchaud et al. [25] indicated that only non-negative relative prices follow a power law

distribution, while the conclusion does not hold for negative relative prices (a negative

relative price indicates an order falls within the spread; i.e., within the range between

current best bid and current best ask).

Limited Conditioning The conditions on which the distributions are based do not cover a

broad range of market variables. Previously, the condition only contains the bid-ask spread.

Instead, through observations on the real data, it is found that the distribution shape of

order attributions also dynamically changes with conditions like current volume on each

price levels, and order imbalance between the two sides of the LOB.

Considering the limitations listed above, the sampling method for order attributes should

contain the following desirable features:

Non-Parametric Learning The model should be non-parametric. It should not specify the

distribution shape and parameters, and it should have the freedom to learn the distribution

form directly from data.

Complex Conditioning The model should be able to model complex conditional relations

between variables. These include conditioning between the context and the attributes, and

the conditioning between different dimensions of the attributes. The context on which the

attributes are conditioned can be both discrete or continuous variables.

Generative Approach The model should be generative rather than deterministic, such that

the model learns the distribution of the data and has the ability to efficiently sample data

from the learned distribution.

Deep generative models [142] are non-parametric methods that use neural networks to learn

a data distribution from high-dimensional data. These models do not pose restrictions on the

exact form of the distribution and are capable of incorporating conditional information (either

discrete or continuous) and conducting efficient sampling (transferring data sampled from a

simple prior, mostly a Gaussian, to the ground truth distribution). Among the family of deep

generative models, the DDPM [21] has achieved state-of-the-art performance in conditional

generation tasks, with particular success in text-to-image generation [143]. In comparison with

other mainstream deep generative models, such as GANs, it has been demonstrated that DDPM

shares both the characteristics of high-fidelity sample generation and stable training. The core
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idea behind the deep diffusion model is to learn a bi-directional mapping between the data

space and the multi-variate Gaussian space. The forward diffusion path with fixed noise scheme

transfers the original data into white Gaussian space, while the backward diffusion path with

learnable neural parameters enables the transfer of samples from Gaussian space into the

original data space.

6.2.3.1 DDPM-Based Order Attribute Generator

Orders have four attributes: type and arrival time, which are sampled from the sd-PNHP;

and relative price and volume, which are generated by DDPM. DDPMs are commonly used for

generating image data. However, unlike image data, which is regularised (i.e., three channel

RGB or two channel B&W), order price and volume are essentially multi-modal information that

require additional care. Here, the process used to generate order price and volume is described.

For order price, the common practice of considering relative price [25] rather than absolute

price is taken. Relative price is calculated as the difference between the order’s price and its

affiliated side’s current best quote price. As the simulation of a large-tick stock [121] (i.e., a highly

liquid and low price stock) is intended here, the price difference between different price levels on

one side of the book is dominantly one tick, and the bid-ask spread is rarely larger than two ticks.

Therefore, in a LOB containing five price levels, the relative price of limit orders falls within

the discrete range of {−2, . . . ,0, . . . ,4}. For market orders, the representation of price is unified

as −spread (i.e., the relative price of the best order on the opposite side of the book). Under

this formulation, the value range for order prices is op ∈ {−2, . . . ,0, . . . ,4}, with a lower degree of

eagerness (or higher degree of patience) for order execution as the relative price increases [7].

For order volume, orders are empirically found to be mostly placed in units of 100. Thus, all

volumes are first divided by 100 and rounded with a minimum value of one. To remove outliers,

volume values are further clipped at the 99.9 percentile ovmax. As a result, the value range for

order volume is ov ∈ {1,2, . . . , ovmax}. Finally, both price and volume values are standardised into

the range [−1,1].

Through empirical observations on the LOB data of several stocks traded on real exchanges,

it was found that the distribution of op and ov dynamically changes when some of the market

variables fluctuate. For instance, the distribution of op significantly changes when the bid-ask

spread enlarges from one to two (as illustrated in Fig. 6.6); and the mean of order volume arriving

at a certain price level is related to the unexecuted order volume left on the level. Even though

empirical market research indicated that the long term distributions of op and ov remains stable

[25], the short term changes in these distributions are essential in replicating LOB patterns that

result from HFT. Here, it is assumed that the variation in distribution of op and ov is conditioned

on several market variables: (i) bid-ask spread, sp ∈ {1,2}; (ii) bid-ask volume imbalance vi,

calculated as the difference between the sum of order volume on the bid side and the ask side,

divided by the sum of order volume on the LOB; (iii) exact order volume on the {1, . . . ,5}-th level of
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the {bid,ask} side v = {vb
1 , . . . ,vb

5 ,va
1 , . . . ,va

5}, clipped at the 99.9 percentile lobmax; (iv) the sampled

event type from sd-PNHP e, encoded as one-hot vectors of size 1×4. All features are standardised

into the range of [0,1]. A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) consisting of three linear layers with

LeakyReLU activation is used to embed the conditional information, and the output is used as

condition in deriving error term εθ(xt, t,c).

Even though DDPM is mainly used in the domain of image generation, it is demonstrated

later in the experiment section that DDPM can also be used to model the complex distribution of

x0 = (op, ov): not only being able to replicate the overall distribution shape, but also able to grasp

the dependency between conditional information and x0.

6.2.4 ABIDES Implementation Details

The ABIDES base class of TradingAgent is extend to implement the BT. The main functionalities

of the base class include being able to send and receive messages (including posting order-related

actions to the exchange and receiving market information from the exchange), submit and cancel

orders, and maintain its own order history. The BT is subscribed to market information and

whenever the LOB is updated – either from its own action, or the action of another agent – the BT

receives a market subscription message and samples an event (with event type, arrival time, and

order attributes). The sampled event will not necessarily to be posted to the exchange, as there is

a possibility that an event posted by another experimental agent will arrive earlier. Under this

circumstance, the BT will sample a new event and the original event will be abandoned. The

newly sampled event is considered an “exterior” interaction (as shown in Fig. 6.3(b)).

In addition, the following functions were introduced to enable BT embedding in ABIDES:

Empty Book: During market open, when there are no orders on the ask (or bid) side, the spread

will be assumed to be one tick. If the BT samples an ask (or bid) cancellation action, it will

be automatically replaced by an action of submitting bid (or ask) limit order of volume 100

at the top price level. This mechanism is only activated on the rare occasions when one side

of the LOB runs out of liquidity.

LOB Liquidity Maintenance: When the LOB runs out of liquidity, the volume of orders arriv-

ing at a price level with less than the lower bound units of orders (set as 104) is increased

by 500. Likewise, when there is too much liquidity on a price level, the volume of orders

arriving at a price level with more than the upper bound units of orders (set as empirical

90 percentile: 3.6×104) is decreased by 500.

LOB Spread Maintenance: Whenever the bid-ask spread is larger than two ticks, the next

order submission will fall within the spread to minimise the spread. This follows the

empirical distribution of the bid-ask spread for large-tick stocks, which is dominantly no

more than two ticks.
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LOB Deep-Level Maintenance: As the sd-PNHP is only in charge of sampling events related

to the top five price levels of the LOB, the cancellations of orders falling outside the top five

price levels (if there are any) happen together with normal sampled cancellations with a

pre-defined probability (set as 10%).

Volume Outliers: Outliers (> 99.9%) in the order volume distribution mainly arise from market

orders, and the DDPM module does not model outliers. Therefore, the volume outliers in

market orders are modelled as ABIDES ‘shocks’, such that 3% of market orders will become

‘shocks’ with a mean volume of 1.3×104 (both statistics are derived from data).

Market Open: When the market opens, the first five price levels are randomly populated with

limit orders of volume ov ∈ {100,200, . . . ,1000}, until the order volumes on each price level

reach a random aggregation value in the range 1.5×104 - 2.0×104 (derived from the

empirical average value of the top five price levels in the dataset). Time intervals for these

orders are set as 10−6 seconds for fast population of the LOB, during which time no market

information will be sent out and no agents will react. These orders can be considered

as pre-market-open orders, and the resultant LOB is used as an initial state on which

following events accumulate.

6.3 Experiments

6.3.1 Model Learning and Parameter Settings

The sd-PNHP and DDPM models trained on INTC data from the LOBSTER dataset is chosen as

the main models to be used in the following experiments. Parameters for experimental agents

are human defined, taking reference from the original ABIDES settings.

In sd-PNHP, the majority of linear layers in stacked continuous-time long short-term memory

(PCT-LSTM) units are set with two layers, 16 units, and Tanh activation; however, Softplus

activation is used for the linear layers for deriving decay coefficient (> 0). The embedding layers

for event type and state indicator are also of two layers, 16 units, and Tanh activation. The

decoding layer for intensity rates is of one layer, 16 units, and Softplus activation that forces

outputs to be positive. Sample length is set as 50, the optimiser used is RMSprop, the learning

rate is 2×10−3, and the model is trained for 200 iterations. In DDPM, all linear layers are set

with three layers, 32 units, and LeakyReLU activation. The maximum diffusion step is 100,

with noise scheme β ranges from 1×10−3 to 2×10−1. An exponential moving average parameter

updating method is used, the optimiser used is RMSprop, the learning rate is 2×10−4, and model

is trained for 200 iterations.
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6.3.2 Model Interpretability and Transparency

One of the biggest advantages of the proposed LOB simulation model lies in its enhanced

interpretability, when compared with alternative ‘black box’ deep learning based simulation

models. While deep learning models are utilised as a foundation for the proposed simulation,

they primarily serve as auxiliary tools to support the stochastic modelling of the LOB; a concept

that has been extensively validated in the existing literature. Under this approach, simulation

results are more accessible to logical interpretation, which is critical for building trustworthy

systems with real world application. Here, elaborations on model interpretability are made from

the perspectives of the sd-PNHP for order type and arrival time generation, and the DDPM for

order price and volume generation.

6.3.2.1 Order Type and Arrival Time Generation

The sd-PNHP model is in essence a stochastic point process model that uses intensity rate curves

to depict the arrival of events, with the help of PCT-LSTM to enhance its expression capability.

Therefore, a change in simulation results can be linked directly to a change in intensity rate

curves, which can be further traced back to a change in input variables such as the market state

or the most recent event history. This help us to identify some of the key causal relations in this

complex system.

Here, 10,000 repeated trials of non-iterative single-step sampling are performed. Experiments

and results are described below:

• The influence of market state indicator on the imbalance in upcoming order
type. This influence is tested by setting three parallel sets of experiments, in which the

market state indicators are set equal to either 0, 1 or 2 at all timesteps. Other variables

are randomly sampled and remain equal across different experiments. The state indicator’s

influence on the upcoming order flow imbalance is investigated, calculated as the difference

between net (submission minus cancellation) bid orders and net ask orders. It is found that

when market indicator increases (the volume at the bid quote price grows relatively larger

than the volume at the ask quote price), the number of net bid orders gradually overpasses

net ask orders. In summary, this phenomenon indicates that the sd-PNHP model tends

to grasp the market inertia in the sense that a market with higher aggregate ask (or bid)

volume tends to attract a higher net ask (or bid) order inflow.

• The influence of recent event stream on event type sampling. This influence is

tested by setting four parallel sets of experiments, where all event types in each experiment

are set as either 0, 1, 2, 3. Other variables are randomly sampled and remain equal across

different experiments. The test sums up event types being sampled in each set of four

experiments and discover the top two most likely event types to be sampled after a burst

of homogeneous event stream. Through experiments It is found that the submission of
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orders tends to be followed by order cancellations from both the ask and bid side, while

the cancellation of orders tends to be followed by order submission or cancellation on the

same side of the LOB. This phenomenon reveals the symmetrical event interaction in a

broad sense. It also indicates that submission of orders on one side the LOB has a higher

potential to spread its influence to the other side of the LOB, which might be partially

owing to the direct impact laid by some orders (e.g., market orders) on the liquidity resting

on the opposite side of the LOB.

• The influence of historical inter-arrival time on the arrival time of the next
event. This influence is tested by setting four parallel sets of experiments, where the

time intervals in each subsequent set are ten times longer than those in the previous

set (i.e., the time intervals in the fourth set are 103 times longer than the first set). It

is found that the influence of increase in historical inter-arrival times on the increase

in the time interval until next event arrival is concave. Moreover, when the sd-PNHP is

set to run iteratively, the arrival of events will tend to converge back to a comparatively

high frequency even after a period of less frequent trading activities, which reveals the

high-frequency essence of this LOB simulator.

6.3.2.2 Order Price and Volume Generation

The DDPM learns the bi-directional non-parametric mapping between the data distribution

and Gaussian space. By sampling from the Gaussian space and incorporating current market

indicators, order price and volume information can be sampled through denoising. The learned

distribution is transparent as it can be directly compared with the empirical distribution and it

can be tested for the effectiveness of various conditioning.

Here, the distributions of order price and volume sampled from the DDPM module are

examined, and are compared with the respective empirical distributions to evaluate quality.

Results are presented in Fig. 6.4 to Fig. 6.8, which show a series of distribution plots for both

simulated data (left side) and empirical data (right side) from one trading day of INTC. Identical

scale on the vertical axis is set for both simulated and empirical data to allow better comparison.

The value range on the horizontal axis for relative price distributions is {−2, . . . ,4}, and for volume

distributions is {1, . . . ,79} (values in units of 102).

• The aggregate distribution of price and volume. As shown in Fig. 6.4, it can be seen

that the overall distribution of sampled order attributes highly mimics the empirical data.

For the order relative price, it is observed that the probability of op = 0 is the highest, and

the probability drops quickly for op > 0; while the probability for orders that fall within the

bid-ask spread (i.e., market orders or aggressive limit orders that form a new best price)

is the lowest. For order volume distributions, it is observed that as volume increases, the

probability in general shows abrupt downward trend. Both distributions are in accordance
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Figure 6.4: The overall distribution for price and volume: simulated (green) and real (red).

with empirical microstructure studies, indicating that the distribution of non-negative

order price and order volume follow power law distributions [25]. One point to note, is that

even though that the DDPM is used as a non-parametric way to learn the data distribution,

the learned probability mass functions appear to be a smooth power law curve (especially

for volume distribution), which indirectly reflects the rationality of using a power law to

model the distribution of order price and volume in parametric models.

• Price distribution conditional on event type. As shown in Fig. 6.5, the conditional

price distributions for order submission and order cancellation vary, as cancellation cannot

be of a negative price. Additionally, the distribution of non-negative order prices is more

skewed for order submissions compared with order cancellations. The distributions for the

ask side and the bid side (not shown) are essentially symmetrical.

• Price distribution conditional on spread. The bid-ask spread is an important indicator

that reveals contemporaneous demand and supply relations. A wider spread indicates a

higher degree of investor discrepancy concerning fair asset value. As shown in Fig. 6.6, the

price distribution varies significantly when spread enlarges to two, such that almost all

orders arrive at the top price levels.
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Figure 6.5: Price distribution conditional on event type: simulated (green) and real (red).
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Figure 6.6: Price distribution conditional on spread: simulated (green) and real (red).

• Order volume distribution conditional on bid-ask volume imbalance. The differ-

ence between the ask side volume and the bid side volume reveals the aggregate market-

level imbalance between supply and demand, which ultimately drives the price of the asset

to either direction. In a market where demand (total volume of bid orders) exceeds supply

(total volume of ask orders), the price is expected to rise and this rise will likely encourage

further demand; while the opposite effect exists in a market where supply exceeds demand.

As shown in Fig. 6.7, this phenomenon is witnessed in both simulated and real volume

distributions: bid orders tend to arrive with a higher volume when demand exceeds supply,

and ask orders tend to arrive with a higher volume when supply exceeds demand. This

observation indicates that the simulation exhibits market momentum.

• Order volume distribution conditional on order price. As shown in Fig. 6.8, the

mean volume for limit orders with price -1 (orders that fall within the spread while does not

incur trades) is significantly larger than that of orders with non-negative prices. Moreover,

for orders with non-negative prices, the right skewness (judged from the coefficient of power

law fit on data) of order volume distribution is larger than orders with relative price -1.

• Dependencies not learned by the model. In real data, it was found that the arrival

frequency of market orders is dependent on the market imbalance. For instance, market ask
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Figure 6.7: Volume distribution for submitted orders conditional on volume imbalance: simulated
(green) and real (red).
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Figure 6.8: Volume distribution for submitted orders conditional on a specific price level: simulated
(green) and real (red).

orders arrive more frequently when supply exceeds demand, and vice versa. In comparison,

in the simulated data the arrival frequency of market orders does not change when market

imbalance varies.

It is worthwhile to note that some of the observations on the empirical distributions might be

true only for large-tick stocks like INTC, rather than being universally true for all stocks in the

market. The advantage of using a non-parametric generative model like DDPM stands out here

as it holds no assumptions on the data and can flexibly learn distributions of any form.

6.3.3 Stylised Facts Verification

Stylised facts in economics are empirical findings that are so consistent (for example, across a

wide range of instruments, markets, and time periods) that they are accepted as truth. Such facts

can be used to verify the fidelity of an economic simulation. In this section, the behaviour of the

simulated LOB against a comprehensive list of more than ten stylised facts is considered. All

order streams are generated by the BT in isolation. Results are gained by evaluating across 20

one-hour samples for both simulated and real data.

The following stylised facts were able to be reproduced:
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Hurst Exponent for Absolute Return This fact indicates that whether long-range memory

exists in financial market time series [42]. A detrended fluctuation analysis [144] can be

applied on the time series of absolute returns to calculate the Hurst exponent. A Hurst

exponent in the range of (0.5,1) indicates the existence of long memory. Empirical studies

indicate the Hurst exponent to be larger than 0.5 in stock markets [36]. It is found the

exponent in simulated data to be 0.60, and 0.56 in the real data.

Autocorrelation in Order-Sign Series This fact indicates that positive autocorrelation ex-

ists in order-sign series of submissions and cancellations, respectively. Empirical studies

indicate the autocorrelation coefficient roughly falls in the range of (0.2,0.3) [35]. It is found

that the autocorrelation coefficients to be significant in both simulated and real data. In

simulated data the coefficient is 0.17 for submissions and 0.16 for cancellations. For real

data, the coefficients are 0.41 and 0.33 respectively.

Order Flow Imbalance Impact This fact indicates that the order flow imbalance (OFI) tends

to cause prices to change [57]. The imbalance between supply and demand is measured as

the difference between events that enforce the bid side (bid submission and ask cancellation),

and events that enforce the ask side (ask submission and bid cancellation) during a ten-

seconds interval. The R-squared value from the regression between return and OFI was

found to have an average value of 0.65 in Cont et al. [57]. Here, the R-squared value is

found to be 0.66 in simulated data and 0.70 in real data.

Price Impact Function This fact indicates that the transaction volume’s influence on price

change is concave. Empirical studies indicate that the impact of transaction volume on

change in quote prices increases more quickly with changes at small volumes and less

quickly at larger volumes. The slope of the fitted curve between logarithm volume and

logarithm price change lies around 0.5 for high market capitalisation stocks, and the slope

varies across different markets owing to market protocols [50]. The slope calculated on

simulated data is 0.83, and on real data is 0.50, both of which conform with a concave curve.

Mid-Price Evolution This fact indicates that the evolution of the mid-price for liquid financial

assets essentially follows a random walk and the mid-price remains volatile during any

trading period [12]. As shown in Fig. 6.9a, the mid-price of both simulated and real data

fluctuate over an approximately 10 minutes time interval.

Autocorrelation in Return Series This fact, a reflection of the ‘efficient markets’ hypothesis

[145], indicates that price movements for liquid assets do not exhibit significant and

strong autocorrelation. The absolute value for autocorrelation of log return time series

f (τ) = corr(r t+τ,∆t, r t,∆t) was found to be lower than 0.1, and as time lag increases the

coefficient converges to zero [42]. Other studies found that the autocorrelation coefficient

for return series to be weak but significant [44]. For simulated data, it is found that the
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lag 1 autocorrelation to be around -0.1 and it fast decays as lag increases for one second

frequency data. For real data, some samples show weak but significant autocorrelation,

while others do not exhibit significant autocorrelation.

Normality of Log Returns This fact indicates that the distribution of asset log returns follows

a normal distribution; at the same time, when sampling frequency changes from low to high,

the kurtosis increases [146]. Fig. 6.9b shows the distribution of r t,∆t when the sampling

frequency is high (∆t = 1 sec) and low (∆t = 1 min) can both be fitted with a Gaussian

distribution. The distribution of high frequency return shows higher kurtosis and low

tails (kurtosis > 10), while the low frequency return shows lower kurtosis and high tails

(kurtosis< 1).

Event Inter-Arrival Time This fact indicates that the distribution of event inter-arrival times

follows an exponential or a Weibull distribution [147]. Fig. 6.9c presents the empirical

density curve of time distribution (blue line) fitted with exponential (red), Weibull (green),

and exponentiated Weibull (orange) distributions using MLE. Both simulated and real

data have the best goodness of fit with the exponentiated Weibull distribution (the Jenson-

Shannon divergence being 0.22 and 0.27 respectively). Note that the distribution for

simulated data rises at its tail, as the maximum value set for inter-arrival time sampling is

one second.

Volatility Clustering This fact indicates that high volatility events tend to cluster in time. The

function that used to quantify this feature is f (τ) = corr(r2
t+τ,∆t, r

2
t,∆t) [42]. This function

remains positive and shows a downward tendency when delay in time τ increases. Fig. 6.9d

confirms this property is exhibited in both simulated and real data (∆t = 1 sec), and is

similar to that shown in Cont [42].

Volatility/Volume Positive Correlation This facts indicates that the standard deviation of

log return στ,∆t and traded volume Vτ have positive correlation, in the sense that trading

activities of large volumes are likely to introduce higher volatility [148]. In Vyetrenko et al.

[146], the mean value for correlation coefficient for historical data lies around 0.4. This

facts is tested for time series resampled every one second, and statistics are calculated

for window size of 30 minutes. Fig. 6.9e plots the standard deviation against average

trade volume. The correlation coefficient for simulated and real data are 0.35 and 0.62

respectively, which confirm the existence of this fact which confirm the existence of this

fact.

The following stylised fact is not able to be reproduced:

Volatility/Returns Negative Correlation This fact, also termed as the ‘leverage effect’ [149],

indicates that volatility and asset returns are negatively correlated. The volatility commonly
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(a) Mid-price evolution: both sim (left) and real (right) mid-price time series
exhibit high volatility during an one hour trading period.

(b) Log returns: Log returns are normally distributed for sim (left) and
real (right) data. As sampling frequency increases, kurtosis increases.

(c) Inter-arrival times: Exponentiated Weibull distribution is found to be
the best fit for both sim (left) and real (right) data.
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(d) Volatility clustering: sim (green); real (red). Correlation for absolute
return over short time lags, decaying to zero as lag times increase.

(e) Volatility-volume: Positive correlation of returns standard deviation
and average traded volume in sim (left) and real (right) data.

(f) Bid-ask spread: both sim (left) and real (right) data have bid-ask spread
of one tick for majority of time, showing high liquidity and large-tick stock
essense.
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(g) Incoming order volume: both sim (left) and real (right) data show
volatile incoming volume, with sim showing higher mean and lower varia-
tion.

(h) Time to first fill: both sim (left) and real (right) data show power law
distributions, with sim showing a shorter tail.

Figure 6.9: Stylised facts and numerical properties for both simulated and real LOB data.

used here is the implied volatility derived from a particular volatility index (e.g., VIX) or

the price of financial derivatives. Here, there does not exist an implied volatility for the

simulated asset. Therefore, following Dufour et al. [150], The relation between realised

volatility (denoted as the sum of squared log returns) and returns is investigated. It is

found that both simulated and real data do not show a significant negative correlation

between the two variables. This may suggest that realised volatility is not a good substitute

of implied volatility. Although the leverage effect has previously been demonstrated using

an ABM [151], it is rare. In Chen et al. [151], it was suggested that the reason many ABMs

are not capable of recreating this fact is potentially due to the lack of asymmetric trading

behaviours in simulation.
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By taking reference from Coletta et al. [111], some numerical properties of the simulated

LOB are also exploited. Such properties vary a lot across different financial markets and financial

assets, and they normally cannot be concluded with certain distributions with an agreed-upon

parameter range. Hence, The simulated data generated by the BT agent is compared with the

real data based on which the BT agent is trained, instead of conducting a direct comparison with

Coletta et al. [111].

Bid-Ask Spread over Time Shown in Fig. 6.9f, as both the simulated data and the real data

is for highly liquid stocks that have comparatively low market value, the bid-ask spread

is dominantly one tick over time. Only when all orders resting on the top price levels are

taken by market orders, or cancelled by agents, the bid-ask spread can be larger than one.

Incoming Volume for Limit Order Submissions Liquid financial assets usually have high

limit order incoming volume, and the volume fluctuates over time. From Fig. 6.9g it can

be seen both simulated and real data present high incoming volume and high volatility,

with the simulated data exhibiting comparatively higher mean value and lower relative

variation. The differences mainly originate from the setting of a stable distribution form

for limit order submissions in the simulation, while in real markets the distributions of

such properties can be dynamic over time according to market conditions and cannot be

concluded with a stable form of distribution.

Time to First Fill Time to first fill describes the time interval between the time when a order

is submitted and the time when the order is partially fulfilled. This property indicates

whether an asset is liquid or not, and liquid assets usually have low time to first fill. Here

the majority of first time to fill for both simulated and real data are less than one second, as

in Fig. 6.9h. Empirical research also indicated that the time to first fill follows a power law

distribution [147], here both simulated and real data are in accordance with the literature

(KS test p-value <0.1)

6.3.4 Experimental Agents Interaction

6.3.4.1 Interaction Experiment Settings

By incorporating agents with various trading strategies into the ABIDES framework to interact

with the BT, insights into how the system reacts to external stimuli, and how those reactions

compare to real markets can be gained. Here, five criteria are considered: (i) mean profitability of

agents (with no consideration of transaction cost); (ii) trading volume of agents as a proportion of

total market trading volume; (iii) standard deviation of the realised mid-price time series; (iv)

BT’s ask-bid order imbalance: measured as max(AS+BC,BS+ AC)/min(AS+BC,BS+ AC)−1,

in which AS, AC,BS,BC indicate the number of ask submission, ask cancellation, bid submission
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Table 6.1: Agents and LOB statistics in markets containing one BT and n homogeneous trading
agents of type T. Where n is shown in parentheses, BT is set to have no order flow impact.
Criteria marked * are in %.

(i) Profit (in 10−3) (ii) Prop. trades* (iii) Std. mid-price (iv) Order imbalance* (v) Correlation

T
n

1 15 (15) 50 1 15 (15) 50 1 15 (15) 50 1 15 (15) 50 1 15 (15) 50

MM 1.6 12.1 0.2 55.5 1.2 11.7 15.5 24.0 4.3 9.9 5.8 28.0 1.1 3.5 1.1 9.7 0 0 0 0
MR -1.0 0.8 -1.0 1.2 1.3 16.1 17.2 36.0 3.7 2.7 3.5 2.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.9 0 0 0 0
ZI -0.1 0.5 -0.5 1.0 0.6 6.0 6.7 14.4 4.9 3.8 4.1 3.3 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.0 0.19 0.27 0.05 0.76
HBL -1.1 0.8 -0.1 0.9 0.6 7.3 7.5 18.6 4.6 3.6 3.5 3.1 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.9 0.09 0.44 0 0.82

and bid cancellation; and (v) the correlation between value agents’ underlying fundamental stock

value and realised stock price.

Each experimental condition is repeated 20 times and mean values are taken. Results are

shown in Table 6.1. Number of agents is set as n ∈ {1,15,50}, and order flow impact True (i.e.,

BT reacts to agent orders). For control, markets with n = (15) agents are also compared with

order flow impact False (i.e., BT does not react to agent orders). Unless otherwise stated, agent

populations are homogeneous.

6.3.4.2 ABIDES Configuration

Four types of agents are considered: MM, MR, ZI, and HBL. To enable fair comparison, all agents

wake up according to an exponential scheme (Poisson process), with average interval ∆t = 30secs.

The order events posed by experimental agents as a percentage of all order events is below

10% in all markets, ensuring that the market dynamics created by the BT is not overtaken by

experimental agents. Other parameters are: l1 = 20, l2 = 50, rmax = 5, l = 16. For ABIDES related

configurations, the Reference Market Simulation Configuration sample file is considered. Values

are set as: mean value µ = 103, σ2 = 2×10−10, reverting rate γ = 10−12. The original default

values are: 105, 10−8, 1.7×10−16, respectively. The values of µ and σ2 are lowered because of

a lower starting asset value £10. The value of γ is increased so that the oracle demonstrates

more mean reversion during 1-hour simulation window. Observation variance is set as σo = 10.

R_min = 0, R_max = 5, eta = 1 are used to control the greediness of agents. Agents’ holding limit

and starting cash are set big enough as that their decisions are not bounded by them. All findings

to follow are supported by Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p-value<0.1, unless otherwise specified)

either by comparing statistics in group n = 1 and group n = 50, or by comparing group n = 15 and

group n = (15).

6.3.4.3 Herding Effect

Financial herding has been well documented in market empirical studies as an phenomenon of

investors tending to follow the crowd or trend in the market instead of performing their own
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analysis [152, 153]. Here, making reference to Table 6.1, the experiment considers how a change

in the number of agents holding the same trading strategy affects agent profitability and LOB

behaviour.

In terms of agent profitability (i), it can be seen that in general the mean profitability increases

with number of agents in markets containing both trend and value strategies. Empirical studies

on emerging and less-efficient markets indicate that the intensity of herding is positively related

to trading profitability, especially for trend strategies [154, 155]. Studies that investigated the

profitability of several technical trading strategies also revealed that by increasing the frequency

of the data that the strategy is based on, the profitability of the trading strategy can be improved

[156]. Also, as more agents adopt a particular trend strategy, such as momentum trading, there

is greater influence on market price in a favourable (i.e., predictable) direction. Among all agents,

MM achieves the highest profits. This profit is mainly derived from the capital gains in stock

positions after causing an extreme one-direction price movement, as MM agents rarely neutralise

a position after momentum ignition.

In terms of LOB volatility (iii), it can be seen that increasing the number of MM agents

causes increasing volatility, while the opposite effect occurs for other agent types. This is to

be expected for momentum traders as price movements drive further movements in the same

direction. Empirical studies of real markets indicate that herding behaviour is more intense in

extreme market conditions, caused by momentum trading behaviours, and can lead to tail events

such as a market crash [157]. Boehmer et al. [157] argued that homogeneous trading behaviours

are more likely to cause price overreaction during a short time period, with deviation from the

long term mean. In contrast, MR agents and value agents follow a mean-reverting fundamental

value oracle. Therefore, an increase in the number of agents tends to reduce market volatility.

In terms of correlation between fundamental price and realised LOB price (v), empirical

studies have indicated that the high intensity of HFTs’ herding behaviour tends to increase the

correlation of their order flows [158], giving them more power to move the price. Studies on the

futures market also indicated that HFTs help prices converge to the fundamental [159]. As value

agents trade according to the comparison between their underlying fundamental value and the

realised stock price, increasing the number of agents essentially gives the group more power to

move price towards the fundamental value. The effect of this herding behaviour is reflected in the

increased correlation for ZI and HBL. Notice that markets containing only trend agents exhibit

zero correlation between the fundamental value and realised LOB price. This is to be expected as

the fundamental value is ignored by these traders.

6.3.4.4 Order Flow Impact

The statistic of order imbalance generated by the BT agent (iv) can be used to determine whether

agents impact order flow imbalance. By comparing n = 15 with the control n = (15), it can be

clearly seen that the degree of imbalance is significant in MM market, while not significant in
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markets with other types of agents.

In markets dominated by trend agents, the order flow impact manifests as causing further

trend following events (i.e., pushing price farther away, or pulling price back towards the mean).

This effect is observed in the volatility of mid-price (iii). When no order flow impact is considered,

volatility in a market full of MM traders tends to be underestimated. The underestimation of

volatility in a MM market is caused by overlooking the empirical finding of momentum ignition

[160]. Momentum ignition indicates that investors tend to follow the price trend made by HFTs.

Studies of real markets indicate that large institutional value traders contribute substantially

to price discovery [161]. A similar effect is observed in the simulation results. It can be seen that

an increase in the number of value agents in the market causes an increase in the correlation

between realised LOB price and the fundamental value (v). Also, correlation is nearly zero in the

control, where order flow impact is excluded. This result indicates that the inclusion of order flow

impact can help model the price discovery role of value agents.

6.3.4.5 Competition between Agent Strategies

To understand strategy interaction, heterogeneous experiments are also performed, with the

existence of order flow impact: (1) trend markets containing 15 MM vs. 15 MR; and (2) value

markets containing 15 ZI vs. 15 HBL. In trend markets, it is found that the profits of both

strategies are inferior to the profits generated in homogeneous markets, as these two types

of agents are competing with each other to influence the price in their respective favor. Also,

the resulting market volatility falls by nearly 50% compared with a homogeneous MM market,

indicating MR agents’ mean-reverting impact. In value markets, profits of both strategies are not

significantly different with their respective homogeneous markets. However, in relative terms,

HBL is more profitable than ZI. This is unsurprising given HBL has a relatively sophisticated

trading strategy, when compared with ZI.

6.3.4.6 Stylised Facts with Interaction

Finally, the stylised facts of simulated markets where BT interacts with agents are again mea-

sured. Homogeneous markets containing each trader type, with n = 15 and order flow impact set

True, are considered. Results are: (1) Hurst exponent: [0.58,0.76]; (2) Autocorrelation of order

signs: [0.16,0.19] for submission and [0.15,0.18] for cancellation; (3) OFI R-squared: [0.62,0.68];

and (4) Price impact function slope: [0.74,0.88]. In addition, other non-qualitative properties are

also in accordance with the findings in the BT standalone experiments.

6.3.5 Responsiveness of the System

Here, the approach in Coletta et al. [111] is closely followed to test the responsiveness of the

system to price impact. A percent-of-volume (POV) agent is introduced which simulates a large
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volume trader that is likely to move the market price. The POV agent is defined by two parameters:

time interval T seconds, and percentage of market volume λ. At time t, POV is instructed to

buy/sell a total volume V = λM, where M is the total transaction volume of the whole market

over the previous T seconds. POV will attempt to trade volume V over the next T seconds by

splitting V into multiple smaller orders.

6.3.5.1 Price Impact by POV Agents with Various Trading Volume

Experiments are set to run for one simulated hour and POV agents are set to begin trading at

time t = 1800 seconds, with trading interval T = 600 seconds; i.e., POV will do nothing for the

initial 30 minutes, followed by a burst of trading between 30-40 minutes, and then no further

trading until the simulation ends. The price impact of increasing trade volumes is explored, such

that λ ∈ [0.01,0.1,0.2,0.5].

For each set of experiments, the simulation is set to run under three conditions: (1) A market

containing BT agent only. Here there is no POV agent and so the evolution of the market when

there is no impact can be traced; (2) A market containing POV agent and BT agent configured to

have no order flow impact such that the BT does not react to the exogenous orders posted by the

POV. Here, any price change in the market is a direct result of POV order submissions only; (3) A

market containing POV agent and BT agent configured to have order flow impact. In this system,

changes in market price result from both the POV order submissions and also the responsive

market behaviours of the BT.

By comparing the difference in market price between configurations (1) and (2), it is possible

to investigate the price impact of simply adding orders into the market and this price difference

is referred to as plain price impact. This impact resembles traditional backtesting, where orders

eat the book and are not replaced as the market cannot respond. By comparing the difference

in market price between configurations (2) and (3), it is possible investigate how the market

responds to POV order volume. This ‘extra’ price impact is referred to as order flow impact. This

approach of separating total price impact into two components is unique, and different to the

approach taken by Coletta et al. [111].

Results are shown in Fig. 6.10, with the left hand side showing plain impact calculated as

the difference in mid-price generated in (1) and (2), and the right hand side showing order flow

impact calculated as the difference in mid-price generated in (2) and (3). The black line, red line,

and grey shaded area are mean value, 10-th and 90-th percentiles, and one standard deviation

from the mean, respectively. The POV agent submits orders during the blue shaded area. Each

simulation is repeated 20 times, and the POV agent only submits bid orders.

For plain price impact, it can be seen that price rises when POV trades, and grows monotoni-

cally with λ. Price impact is permanent and remains after the POV agent stops trading. For order

flow impact, it is found that low values of λ= 0.01 and λ= 0.1 do not cause the market to respond.

As λ increases, order flow impact increases superlinearly. This shows the market adversely
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(a) Mid price difference when λ= 0.01

(b) Mid price difference when λ= 0.1

(c) Mid price difference when λ= 0.2

(d) Mid price difference when λ= 0.5

Figure 6.10: Plain price impact and order flow impact as percentage of volume λ varies.
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(a) Mid price difference when trading horizon is T

(b) Mid price difference when trading horizon is 2T

(c) Mid price difference when trading horizon is 3T

Figure 6.11: Plain price impact and order flow impact as trading horizon varies when λ= 0.2.

responding to increased buy pressure, pushing market prices higher than they would otherwise

go. Noticeably, the order flow impact is the overlooked portion of price impact in traditional

backtesting, which assumes the market does not respond to exogenous events.

The empirical study by Bershova and Rakhlin [162] showed that after the instant price impact

caused by trade T, the price presents a mean reversion pattern of moving back towards the

original price before trade T executed. Such a phenomenon is called ‘post-trade price reversion’,

and the reversion was found to be 1/3 of the instant price impact. In the simulation results shown

in Fig. 6.10, price impact does not show post-trade reversion. For comparison, in the related
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simulation experiments performed by Coletta et al. [111], the price time series either presented

full reversion for small λ or no reversion for large λ. Therefore, both methods are unable to

accurately capture this phenomenon. The reason for NS-ABM’s failure in replicating this price

dynamic might be that both the sd-PNHP and the DDPM module do not have knowledge of past

price information, and as a result the price reversion towards a historical level cannot be properly

modeled. This limitation will be addressed in future work.

6.3.5.2 Price Impact by POV Agents with Various Trading Horizons

This section further investigates how price impact responds to rate of trading (i.e., holding

volume constant and varying trading horizon). As indicated by optimal execution theories, a

higher execution rate (or shorter trading period) tends to cause greater market impact [163]. To

test this observation, a final experiment is performed using POV trader with λ= 0.2 and total

volume is set as V =λM, where M is the total transaction volume of the whole market over the

previous T = 10×60 seconds. Three configurations are compared, such that the POV must trade

total volume V within T, 2T, and 3T seconds.

Results are shown in Fig. 6.11. By adding up both the mean values of plain price impact

and order flow impact at the end of POV trading periods (i.e., where blue shaded areas end),

the price differences are 16.3, 15.6 and 14.3 for trading horizons of T, 2T and 3T respectively,

demonstrating a downward trend. This conforms with the observations of Almgren [163]. However,

other empirical studies have reached the contradictory conclusion that market impact tends to

increase for a longer trading horizon [164]. Thus, this topic remains to be further investigated.

6.4 Conclusions

This chapter presented the hybrid neural stochastic agent-based model (NS-ABM) for realistic

LOB simulation implemented in the ABIDES framework [138]. NS-ABM combined the benefits

of ABM with data-driven approaches to simulation by including a neural stochastic BT that is

pre-trained on real data. The backbone of the BT consists of a sd-PNHP module for event type

and arrival time sampling, and a DDPM module for order-related attributes generation, results

from which are of high interpretability and transparency. The BT trader has been shown to

realistically simulate real world LOB dynamics, with ten stylised facts – empirically observed

properties of markets that are accepted as fact – approximately reproduced. In addition, the BT

trader can also realistically react to endogenous market events, with stylised facts remaining

once a populations of trend and value trading agents are added to the simulation. An explicit

investigation of the price impact within the system was also conducted, and it was elaborated

how it mimics and deviates from empirical studies. Since the NS-ABM model can realistically

replicate market characteristics, it removes the need to include populations of stochastic ‘noise’

agents that approximately characterise market dynamics (e.g., McGroarty et al. [10]). NS-ABM
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can also act as a ‘dynamic back-test’ harness, such that individual trading strategies can be

evaluated on historical data that realistically adapts to the actions of the trading strategy.

In the experiments, an exogenous fundamental value was generated using a mean-reverting

stochastic process. However, ABIDES enables historical data to be used as a fundamental value.

Using such a configuration, the NS-ABM offers a potential route towards the ‘holy grail’ of

dynamic back-testing for financial trading algorithms, where trading events generated by a

strategy under test have trading impact. It would also be interesting to conduct more diversified

interaction experiments, for instance simulations that include more heterogeneous trading

strategies, to see how strategies interfere with each other and how the resultant market statistics

revolve. In terms of the BT, it is also interesting to investigate the feasibility of replicating

structural changes (e.g. a market crash) that embedded in the training data, which provides the

possibility of replicating more realistic, or even abnormal, market dynamics in LOB simulation.

This exciting avenue of investigation is intended to be explored in future work.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis has presented a comprehensive series of theoretical studies on modelling the LOB,

utilising state-of-the-art deep learning models. The motivations of the studies conducted were

mainly coming from realistic dilemmas in research that involves LOB. First, LOB data results

from the interaction of orders that are submitted to the exchange, or on a high level the strategic

competition between market participants. In this sense, the information embedded in the LOB is

valuable, as it reflects the contemporaneous demand and supply relation in the market, which in

the end becomes the essential driver of market price for an asset. This characteristic of LOB data

decides its cornerstone role for researchers that are focused on financial microstructure studies,

as well as market participants that want to improve profitability of their trading strategies. While

on the contrary, the availability of LOB is very limited or comes with a high cost, owing to the

streaming, storage, cleaning and reconstructing fees associated with processing the extreme large

volume of high frequency LOB data. This poses an obstacle for people interested in exploring

the data. Second, there is urgent needs for a dynamic interactive LOB simulation system. For

researchers, it is essential to test and validate the generality of their empirical findings found

on the real market, and conduct experiments like sensitivity analysis to investigate the casual

relations in market variables; For market investors, they need to test the profitability and risk

profile of their trading strategies to gain insights of how would it perform in the real market.

Their are two general ways to get the intended works done, one is testing on the historical LOB

data (i.e., backtesting); the other alternative is sorting to market simulation. Unfortunately, both

methodologies have their unique and unneglectable drawbacks. For testing on the historical

data, the unrealistic assumption of a static market, a market that will not react to the change in

some market variables or actions posed to the market, is held. This assumption is dangerous as

it disobeys the reality, as the market absorbs, digests, and react to those changes in real time,
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suggested by the efficient market hypothesis. On the other hand, sorting to LOB simulations

becomes a better alternative, as it can be designed to be a dynamic system that is responsive to

external stimuli. Such a LOB simulation in most cases comes in the form of agent-based model

(ABM), a simulation environment mimicking the real market mechanism in which interaction

between strategic agents, together with some market rules, decides the dynamic of the system.

It may seems a perfect solution while in reality it is not the case. The major concern of this

methodology is that almost all existing ABMs are governed by subject agents whose behaviour

patterns and parameters are defined by human beings. Simulating the LOB under this manner

inevitably encounters subjectivity issues, as the existence of those agents in the real market is

questionable. Even their existence might be confirmed, the behaviour patterns of the agents may

not really be in accordance with the real world. Thus, this thesis has been devoted to solving

those dilemmas aroused from real world application scenarios.

7.1 Main Contributions

To allow a broad view, this thesis concentrated on three research topics: (i) From trades and

quotes (TAQ) data to LOB: As top-level TAQ data is much more accessible than LOB, and TAQ

data itself is an overwhelmingly important component of the LOB, the thesis attempted to recover

the volume information on deep price levels of the LOB using TAQ data; (ii) From event stream

to LOB: As indicated by empirical studies that the event stream in financial markets presents

memory, the thesis attempted to predict information concerning the next coming event based

on historical event stream. Facilitated by stochastic point sampling method, a minimal LOB

simulation was achieved by iteratively sampling new events and accumulating sampled events

to create an event-based LOB; (iii) Hybrid neural stochastic agent based LOB simulation: By

embedding the models which can make accurate predictions on the attributes of the coming

event as a background trader (BT) in an ABM simulation environment, the thesis was able to

construct a realistic LOB simulator that is both grounded on real data and being interactive

with experimental agents. In the following, the main contributions of the thesis are discussed in

details:

• Chapter 4 presented the LOB recreation model (LOBRM). The LOBRM is able to recover

deep level information of the LOB based on purely top level TAQ data. The research first

proposed a sparse one-hot positional encoding method for TAQ that can efficiently encode

TAQ data into feature vectors which can be better understood by deep learning models. The

main working components of the LOBRM is of three modules: (i) a history compiler that

makes predictions from a historical perspective, based on the volume resilience characteris-

tic of the LOB; (ii) an events simulator that makes predictions from a dynamic perspective,

simulating the incremental portion of the prediction as the results of stochastic processes;

(iii) a weighting scheme that adaptively combines the basis prediction and incremental
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prediction. The core component of the LOBRM is an ordinary differential equation recurrent

neural network (ODE-RNN), a variant of RNN that is capable of modelling irregularly

sampled time series by constituting a continuous latent state. Through experiments, it

is shown that the LOBRM is superior than mainstream time series models in this task

facilitated by continuous-time RNN and effective ensembling, achieving an mean absolute

error ranging in 0.3 to 0.6 multiples of volume standard deviation in prediction. Further

experiments explored the generality of the encoding method for TAQ and factors that are

related to the model performance.

• Chapter 5 presented the state-dependent parallel neural Hawkes process (sd-PNHP) for

LOB event stream prediction and simulation. The research was rooted in the traditional

empirical and theoretical LOB studies that modelled the event stream in the LOB as

stochastic point processes. The sd-PNHP differs from the original neural Hawkes process

in two ways. First, in order to further improve the model’s performance in handling multi-

variate point processes, a stacked structure of continuous-time long short-term memory

(CT-LSTM) units design that provides fine-grained modelling for intensity rates of different

types of events was proposed. Second, considering the complexity in financial markets, an

event-state interactive mechanism was implanted in the model. Within the interaction,

the state (i.e., market indicator) influence the intensity rates, and in turn the arrived

events influence the Markovian transition of the state. Through experiments, the sd-PNHP

was shown to prevail other mainstream models, achieving a prediction accuracy ranging

in 50% to 60% in the formulated four class classification task. By embracing the unique

advantage of neural point process models, a minimal simulation of the LOB was achieved by

stochastically sampling events from the well-trained sd-PNHP model. A sensitivity analysis

was provided to gain a better insight of the causal relations between stochastic properties

of the LOB and input factors in the system, paving the path for further exploration of the

sd-PNHP’s potential in LOB simulation.

• Chapter 6 presented the hybrid neural stochastic agent-based model (NS-ABM) for LOB

simulation. As the final goal of the thesis is to create a realistic LOB simulation environment

that is both grounded on real data and being interactive, the research combined the

advantages of stochastic and agent-based modelling of the LOB to come up with a hybrid

model. First, a BT whose actions mimic the aggregation effect of the whole market was

designed. For this agent, the event type generation was governed by the sd-PNHP, and other

order related attributes were governed by the conditional deep diffusion probabilistic model

(DDPM). Both logic modules were strictly trained and validated on real data, enhancing

its objectivity. Then, the BT was introduced to a mainstream ABM simulation platform

for LOB. When the BT was running on its own, it could be deemed as a complete market;

and when there were experimental trading agents activated to join the simulation, the

BT could make real-time responsive actions to the experimental agents’ behaviours and
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hence deviated from its original simulation trajectory. Through experiments, it was shown

that the simulated LOB exhibited a comprehensive list of stylised facts found in real data,

demonstrating its authenticity. Further interactive studies showed that the interactions

made by the BT to experimental strategic traders are in accordance with findings in the

real market, and the resulted price impact from interactions was found convincing when

compared with empirical studies.

To conclude, in terms of modelling and simulation of the LOB, the thesis revolutionised the

traditional methodologies by taking advantages of some of the most advanced deep learning

techniques. The thesis investigated the relations between several data types in the LOB, and

achieved realistic LOB simulation based on the gained insights. The proposed methodologies

provided appropriate solutions to the aforementioned dilemmas in application, by recreating LOB

from TAQ, predicting information concerning next LOB event arrivals, and conducting realistic

LOB simulation using a hybrid model. The models chosen were well suited for the nature of the

questions under investigation, providing a brand-new perspective in LOB modelling. Research on

the LOB is abundant while some specific fields are still on-going and fast-developing, thus these

new perspectives provided in this thesis can hopefully be inspirational for further research.

7.2 Limitations

The research conducted in this thesis is not without limitations. This section first discuss

the limitations shared by all the research conducted as a whole, and then dive deep into the

limitations of each model proposed.

There are mainly three high-level limitations for research conducted in the thesis.

First, the dataset used by all three research conducted is comparatively small, being a

dataset consisting of five days length LOB for three large-tick stocks. Even though the dataset

contains roughly five million LOB updates, there is still possibility that the dataset being a biased

representation of the real data distribution, limiting the models generality. The main reason for

not incorporating a larger dataset is that there is no such structured and complete LOB dataset

freely accessible in the public. There indeed exists some large LOB dataset [124], while the data

is reconstructed and missing key components that involved in the studies conducted in this thesis.

This limited availability of a complete LOB dataset again echoes with the motivation of the

thesis - increasing the availability of LOB data using deep learning techniques. To conclude, this

limitation is inevitable.

Second, the models proposed in this thesis were all designated for the LOBs of large-tick

stocks with five price levels, which naturally simplified the modelling process. large-tick stocks

have orders densely distributed around quote prices, leading to the assumption of one tick size

intervals between price levels on both sizes of the book. In reality, the structure of the LOB for

some of the stocks can be much more complicated. For instance, the intervals between price
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levels in the LOB can be irregular for high-priced stocks. In this scenario, the assumptions of the

models do not align with data and the models may fail to work. Still, the thesis provides a good

starting point to be further extended.

Finally, the time complexity of the proposed models is considerably higher than traditional

machine learning baselines or discrete RNN models. Traditional machine learning models like

linear regression, decision trees, and support vector machines typically have simpler architectures

compared to neural networks. They often involve fewer parameters and computations, resulting

in lower computational complexity. Also, training recurrent neural networks involves iterative

computation and iterative optimization algorithms (e.g., gradient descent) that require computing

gradients and updating parameters through multiple layers, which can be computationally inten-

sive. Moreover, as continues RNNs were used as backbones in the models proposed in this thesis,

they introduced further computation burden. For instance, the ODE-RNN involves numerical

integration techniques like Euler’s method, Runge-Kutta methods, or more sophisticated ones

like adaptive step-size methods; the RNN-decay requires to store all interpolated latent states for

the case of computing gradients, which can also leads to higher complexity in gradient calculation.

In practice, the time taken to train a continuous RNN model is on average five to ten times longer

compared to a discrete RNN model, holding all other variables constant. One trick to accelerate

the training process of the proposed models might be to utilising a larger batch size. However, this

must be balanced with the project’s constraints on computational resources (24 GB), particularly

considering the trade-off between accelerating parallel computation and the constraints imposed

by limited GPU graphics memory. In terms of model inference, the batch size can only be set

as one as the prediction on the next LOB snapshots or the next event arriving in the market is

recursive and is dependent on the former prediction. In this sense, utilising a larger batch size

cannot accelerate inference. Notably, computational complexity can be mitigated by adopting

less-aggressive hyperparameters and trading off model accuracy. Alternatively, techniques like

intensity free modelling of temporal point process [165] might be adopted to alleviate this high

computation burden.

In terms of some model-specific limitations:

• The LOBRM presented in Chapter 4 was designed to recover deep level LOB volume

information based on top level TAQ data. Although the LOBRM outperformed other con-

ventional regression and deep learning models in this specific task, its capacity to account

for the variance in high frequency predictions remained limited, as evidenced by a low

coefficient of determination. The main reason might be the noisy and chaotic nature of the

LOB, making the task intrinsically difficult. On the other hand, the model was ‘static’ in

the sense that it did not consider the event-based dynamic of a real LOB, leading to its

failure in conducting realistic LOB simulation.

• The sd-PNHP presented in Chapter 5 was designed to predict information concerning the

next event arriving at the LOB based on historical event stream. To simplify the modelling
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process, events in the LOB were categorised into only four basic types, namely ask sub-

mission, ask cancellation, bid submission and bid cancellation. In real financial exchanges,

the event types are of higher variety, for instance market orders or modification of orders,

not to say the more diversified types of limit orders affiliated with different execution

styles. Considering this diversity in event types might lead to further improvement in

model performance, especially for a more fine-grained LOB simulation. On the other hand,

the proposed sd-PNHP has the potential to be applicable to a wide range of similar tasks

involving multi-variate and event-state inter-dependent data, while this generality of the

model was not investigated.

• The NS-ABM presented in Chapter 6 was a hybrid realistic LOB simulation framework,

in which a BT with sd-PNHP and DDPM backbones was embedded to represent the

market. The core idea was to improve the objectivity in LOB simulation compared with

traditional ABM methodologies. Even though the majority of settings of the NS-ABM has

been grounded on real data, the simulation was still partially rule-based, for instance

some of the emergency settings in the simulation. How to make the simulation fully

objective and realistic is still a path to be further explored. Further, the validation of a

LOB simulation system has always been insufficiently researched. Currently, the validity

of a LOB simulation can only be judged by its presented stochastic properties and certain

responses to external actions, and different research used different sets of standards

to evaluate their simulations. Even though the thesis has tried utmost best to use a

comprehensive list of criteria to evaluate the validity of the simulation, the difficulty of

evaluating a model without solid ground truth still remains.

7.3 Future Works

Based on the research journey of the thesis and the author’s understanding of the research field,

several meaningful future research directions are listed:

• Validating and improving the generality of the proposed models. As stated earlier, the

generality of the proposed models in a wider range of application scenarios has not been

validated. For instance, it would be interesting to see how the models perform for other

asset classes that are much less liquid (e.g. sneakers auctioned on the StockX platform); and

how the models perform in different while similar tasks (e.g. the performance of sd-PNHP

in predicting medical visits). At the same time, if a large dataset is permitted, it would

also be interesting to investigate whether the model performance decay with time owing to

stochastic drift in the market.

• Incorporating enhanced dynamics in LOB simulation. The training data on which models

were trained was too small to consider some of the structural changes or shocks in the
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LOB. For instance, suppose a LOB dataset with years length is available, different models

can be trained on ‘normal’ LOB and ‘abnormal’ LOB separately. The ‘abnormal’ LOB data

can be resulted from market crushes or release of financial reports among other factors.

By looking deep into the difference of the results produced by different models, it can be

verified whether the models are capable of learning the structural differences in the LOB

brought by external information. If so, enhanced dynamics can be incorporated in the

simulation by using models trained on different data as the backbone for the BT, in order

to replay a certain market dynamics existed in the history. This would provide a valuable

scenario analysis for researchers and practitioners.

• Utilising more advanced deep learning techniques in LOB modelling. The research on

applying deep learning techniques to traditional financial modelling tasks has just begun

over the past decade, and is far from being mature. The potential of deep learning models

has not been fully tapped. For instance, relational models like graph neural networks

(GNNs) [166] have not yet been thoroughly investigated in the field of LOB modelling. Being

a structural model composed of nodes and edges, GNNs allow information to spread within

a graph derived from prior knowledge between entities. The model is naturally suitable for

modelling the information flow between market participants or different markets trading

a same asset, and at the same time the influence of the exchange of information on the

model’s prediction performance. Another possibility would be to treat the LOB directly as a

visualised heatmap, or a picture. Thus, the continuous prediction or simulation of the LOB

can be regarded as a video processing task. Treating the task this way, some state-of-the-art

deep learning techniques widely used in the field of computer vision like CNNs [167] or

Transformers [168] can be easily adapted to be applied.

• Handling time irregularities in the LOB more effectively. Even though continuous time

RNN models have been adopted to handle time irregularities of the LOB in this thesis,

more attempts can be explored concerning this topic. First, alternative model structures can

be considered. Temporal convolutional networks (TCNs) [169] represent another promising

avenue for handling time irregularities in LOB data. TCNs leverage dilated convolutions

to capture long-range dependencies in time series data efficiently. By incorporating TCNs

alongside continuous time RNN models, the framework can exploit the complementary

strengths of both architectures to better model irregular time intervals and complex tempo-

ral patterns present in LOB data. Second, a hierarchical approach to modelling temporal

irregularities can further bolster the model’s resilience. By organizing data into hierarchi-

cal structures that represent different temporal scales or levels of abstraction, the model

can adapt to irregularities at both local and global temporal contexts. This hierarchical

framework equips the model with the flexibility to discern patterns across multiple tempo-

ral resolutions, thereby enhancing its capacity to capture the nuances of LOB data with

varying time intervals. Additionally, resampling techniques offer a promising avenue for
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mitigating irregularities in LOB data. Time-based resampling involves aggregating data

within regular time intervals, ensuring consistency and manageability for analysis. Con-

versely, event-based resampling defines new time intervals based on specific market events,

capturing meaningful activity even amidst irregular intervals. Rather than rule-based

resampling, attention mechanism [168] can dynamically adjust the sampling rate based on

the relevance and importance of different time intervals. By prioritizing informative periods

while deprioritizing less relevant ones, attention-based resampling optimizes computational

resources and improves the model’s efficiency in handling irregular time intervals. These

resampling techniques help regularize the data, reduce noise, and provide better control

over the granularity of the time series, ultimately improving the performance of predictive

models and facilitating more accurate insights.

• Exploring the potential of reinforcement learning in terms of LOB simulation. Reinforce-

ment learning (RL) [170, 171] stands of substantial significance in the fast-evolving field of

deep learning. The core of RL algorithms is to train an intelligent agent to learn an optimal

strategy stream to maximize its profit or utility gained from the interaction with a specific

dynamic environment. The environment can be a video game program, a chess game, or

under the general setting of this paper, a CDA market. The focus of RL in the domain of

financial microstructure has been on the trading side. To put it simply, to train a trading

agent whose behavior logic is controlled by neural networks in the hope of maximizing its

trading profit. In the study by Wei et al. [102], the trading problem was formulated as a

Markov Decision Process (MDP) consisting of a latent representation model, RNN-based

transition model, and reward model. A CNN-based auto-encoder was used to represent

the LOB data with latent states. The RL agent learned to update its policy to maximize

cumulative rewards over a fixed time horizon. By validating on real LOB data from the

Hong Kong Stock Exchange, the RL-based trading strategy was shown to beat rule-based

strategies like momentum strategy and classifier-based strategy. Similarly, Gašperov and

Kostanjčar [172] explored the potential of utilizing RL for market making. In terms of

market simulation, Karpe et al. [139] proposed a model-free approach for optimal order

execution in a limit order book market using multi-agent reinforcement learning (RL). They

developed and trained an RL execution agent using the Double Deep Q-Learning algorithm

and evaluated it by comparing it with a market replay simulation using real market data.

The paper highlighted the challenges and importance of developing interactive agent-based

simulations for trading strategies and provided insights into the use of RL in realistic

market simulations. While the focus of the study was still on investigating the profitability

of the RL agent, instead of validating the rationale and authenticity of the simulation

method. We hope for more research on RL-based LOB simulation to appear in the future.

In conclusion, the flourishing cross-disciplinary domain of deep learning driven LOB

modelling and simulation presents both immense potential and inherent challenges. It is
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the aspiration of this thesis to enhance comprehension of financial markets and to serve as

a catalyst for subsequent research endeavors with analogous objectives.
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